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Chapter 1

The Time That Was Between Times

Lloyd typed away on his keyboard, trying his best to ignore the fact that he was
already missing the deadline for the submission of his grant proposal. It was
a minor thing, in some sense, since technically he still has enough funding for
the next year or so, thanks to some of the scholarship options that were present
in the university itself. Those seemed to be a little less stringent in terms of
support, compared to the anal-retentiveness of the anthropology department of
Island-State U. It didn’t help that his advisor was the department head, and she
was, to say the least, displeased with the direction that he was heading with his
research.

Lloyd continued to type away on his keyboard, the office silent with only the
inconsistent sounds of his fingers tapping away on the keyboard. The overhead
lights had been off for several hours now, and he was just relying on the glow of
his monitor to provide much needed illumination to allow him to see what he was
doing. It was not like he did not have a table lamp of any sort—it has gotten to
the point that he would rather rely on the screen providing rudimentary lighting
than on a table lamp that would instantenously blind him each time he used it.

The grant proposal. It was a standard one for the anthropology department.
Each year, every graduate student in the department needed to submit a grant
proposal to gain department funds to help in their research, subjected to ap-
proval from both the advisor and the department head. To Lloyd of course, that
meant the one and the same person, which to him, was significantly infuriating
because there was a certain sense of a conflict of interest that was nearly impos-
sible to hide away. Professor Marianne Fairweather, specialist of south east asian
ethnography. Winner of many accolades on her illuminating treatises on various
south east asian cultures, from the discovery of well-preserved historical writings
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6 CHAPTER 1. THE TIME THAT WAS BETWEEN TIMES

on leaves that were on the verge of disintegration, to the ground-breaking work
linking up the old empires of the Majapahit and ancient Australian aboriginals,
she was the epitome of success for modern anthropology that isn’t from a purely
Western influence.

Lloyd grit his teeth. The grant proposal was due that day, but he was counting
on the fact that the system was still manual (even in this time and age of infor-
mation technologies) to buy himself that extra eight hours to put it all together.
E-mail. That was how it was supposed to be submitted, and frankly, he knew
that Fairweather would only take a look at the submissions the next day. He had
TA-ed for her long enough to know how she works.

“It’s not like I didn’t bother to work on this earlier,” Lloyd said under his
breath, to no one in particular as he struggled to find the words to fill in yet
another section. It was true, to some effect. Lloyd was busy working on what
he felt was important work, something that could literally tear apart the best
research that Fairweather has put out over her five decades of work.

Naturally, as his advisor, Fairweather had cautioned him strongly against pur-
suing his line of research.

“Lloyd Tan, must I remind you that you require a certain amount of academic
rigour in the field of anthropology? You cannot just tell such far-flung stories
and speak of them as though they are indeed truth. As primary sources, they can
work, provided you substantiate them with physical evidence, but they alone do
not prove your already ludicrous thesis,” Fairweather had intoned at one of the
advising sessions with Lloyd when he was trying to put forth his new idea and
the associated research.

“But don’t you see that there are common enough patterns throughout these
stories that it makes more sense if we explain that there was an extra-terrestrial
influence that forced the changes to occur over time?” said Lloyd as he tried
defending his position.

That session did not end well. Lloyd shook his head and kept on typing.
He could not figure out why he was still going through all this, especially

when the deck was so stacked against him. Fairweather was his advisor—that
gave her tremendous power over him. She was also the department head—the
final arbiter to turn to in case of conflict, which in this case meant that he was
doomed. There was still the dean of the humanities and social sciences school,
but that man was old and effectively just a mere figure head—it is well-known
throughout the H&SS of I-SU that the anthropology department was run by one
who had an iron-fist and was not going to give any face to anyone, not even the
dean of the school itself.
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Lloyd cursed under his breath again as he finished up the grant proposal
document. He rubbed his eyes before scanning it again from the first page to
proof-read it.

“A bunch of stupid lies,” Lloyd acknowledged as he read through each para-
graph that he had to bring himself to write just to secure funding that he really
did not need, if not for the department’s requirement that all graduate students
in the department needed some funding from within the department itself.

“I should really finish up that dissertation and get it published somehow, with
or without Fairweather’s support. It’s too important to just ignore it. . . ” Lloyd said
to himself as he looked through the final parts of the grant proposal document.

Satisfied to the extent that he could be given his overall apathy over the
futility of the attempt given his ennui, Lloyd closed the document and pulled up
a new message window from his e-mail client and started typing out a response
to Fairweather, complete with the usual remarks of apology for being late, but
without the levels of sarcasm he felt inclined to put in due to the whole idiocy he
felt about the thing. He then attached the grant proposal document to the email
before sending it out.

Lloyd looked up at the computer clock in the corner of his monitor. Four in
the morning. It was at the time that was between times—too late to catch the
bus home since there were no buses, too early to grab food since no shops were
open.

The time that was between times. Something triggered deep in Lloyd’s mind.
There was some time to spare, and since there was nothing he could do, Lloyd
decided to review one of the earlier stories he had heard while he was research-
ing on his thesis.

Su-Lin was like your typical teenager. Gangling and wanting attention, she
attended school just like everyone else in Island-State. She was quiet for the
most part, too quiet in fact, and it was a trait that even her teachers found to
be profoundly unnerving despite the fact that she had never really given them
any form of problems, disciplinary or academic. There was this otherworldly feel
about her that some claimed to have felt.

She had few friends. Her quietness extended throughout her entire being.
She could talk, and would actually respond coherently whenever anyone directed
a question at her explicitly. The odd thing though was that even though the
answer to the question was remembered, no one could remember what was it
that Su-Lin actually said.
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Lloyd first heard of her from a teacher-friend in the same school that Su-
Lin attended. Said teacher-friend pointed out the kinds of otherworldliness that
everyone seemed to have on Su-Lin. Naturally, Lloyd was interested. He had
only read on such things from novels and other obviously fictional sources, but
he had never heard of such a thing in his reality. Perhaps there was something
interesting there to be discovered that was not already obvious. He was in his
third year of being a graduate student in anthropology, and it was about time to
propose a thesis topic and to work on it, provided if he wanted to graduate. His
advisor was Fairweather, and like her he had taken an interest in south east asian
cultures, though not in the traditional way that she had taken it some twenty years
ago.

So Lloyd had his teacher-friend make an appointment officially through the
school to have an interview with Su-Lin.

It was a Tuesday. The interview was set for a Tuesday for some reason. Lloyd
did not know why that stood out to him—it was just one of those things. He re-
memberedmeeting up with Su-Lin. And then, that was it. He could not remember
anything else.

Curiouser and curiouser.
He did, however, take a lot of notes. When he looked at the stack of papers

in front of him, he realised that he had taken a lot of notes. In fact, the sheer
amount of notes that he had taken could not be done by hand in the short thirty
minutes that he had requested for. The interview went something like this:

“Hi Su-Lin, I’m Lloyd Tan, graduate student at the I-SU in anthropology. Do
you mind if I interviewed you? I have heard from my friend Ms Lim that you had
an interesting. . . effect on people and would like to know more to help with my
thesis.”

‘Lloyd,’ Su-Lin seemed to have said, though it was hard to actually remember
if she actually said anything in particular. ‘We know about you. We know what
you are doing, we know what you have done. To you, it has not been done yet,
but we assure you that we know what you are striving for even though you don’t
yet know it yourself.’

“Wait, did you say ‘we’?”
‘Yes, we. We know that you will find things uncomfortable at this point, but it

is not new. To you it is the first time that we are having this conversation, but to
us, this is not the first time, nor is it the last. You may not know about this now,
but the reality is that we need you more than you realise, even though you know
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that you need to meet up with us to talk about how things are to come, from your
perspective.’

“I don’t think I quite get you. . . are you actually Su-Lin?”
‘I am Su-Lin. But I am not alone. I come here with us to talk with you. Who

we are is not as important as what we stand for. It is never important to actually
know who we are—we don’t think you will ever understand the extent of who we
are.’

“So. . . I don’t actually get it.”
‘Of course you do not. To you, this is the first time. . . ’
“Yes, yes,” Lloyd replied with a little bit of irritation, “I’m starting to get the

feeling that you all are part of some kind of time-travelling entity that happen to
use Su-Lin as some kind of vessel?”

‘We know you will say that. And no, we do not travel through time. Eugenstein
has it quite right that there is space-time and we exist slightly beyond them, in
a time between times.’

“Eugenstein? Do you mean Einstein?”
‘Who we mean is not important, it is what he stands for that matters more.

We see that you are confused—do not be. You are our agent, even if you do not
think so at this point.’

Lloyd looked at the gangling girl in front of him and tried to understand just
what he was looking at. Her face looked as generic as teenage girl can be, and her
school uniform seemed to fit nicely about her person. She seemed to be smiling
at him ever so slightly with that slight curl on either side. Her eyes seemed to be
dark and penetrative, conveying a level of maturity that was far beyond what her
outward appearance might have suggested. Despite it all, there was a kind of
fuzzy quality about her that seemed to suggest that she was not exactly where he
was looking at her, even though he could obviously see that she was still there. It
was a rather paradoxical feeling that Lloyd could not wrap his head around, and he
thought that he might have found what people meant by that “otherworldliness”.

“You’re not really a teenager are you, Su-Lin? You don’t look like one in the
slightest. How long have you been here, really?”

‘Lloyd, we know you will ask that. We know what we must answer with. We
know what you will say after that. We also know that at this point, we must tell
you only enough to convince you to become our agent.’

“You are still not answering me directly.”
‘I am Su-Lin. I am not a vessel; I am here. But I am not alone. I am here, I

was here, I will be here, all from your perspective. But I am not alone. We are
here. We were not here. We will be here. All from your perspective as well.’
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Lloyed rubbed his temple with his left hand as he wrote down all that tran-
spired. As he glanced at the leaf of paper before him, he was amazed to find
that it was filling up with the exact same text as though he were writing an ac-
count of it, including details of the speech and emotions as though he were
an omnipresent being. And more things that he could not possibly have known
beforehand since they did not exactly come from the conversation that he was
having.

‘That is to be expected Lloyd. You are, after all, our agent. You will help us.’
“You keep saying that, but I have no idea just why I am going to be your

agent. More importantly, why would I be your agent for?”
‘We know you will ask that. We have an answer for you for now. There is we,

and there is them. You are our agent—you are not their agent. They have an
agent, they have many agents; they are not us. They do not stand for us. We
stand for ourselves. You are our agent, you will stand with us.’

“There’s a them? What the hell is this all about? Can you stop being so cryptic
and explain it more plainly?”

‘We are not cryptic. We are told to only tell you this now.’
“Fine fine,” Lloyd sighed. “Then at least tell me what you need me to do for

you.”
‘We will in due time. Talk with Su-Lin first, learn what you can from her. Then,

find all the other cases similar to Su-Lin. Catalogue them. Index them. We need
those to find them. They do not stand for us. We stand for ourselves. You are our
agent, you will stand with us.’

Lloyd scratched his head and leaned back, keeping a wary eye on the girl
in front of him. He stared hard, but she did not fidget or look away—her eyes
matched glare for glare with his. He was sure he felt more unnerved about it
than her.

Scintillating. That was the word that jumped suddenly into Lloyd’s mind. Su-
Lin looked as though she were scintillating, as though her existence was not as
assured as the rest of the people around him. She looked as though she was
there for a moment before being gone, before returning again. That was why she
was otherworldly.

“Wait, did I not think about this earlier?” Lloyd asked under his breath.
‘Yes Lloyd. I am Su-Lin. We are now in a time between times. Therefore, you

may find some things behaving a little differently.’
“So, Su-Lin, are they still here?”
‘No. I am Su-Lin, they are not here. We are still here. I am still here. I will

talk. We will listen.’
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“Alright. . . ” Lloyd began as he filled up the sheet and moved on to the next
one. “What was it you want to tell me?”

‘Mu.’
“Mu?” Lloyd repeated the word that he thought he said, his mind feeling as

confused as a fish out of water.
‘Mu,’ Su-Lin said with what seemed like a grin on her face.
Lloyd stared at her as best as he could. It was hard to focus on something

that was actually scintillating—when you thought that you had found something
that was sharp enough to focus you gaze on, it moves itself back into fuzziness
and your eyes would just glaze over and get all out of focus all over again. Doing
it repeatedly was a recipe for a migraine.

But still, Lloyd stared at Su-Lin as best as he could. She was grinning, in a
kind of fuzzy way that she was.

‘Mu.’
“Mu.” Lloyd repeated again after Su-Lin. The moment he finished mouthing

the words he found his vision fading as quickly as could be, as though he were
socked in the head really hard enough to cause a black out. He had blacked out
before from a lack of food while trying to finish up a manuscript for an early ap-
praisal by the Fairweather to assess his capability into moving into a more senior
graduate student position and this was not unlike that feeling. The fuzziness of
the colours surrounding Su-Lin faded away into darkness even as she was of an
unstable existence.

For a moment, Lloyd could still hear some voices and sounds, and slowly they
too faded away into the silence of tinnitus.

A void. No wait, The Void. That felt more like it.
Wait a minute. . . what did you just say?
No, I didn’t say anything. But you did! I did not. I have been here and have

been observing.
You lie. We have been here and we have been observing. You are just an

escapee into this place that we have been here.
I am Su-Lin. We are here.
Who am I? Or more importantly, where am I?
Maybe the better question to ask is, what are you. We think that you are not

quite ready to understand what it is that we are asking of you, but at least this is
the start of understanding. For you at least.

How do you know about that?
You told us. I am Su-Lin. You tell me.
I am confused. What am I then?
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Our agent.
I don’t understand what you mean.
Now’s not the time for that. I am Su-Lin. You needed to see this first. You

should relax and look around you.
I cannot see. No wait, I can see. But what am I looking at? What is with all

these darkness that at the same time does not appear dark? Did you just give
me something hallucinogenic, Su-Lin?

No we did not. Then why am I having such paradoxical sensations that I have
no way of explaining and describing properly without sounding like a complete
fool?

Because you are our agent. I am Su-Lin. Look over to your right. I don’t know
where my right is. I am Su-Lin. Where you think is your right, is right; there is no
worry about being wrong.

I do not understand what I am seeing. Now I’m seeing something that is very
sharp and yet very fuzzy. A little like you, Su-Lin.

We know. I am Su-Lin. I am like what you are seeing right now to your right,
except in a form that is a little more understandable than what you are looking
at.

We brought you out here through Su-Lin to let you understand the nature of
things, and how you are our agent.

Silence.
Sudden brightness, and everything came into focus.
Lloyd blinked his eyes hard and looked about him. Su-Lin was still sitting in

front of him, scintillating as before. She was still grinning, as far as he could tell,
but the grin has something strange about it. It did not look happy at all. Mean.
And even menacing.

“What. . . happened over there?” Lloyd said, suddenly finding his voice. “It
felt. . . urgh horrible. My head hurts. . . are you still Su-Lin?”

‘I am Su-Lin. You are back to the time between times.’
“I am back to the time between times? Where the hell have I just gone to

then?”
‘I am Su-Lin. You know where you have gone to. I have told you the place that

you’ve went. We heard you saying the name of the place as well, both in words
and in thoughts.’

“I was in m—”
‘Stop! Do not say it now. Do not say it in the time between times. It is not

safe. Remember that they exist. Remember that they have their agent. Or they
may have agents. We are here. We needed to show you what you are. We needed
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to risk it. We have set the events in motion. Now you know about it all. Now you
will have to do what we ask of you.’

“Hey,” Lloyd said, suddenly realising that he had been unknowingly shang-
haied into a task that he did not really want to do, “what makes you think that I
will do what you have asked me to do? Don’t you think that you can force me to
do your bidding from your feeding of hallucinogenic gases to me some how!”

‘Think carefully of what we told you. Do you really think that this is something
that we had forced upon you? Do you really think that you have no choice in the
matter? Remember that we know you.’

‘I am Su-Lin. I think your time with me is up—I should get back to class. We
think that you should look at your notes when you have the chance—it should
explain the many things that you are now only beginning to start questioning.
Know also that we are not the ones who forced you to do this—you have told
yourself to be our agent.’

As for the notes, Lloyd found himself staring at a whole stack of writing. There
was a large part of it describing the interview process that he had gone through
with Su-Lin. What was bizarre was that the interview process itself had been
written in a few perspectives, almost all at once, of the same interview itself. He
could not remember himself ever doing any form of transcription of the interview
after the matter, but there it was, evidence to show that something extraordinary
had happened.

The remaining parts of the stack of writing was even harder to explain. Lots
of diagrams and arcane symbols filled up each sheet, glyphs that looked vaguely
like Arabic and Cyrillic combined with others that looked distinctively like it came
from the Chinese region all intermixed in non-obvious geometric ways. There
was just something otherworldly about the writing on the paper, and it all seemed
to have come from the same pen, the pen whose ink was full before the interview
(Lloyd brought a new pen in because his old one was already inkless) but was
now left with only a quarter of a barrel’s worth of ink.

Lloyd remembered looking at his watch—it was just a little past two o’clock, al-
most exactly half an hour after the interview time his teacher-friend had arranged
with Su-Lin. He looked about the classroom; he was all alone. Apparently, Su-
Lin had gone, though when she did that was something that he could not quite
remember.

The other thing that he did remember was how hungry he had suddenly felt.
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Lloyd rubbed his eyes and looked at the tiny clock displayed on his computer
screen. It was seven in the morning. Three hours had just slipped past him
without his realisation. Time really seemed to move along quickly when one was
working on something. It was finally late enough that some of the breakfast
places were already opened, not to mention that the buses were also running as
well.

Lloyd shut his computer down and silently stood up from his seat at his cu-
bicle in the office and stretched himself as the lights in the office came on all
at once and blinded him momentarily. He cussed under his breath, and looked
about him to see who was the bloody idiot who had come in earliest to the office.

There were only two other people who shared the same office as Lloyd, and
only one of them was still in town. The other had gone on an exchange pro-
gramme with the University of Chicago for the semester and was not around.

“God damn it Xindi! Why the ass balls must you turn on the bloody light the
first thing you do when you walk into this office?”

“Oh Lloyd, I didn’t know that you were still here. What, you couldn’t finish your
proposal in time and had to hang around late to get it done before Fairweather
has your hide?” Xindi replied looking at Lloyd in disdain.

Lloyd squinted his eyes and glared back at Xindi as best as he could. It was
hard to do so as sleep-deprived as he was; the fluorescent lamps overhead were
no worse than the fiery light from a thousand suns for someone who was literally
basking in the dim glow of the monitor light for the whole night.

“Why are you such a bitch, Xindi?”
“Why are you such an ass, Lloyd?” Xindi snapped as she walked past Lloyd

towards her cubicle nearer the window, which had its blinds down. Lloyd glared
at her as she walked past, her silhouette being no stranger to him. She was
another student of Fairweather’s and was more successful than he is in getting
work done—Fairweather had liked her comparative ethnographic studies of the
five major ethnic groups in south east asia and was well on her way to actually
graduate next year despite having joined the graduate programme at roughly the
same time as Lloyd did.

And yes, Lloyd had dated Xindi before in his first year as a graduate student.
That was before he found her to be a very ambitious woman who would stop at
nothing to get ahead. He was afraid that she would backstab him having heard
the stories of her undergraduate time from the grapevine and wisely broke up
with her. Or so he thought.

As his eyes got used to the fluorescent lights, he looked towards Xindi and
saw her walking up to the blinds that were covering the windows.
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“Oh no you don’t damn it. . . at least let me leave the office first!”
“I don’t give a damn Lloyd. It’s not my fault that you didn’t go home and sleep

like every other normal human being,” Xindi retorted as she pulled on the pulley
to raise the blinds.

Lloyd look away and stared at the door before him, his eyes looking at his
shadow from the luminous morning sun rays that were gracing his back. Its
warmth was comforting though its brightness was leaving his eyes smarting a
little despite seeking refuge in the umbra of his body.

“Eh screw this. Xindi, I’m going home to sleep. If Fairweather is looking for
me, tell her that I will find her in the afternoon or something.”

“Hey, you tell her yourself. I’m not your secretary! Not even when we were
dating!” Xindi replied as she sat herself at her computer and powered it on.

“Whatever. I’m gone,” Lloyd replied sullenly as he opened the door of the
office and stepped into the corridor.

The anthropology department of I-SU was located in one of the older wings
of the H&SS block. Back in the day, it was part of an old factory of some sort,
during a time where Island-State was more into manufacturing. As the economic
engine of Island-State evolved from an industrial one to a service-oriented one,
such factories started to fall out of vogue. At that time, there were a few trade
schools set up around the general region, including the old factory. The old
vocation school used to take up the factory, but when the trade school upgraded
itself to a university, the factory was incorporated as part of the infrastructure and
assigned to the engineering group, which later on moved to newly-built premises
that housed the more sophisticated facilities needed in the newer economy. By
that time, I-SU had expanded so quickly that it needed more space, and had to
shift a few departments around. The then H&SS dean decided to take over the
factory space as some kind of sick joke that the humanities and social sciences
were the new “factories” of the modern economy, and thus the anthropology
department was situated there.

Lloyd shook his head as he made his way down the old-looking wooden cor-
ridor. That whole origin story of why the old factory was assigned to the H&SS
and more specifically the anthropology department was completely bogus, as far
as he could tell. But it made an interesting statement though, and each time he
had to walk down its ample corridors that irony was never truly lost upon him.
That a place that was once considered the forefront of the industrial revolution
was now the seat of knowledge of those who seek to understand the past and
the present but not contributing directly to the future.

Irony. Lloyd rubbed his temples and made his way down the wooden corridor.
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Lined with rows upon rows of doors to offices of all the other faculty members
and graduate students, most of whom he never really had the chance to meet
with. But Fairweather was not one of them—she had her office on the second
floor with all the other big-wigs. And it was not really a place that he enjoyed
visiting anyway, not with this current state of affairs.

Lloyd cussed quietly under his breath. His stomach growled, as if to remind
him that he had not actually had his breakfast yet. Cussing again, he continued
down the corridor until he was finally out of the building. He then made his way
to the nearest cafeteria.



Chapter 2

Kinetic Motion

Lloyd knocked on the wooden door of the address of the apartment that he was
given through the metal grilles. The loud knocks echoed throughout the entire
space, as though there was a large hollow behind it. This was not the first time
that he had experienced such a strange phenomenon. There was of course that
rather odd encounter with Su-Lin, with the strange conflation of voices of her and
others—“we” they had said—and warnings of other others—“they” they had said.
Not to mention the copious amounts of notes that he could only decipher slightly
less than half of, the rest being in some combination of glyphs and languages
that he had not learnt at any point in time.

Or at least at that point in time.
There were a couple more such cases that he had actually gone to interview.

One was—
A sturdy bolt behind the wooden door suddenly freed itself back with a re-

sounding thunk, which again caused a strange echoing resonance throughout
the entire space as though it were hollow. The door then creaked itself back,
and behind it stood a middle-aged woman with streaks of white in her already
grey hair. Lloyd glanced up from his thoughts and took a look at her. She stood
erect, and was roughly at the same height as he was, a little taller looking then
only because the apartment itself had its floor raised a little higher than the floor
outside of the apartment itself.

“Are you Mr Tan?” The middle-aged woman asked with a voice that seemed
far older than the age that she was exuding.

“Mrs Kim? Please, call me Lloyd.”
“Ah! Lloyd. I used to know a friend called Lloyd, though he was more of a

Lloyd Marshall than a Lloyd Tan. You know, Lloyd is usually a surname. You and
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that other guy are the only two people I know who have used a surname as their
name. Very interesting. Oh, wait, hahaha, oh my. I nearly forgot this grille.”

Mrs Kim closed the door gently and reached behind it and brought a key into
view before using it to unlock the metal grille. Lloyd looked past her and into the
apartment, expecting a cavernous inky darkness that would match the acoustic
properties that he had just experienced.

But all he saw was just like any other normal apartments. The grille was
opened and Lloyd stepped in gingerly, removing his shoes and putting them
off to the side of the main door as Mrs Kim made her way away from the door
and into the living room itself.

Lloyd arranged his shoes neatly and looked about him.
The main door and its associated grille opened into a living room that was

around five metres by eight metres. The walls were of a generic white wash,
and in it were some typical living room furniture, except that those were made
of rattan. There was a kind of old-timey south east asian feel that made Lloyd
feel nostalgic—he had read up on how people in those days used to have rattan
furniture because it tended to be cheaper while at the same time being cooler
to use because of the spaces between the rattan weaves and that the rattan
themselves were quite cool to the touch, excellent for the Island-State’s usual
climate of being hot and humid before the days of the air-conditioner.

To see them in the living room was quite a treat.
“Rattan furniture, Mrs Kim?” Lloyd asked cautiously to start the conversation

going.
“Oh my, yes. Rattan. . . my grandfather had those back in the day of the colo-

nial era, and he handed it down to my dad, who then passed it to me. Not all
of these rattan are original of course, over time we had to replace some of the
broken rattan with new ones, so they are always in a constant state of repair. Old
they may be but they are really comfortable. Please, take a seat first while I get
you a drink. Is there anything you would prefer? I have some soda, coffee and
water I think. . . ”

“Oh water is fine. Thank you Mrs Kim,” Lloyd replied politely as he lowered
himself into a rattan chair. The chair itself was a hemispherical contraption, with
concentric circles of rattan weaved with radial spokes to hold them in place. It
felt a little weird at first when he tried to find the best way to arrange himself in
what felt like a really stiff spider’s web, but he got comfortable soon enough.

Mrs Kim nodded at his reply and made her way into the kitchen slowly. Lloyd
looked about him more closely, and saw that the walls were adorned with various
pictures and other memorabilia. Some of them had some creases in them, and
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some were even dog-eared with yellowed stains on them, suggesting that they
had been around for a long long time. Some looked a little bleach out, with some
parts retaining their original colours, a sign that they had once spent some time
in the sun with something else partially occluding them.

Among the pictures on the wall though were some that seemed to be of a
more recent vintage since the colours had not even begun to fade, and they had
backgrounds that appeared to be familiar to Lloyd. They all had one thing in
common—there was always youngish boy no older than twelve in them.

“Ah, I see you have spotted my son, Yong-Chuan,” Mrs Kim said as she sud-
denly appeared from the curtain to the kitchen bearing a tray of two glasses of
water.

“That’s Yong-Chuan?” Lloyd asked in slight disbelief. He had thought that it
was some teenager of some sort, not a boy who was barely starting on puberty.

“Yes he is. He’s in school right now, but he will be home soon. I heard that
you were interested in stories about people who have. . . ah. . . interesting expe-
riences to work with for your research?”

“That’s right. I’m working on my thesis that there is an over-arching cultural
reason that unifies all the south east asian cultures.”

“That’s interesting. . . I’m sure that Yong-Chuan has some interesting experi-
ences for you to look into for your research, though how what he. . . experiences
relates to your research topic is something that I don’t quite understand. . . ” Mrs
Kim said slowly as she sat herself down in the high-backed rattan chair opposite
of Lloyd.

“Mrs Kim, pardon my rudeness, but are you going to tell me what Yong-
Chuan’s ‘interesting experience’ is or are you going to leave it as a surprise?”

“Ha! You’re so impatient. Alright, I will tell you what his interesting experience
is. Truth is, Lloyd, Yong-Chuan is telekinetic.”

Lloyd stared at Mrs Kim, his mouth unconsciously agape.
“Hold on, run that by me again?”
“You’ve heard me, Lloyd. Telekinetic. He can actually move objects by merely

looking at them, and without actually having any close contact with the said ob-
jects. That said though, his telekinesis isn’t ridiculously strong or anything—he
can move mostly small objects. Think pencil, coin, paper, anything along those
lines. Objects like a notebook will probably be a little too much for him to around
without expending some serious effort.”

“That is. . . rather surprising Mrs Kim. I’m just curious as to why you are telling
me all these like that without any hesitation or doubt?”

‘Because I know who you are,’ Mrs Kim said, her demeanour suddenly chang-
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ing. Lloyd looked at Mrs Kim and found that she had started to scintillate; that it
was getting harder and harder to actually try to focus on her.

“Are you. . . us or them?” Lloyd asked quickly, his body getting ready for what
he knew would be a futile escape.

‘Lucky for you. . . I am part of we. You should, however, be a little more careful
who and what you reveal. We know about what happened in one of the other
interviews—you are lucky to get out of there alive. We managed to get Su-Lin to
give you a hand there, though of course you would never know. Never forget that
they are around, and that they have agents as well.’

“Agents now huh, in the plural. . . you know that for a fact?”
“What would I know?” Mrs Kim replied, suddenly sharply focused once again.

“What agents are you talking about?”
“Oh nothing. What time is your son returning?”
“Any time now. I know it is hard to believe that such things as telekinesis

occur, but you will believe it too when you see it yourself,” Mrs Kim replied before
reaching for her glass of water to take a sip.

Following her cue, Lloyd picked up his glass of water and took a sip too while
keeping an eye on Mrs Kim. There was nothing out of the ordinary then; she was
just a middle-aged woman with white streaks of hair among her grey, sitting on
a high-backed rattan chair, taking a sip of water.

No scintillation.
Lloyd started wondering to himself if he had hallucinated that earlier ex-

change with them. . . he meant “we”.
“Mrs Kim, I’m curious about a couple of things.”
“Hm? Go on. . . ”
“Where’s Mr Kim, and more importantly, have you ever told anyone else about

Yong-Chuan’s telekinesis power before telling me?”
“Well, Mr Kim, Yong-Chuan’s father, is no longer with us. He passed away

when Yong-Chuan was five, but he left us with enough money to survive. I had
taken some of the money from the life insurance that he had and made some
investments, and we have been living okay with the money that we made from the
investments. So while we aren’t that rich, as you can see, we still live relatively
well.

“As for telling anyone else,” Mrs Kim continued after pausing to take yet an-
other sip of water, “no, I never did. I noticed Yong-Chuan’s telekinesis abilities
around three years ago. It was very subtle—I would not have noticed it had I not
looked at the right place at the exactly right time. He was throwing some kind of
temper tantrum, and when he closed his eyes, a couple of his pencils that were
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on the table started to move away from him. I was telling him to calm down and
just so happened to look in that direction to find the pencils moving about one
centimetre from where they were, without any provocation of any sort.

“Subsequently, I started looking out for more signs of his telekinesis and
found a few more of them. It wasn’t clear in the beginning if he knew about it
himself, but one day he came to me all excited and wanted to show me that he
could move a small paperclip on a table without touching it nor the table, and
that was when I knew that he knew about his telekinesis powers.

“I downplayed it, telling him that it was nothing, that even I could do it, to dis-
courage him from pursuing it too much. Call it a mother’s intuition or something,
but I felt that it was not right to draw too much attention to his powers.”

‘That is correct. We had a hand in that.’ Lloyd narrowed his eyes at the
interlopers.

“So, why now then? And why me?” Lloyd asked, trying to distract Mrs Kim
from his frown.

“Because it felt like it was the right thing to do now,” Mrs Kim replied without
skipping a beat.

‘We made it feel that it was the right thing to do.’ Lloyd ignored the interrup-
tion.

They both fell silent for a while, each seemingly lost in their own thoughts.
Lloyd evaluated his position as well as he could. He was not sure if Mrs Kim was
real or some kind of Su-Lin-like projection. He has not seen Yong-Chuan, the
young boy whose alleged mother claimed to possess telekinesis powers. And
more importantly, he was not sure if there was ever a need to even talk to Yong-
Chuan in the first place.

Telekinesis was a rather interesting phenomenon to look into in its own right,
but Lloyd was having doubts about how relevant it was to his overall thesis, partic-
ularly since from the scant information taht Mrs Kim was giving him, it seemed to
be on the mundane side of the extraordinary, compared to the other two cases
that he had gone to interview to get his primary source of information. Yet at
the back his mind, a nagging feeling kept on bugging him, pressuring him, de-
manding him to pay attention to the case that was just about to show up for the
interview. Lloyd had no idea why that was the case, but he just sat there in the
rattan chair and waited quietly with Mrs Kim, who was sipping water from her
glass ever so often.

The silence between them was broken periodically by the ticking of the sec-
ond hand of the clock located in the centre of the largest wall in the living room,
the same wall where Lloyd had observed the pictures that were put up. Each
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second ticked on by, little by little, and it was starting to get monotonous. He
tried to avoid thinking about the constant ticking sound, but the more he tried to
not think about it, the more he was drawn towards it. There was just something
hypnotic about the sound of a second-hand that just kept him mesmerised that
was just inexplicable.

In the distance, small footsteps could be heard. Lloyd snapped out of his
torpor and strained his ears towards the quiet footsteps in the distance. Mrs
Kim seemed to not have any response whatsover, still sitting there and drink-
ing her water, in slightly bigger gulps now, as though there was a sudden urgent
need to finish the water before something else had occurred. It was a point that
Lloyd had not missed, but he was mostly paying more attention to the small foot-
steps that were slowly increasing in loudness along the external corridor. As they
approached, he started noticing a slight low-pitched resonance that came with
each step, a sound that had a similar acoustic profile as when he was knocking
on the door. That the owner of the footsteps was walking on a particularly hollow
box of some sort, with each step sounding as though it had echoed through a
large cavernous chamber before returning back to the corridor to be propagated
into Lloyd’s ears.

The footsteps increased their pace before their owner came into view.
“Hi ma!” A little boy who looked no more than ten years of age stood outside

of the metal grille of the door, peering in while each of his hands grabbed hold of
a single metal rod of the grille each. He wore the short-sleeved buttoned-down
shirt and pants of the nearby primary school, and was carrying a backpack that
was slightly larger than he was. His face was a little rouged and he had some
drops of sweat on his forehead, likely from his sudden sprint earlier to the gate.

Mrs Kim got up and smiled at Lloyd. “Ah, Yong-Chuan is home. Please let
me get the door and you can speak with him when he enters.” Lloyd smiled back
in reply and watched as the gray-haired woman got up from her high-backed
rattan chair and walked towards the locked up metal grilled gate. She took the
key from behind the wooden door the way she did to let Lloyd in, and did the
same for Yong-Chuan. The school boy bounced into the living room and dropped
his bag with a plop on the ground near the door before sitting down there and
then to remove his shoes and socks. Mrs Kim locked up the gate after he had
gone through before walking towards the kitchen.

“Ma, is lunch ready?” Yong-Chuan asked as he removed his shoe-laced shoes
and socks.

“Yes it is. You may take my chair and have a chat with Mr Tan here first while
I prepare your share and bring it out. Would you like anything to eat as well,
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Lloyd?” Mrs Kim asked as she looked at Lloyd from the curtain to the kitchen.
“I’m good Mrs Kim, thank you. I have a lunch appointment later and would

like to interview Yong-Chuan first,” Lloyd replied half-truthfully. He did not really
have a lunch appointment later, but he did have to grade some essays that had
been submitted rather late for a class that he was a grader of that semester.

Besides, that hypnotic trance from the ticking of the clock gave Lloyd enough
uneasiness to rethink about his choices in that particular apartment.

Mrs Kim nodded in reply to Lloyd and made her way into the kitchen. Yong-
Chuan and Lloyd sat on the two rattan chairs and looked at each other.

“Hi, I’m Lloyd, and I’m from Island-State University. You are Yong-Chuan,
right?” Lloyd began, trying to break the ice between the two of them.

‘Cut the crap, Lloyd,’ Yong-Chuan replied, with a voice that was gruffer than
a prepubescent boy could. Lloyd sat upright and stared at the “boy” in front of
him in horror.

“What the—”
‘Shove it, Lloyd, you heard me. Oh? You were expecting a ten-year-old boy?

Well, I’m sorry about that. Too bad,’ Yong-Chuan said before leaning back as
much as he could on the high-backed rattan chair. He lifted his feet and placed
them carefully upon the small rattan table that was in front, avoiding the glasses
of water that were near it, including the one empty one that Mrs Kim had previ-
ously drunk from.

Lloyd stared at Yong-Chuan and shifted his weight to his feet, getting ready
to sprint off if anything happened.

‘Relax,’ Yong-Chuan replied with a diffident air. ‘I am not going to hurt you.
I know the beef of your handlers with the “them” that they like to keep referring
to, and that they have an agent in the “Mrs Kim” who is my “mother”—can you
believe that—but frankly, I am just a neutral party.’

“I don’t understand. How can you be a neutral party and yet work with. . . uh. . .
us?”

‘I’m not working with you because I want to support your cause. Your group
has provided me with some rather interesting concessions that I find myself
requiring just to stay under the radar. Between your group and the other group,
we are going to have a real war on our hands, and frankly, I just don’t want to
get involved if I can help it. I have helped the other group too, but with different
information and of course from a different body. . . not this silly ten-year-old toy
that I have been keeping around for my own edification.’

“Wait a minute, you’re singular and can switch bodies?”
‘Why, does that sound that incredible? Seriously? Man, I swear that your
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group is more retarded than they ever care to admit. But no, I cannot really
switch bodies. I just happen to have two, one in close contact with your group,
and the other in close contact with the other. I’m as close as it gets to being a
true neutral party, one who really really doesn’t want to get involved in any of the
nonsense that those two are involved in.’

“I. . . see,” Lloyd said, slowing down just a little to think about this revelation.
He had read up on such entities before, where they could project themselves
simultaneously into the same space-time, sharing some over-arching super-
consciousness not unlike what he had been interacting with, while at the same
time still having some residual “reflex” consciousnesses that can still maintain
the daily doings of whatever the bodies need to do. It was unlike the types of Su-
Lin where there was a conscious effort by the super-consciousness to maintain
its projection to ensure the existence of their avatar within the space-time. But
that was only because the entity that was Su-Lin was considered to be intellectu-
ally inferior to the rest of the entities, and that was why even the singular avatar
of Su-Lin could not maintain her form in a very definite way, and that she had to
scintillate to smooth out the variations in the wave functions that governed her
existence.

Lloyd was shocked at that sudden realisation of what he was dealing with. It
was not like there was a book of some sort to consult regarding such entities,
but the other two cases that he had interviewed before this one had given him
some interesting insights that had meaning but was meaningless, until of course
when he met Yong-Chuan.

“Alright. . . Yong-Chuan?”
‘Yes, you can call me that, but do go on,” Yong-Chuan interrupted and reas-

sured before gesturing to Lloyd to continue.
“Okay. So this telekinesis thing, what is it all about? And perhaps more

importantly, what is it that we want you to tell me that cannot be told by us
directly?”

‘Pfft. You stupid fools who never want to do things direct for fear that the
“knowledge can blow up the mortal mind before it’s time”. Telekinesis, that’s
easy. Frankly, I thought you would have figured it out by now, but I guess I was
wrong—you are as dumb as it can get. I could’ve sworn that the other side has
slightly smarter fellows.’

“Wait, so they have more. . . agents than us?”
‘Geez. . . will you shut up and stop interrupting? Anyhoo, telekinesis is easy.

See this coin over here?’ With that Yong-Chuan pointed at the coin that was con-
veniently on another rattan table that was between the two rattan chairs. Lloyd
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looked at the coin before looking back at Yong-Chuan.
Yong-Chuan grinned and started scintillating. Lloyd turned his gaze back

upon the coin on the table and saw that it had started to vibrate before slowly
shifting its position, mostly along the uneven table top, sometimes in small
slides, sometimes in short hops. Very rarely did it jump higher than five cen-
timetres, and when it did, it would quickly fall back to the table, as though gravity
were still affecting it.

“That’s it?” Lloyd said.
‘Dude, what the hell. You see a ten-year-old kid move a coin on a table with-

out touching it or affecting anything that it is resting on, and you reply with an
incredulous that’s it? The hell is wrong with you man. . . ’

“I’m sorry, okay!” Lloyd replied. “It’s just that I’ve seen. . . stranger things in
my other interviews and so. . . ”

‘And so the bar of expectation has shifted? Geez you are dense. This is a
ten-year-old body, and is not even a particularly conscious effort on my part to
maintain it, let alone import more powers into it okay? That it can even move
the bloody coin the way it did is nothing short of a miracle.’

“Okay, okay, I’m sorry. . . ”
‘Ah screw it. Not important.’
“So this means that when the telekinesis is activated, you are in control and

doing things with it? Is that what you want to tell me?” Lloyd asked tentatively.
‘What? No! Are you really that dense or something? Of course not! But then

again, I don’t know how much you know. Okay, so here’s the thing—that demon-
stration of telekinesis is from me. You know how that works; I reach through and
move it from where I am. Now there’s not much mass in this body and it is not
a body that I am actually actively maintaining, there’s not much effect that I can
push through, which explains why it’s a bloody coin you see moving instead of
say the glass of water.’

‘Here’s the thing,’ Yong-Chuan continued, slowing down a little as if to empha-
size a particular point that he did not want Lloyd to miss, ‘not all manifestations
of the telekinesis effect are willed by me. The times that this. . . Mrs Kim ob-
served this body perform telekinesis, the action is not willed by me at all. Yes,
I have a part to play in generating the effect of telekinesis since it requires a
projection of a part of myself to actually move the object. But instead of me
willing myself over to move it like what I did earlier, it is actually the conscious
effort of the body to drag a part of me in to “borrow” my powers. Are you seeing
what I am trying to say here yet, or must I spell it in a form that even a damn
five-year-old can understand?’
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Lloyd narrowed his eyes and stared at Yong-Chuan, annoyed at the conde-
scending tone that was spouting from the ten-year-old. But he got what Yong-
Chuan was trying to say, that it was possible for the more autonomous avatars
to unconsciously realise that they are avatars with a super-consciousness and to
consciously “summon” the said super-consciousness and create an effect that
was akin to what the super-consciousness would do “easily”. So in this case,
Yong-Chuan could move things “easily” as a default action.

Lloyd explained his understanding to Yong-Chuan, expecting the latter to con-
gratulate him on his understanding.

‘Geez, you really are an idiot. Fine. You are almost correct in that the body
somehow “knows” that it is connected to something else. But you are not correct
in saying that it somehow “summons” the connection. It doesn’t. The connection
is always there. The points of connection we have on the body are always there,
the only question is whether we are actively occupying that space-time or not.
Usually that is based on our own will, but sometimes, if the body is sufficiently
self-aware, it is capable of triggering that connection themselves and thus act
as though we are actively occupying that space-time. Now as to whether during
those said actions whether we are actually occupying that space-time, I will leave
it to your group to explain it to you, assuming that they care to. Somehow I don’t
think it is something that is high on their list.’

Lloyd sat there and looked at Yong-Chuan, still unable to confront the fact
that he had just been schooled by a boy of around ten years of age. He quietly
thought through what had been said, trying to see what it was that “we” were
trying to tell him. But it was starting to come up empty.

Frustrated, Lloyd looked back at Yong-Chuan and started to speak again.
“Okay, I suppose that was rather informative information. How are you related

to Mrs Kim again? Is she really your mother or is it some kind of surrogate?”
‘She is really this body’s mother. It just so happens that I also have connec-

tions to this body and sort of share it with the original owner, that’s all. I don’t
often use this body—or the other for the matter—because frankly, this space-time
is very boring. There is not much that a ten-year-old child can do, and it takes
a bit of effort of dumbing down on my part just to fit into it comfortably without
breaking apart whatever is holding the body together.’

“Then how is Mrs Kim related to us?”
‘How should I know the exact details? All I know is that your group and that

other group have their own scouts that go about looking for various. . . bodies
with associated entities and tries to convince those that are found to work on
one side or the other. Details of which I never did care nor did I bother to find
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out in detail because frankly, I don’t give a damn. The life of a ten-year-old boy
is not glamourous, for sure, but it is something that I can live with. Most of the
types of questions that need answering are easy, and most of the answers that
can answer those questions are also not that hard, so there is little incentive to
do any other. But I suspect this neutrality is no longer your interest, judging from
you glazed over look. Also, I think that this body is in need of food, and I should
probably release it back to its owner so it can feed it accordingly. Do you have
any last questions before I leave?’

Lloyd shook his head. He thought he had learned enough for now. There
were definitely more ideas on how these super-consciousnesses work, though
they were still less clear than he wated. But Yong-Chuan was sort of right, even
though Lloyd did not want to admit it—whatever Yong-Chuan knew, he was stuck
in a young body, which itself has various physical limitations that preclude it from
being any more useful than it already is.

Yong-Chuan scintillated a little before coming back into sharp focus. As if on
cue, Mrs Kim came out from behind the curtain with a plate of rice and associated
entreés on it and made her way gingerly to where Yong-Chuan and Lloyd were
sitting. The latter two were now talking about more generic things relating to
Yong-Chuan’s school work and time in school, and how he was coping with his
self-discovered telekinesis powers.

Mrs Kim laid the plate of food in front of Yong-Chuan and told him to start
eating, and hinted at Lloyd that it was time to go. Lloyd took the hint and stood
up, putting away his notebook and pen in his carry bag and thanked his host
before walking up to the door to put on his shoes before exiting the apartment.

Just as he was about to step into the corridor from the metal grille held open
by Mrs Kim, the latter whispered quietly into his ear: ‘We don’t know what Yong-
Chuan told you, but nothing is as it seems. He may claim neutrality, but in reality,
it is just a short-hand for saying that he may play both sides anyway. We don’t
know what he is up to, but we hope that his interaction with you is sufficient to
give you a different perspective so that you can help us.’

Lloyd just gave a slight nod of his head in acknowledgement before turning
around to give Yong-Chuan a final wave of good bye. He thanked Mrs Kim once
again for granting him the opportunity to interview Yong-Chuan and the latter
replied that it was her pleasure.

As he walked away from the apartment along the corridor, he heard it close,
and the same low resonating boom from the shutting of the door still conveyed
that it was the entrance to some kind of large cavernous room.
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Chapter 3

Spatial Confusion

Isaac looked about him furtively. There was something that was. . . hard to de-
scribe but it was readily obvious that an oddness permeated throughout. The last
that he remembered, he was walking along the main road of the shopping district
of the Island-State, where there were many people just loafing about due to the
fact that it was the weekend. He was there to shop for some books from one of
the few remaining book stores in the general region—it was the only branch that
had the particular editions of the books that he had in mind.

But as he looked about himself, he could see none of the hustle and bustle
that was to be expected from the weekend of a major shopping district in an
urban city. Instead, he found himself on a muddy path surrounded by tall trees
around him. The air was humid, the temperature, hot. The trees themselves
were surrounded by fences made of uneven-lengthed wooden stakes erected
in the ground with rope running between them. All in all, it looked very rustic,
completely different from what one would think of a fence.

About him though, Isaac could sense scintillating apparitions of people mov-
ing about. They faded in and out, never seemingly in focus, and seemed to be
walking in impossible looking paths. Some of them were along the muddy path
that he was on, but most of them were walking through the trees as though those
did not exist. He was not sure if his eyes were telling him that the trees’ exis-
tence was suspect or if it was that of the people around him—each time he tried
to look hard at a tree to determine what it was, it started to scintillate and lose
focus quickly, which provided a most confusing mish-mash of fuzzy solid figures
moving through each other without any form of integration.

What confused Isaac the most was the lack of sound. No, it was not a lack
of sound—there was sound around him as he unintentionally heared about—but

29
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that the sound was decoherent. Frequencies beyond what was normal blasted
him from all angles, their sources uncorrelated with what his eyes were seeing.
Most of the sounds that he heard were horribly mangled, as though there was
some kind of complicated superposition of various sound waves across different
spaces and different times. It was not to the level of pure white noise, since it
had enough patterns in it to suggest coherence, but enough anti-patterns in it
that it utterly confused his ability to attempt to make any sort of sense out of it.

Isaac continued to look about furtively, struggling to figure out a direction
to move. But it was hard to impossible—each time he tried to move his limbs,
he could feel himself moving them, but the actual direction that he observed
them moving was anything but the direction that he had thought he had moved
them in. The oddest thing, to say the least, was that while he could observe that
his movement was completely counter-intuitive, they were still connected into a
coherent body. He knew because he still had the sensations of touch from all of
his body parts, no matter where they had seemed to be relative to him.

Isaac sniffed the air and nearly threw up. There was a potpourri of various
smells, all blasting at near full strength, straight into his nose. The dominating
one was that of pungency, as though someone had decided to mix raw sewerage
with rotten eggs and decomposing organic matter all in one and fire it all from
an atomiser aimed straight into his nostrils. Noxious. Odious. Isaac fought
hard within himself against the very real urge of wanting to throw up, but it was
an uphill battle. The combined powers of all the worst odours one could smell
assaulted him to no end and he begrudgingly allowed his oesophagus to relax
and regurgitate what he had for lunch into the space that he had no idea where
he was in.

A singular ambient voice suddenly boomed omnidirectionally towards Isaac.
‘YOU! Isaac Lim! Why are you here?’
Confused at the sudden clarity of that singular voice, Isaac was shocked into

silence despite wanting to desperately reply to confirm his own existence among
an environment where everything that is within it had serious ontological doubts
about their own existence.

“I. . . have no idea? Who are you? Who am I speaking with? Are you God?
Am I dead? Is this hell or heaven? If you are God, please, save me! I’ve been
a good Christian, please, I don’t want to die yet. . . ” Isaac pleaded feverishly
after rediscovering his voice among the fragmentated reality that he was facing.
The words came out as clear as they could despite having recently just been the
outlet for an egress of his stomach contents.

‘Us? God? Ha! We don’t know what a Christian is, and if you are any example
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of it, you are piss-poor one at best! If it makes you feel better, sure, we are God.
We are as strong as, nay, stronger than that God you fear so much!’ A cacophony
of booming guffaws emanated omnidirectionally towards Isaac. The sheer vol-
ume in which the coherent words were heard filled Isaac with an overwhelming
sense of the awesome.

“Am I. . . am I in heaven then?” Isaac asked piteously.
‘Ha! Heaven? Do you really think that God exists only in heaven? My my,

how naı̈ve you are, Isaac. No! You are not in heaven, nor are you in hell. This is,
as you may call it, Purgatory! You will be banished here for eternity till you have
overcome your sins!’ The voice ended its own pontification with yet another
series of omnidirectional laughter.

Isaac could barely string his sanity together. It was a religious experience,
but it was one that was beyond what he was expecting based on what he had
learnt from mass in church. To him, here was God, in all of His forms, and He
was being as nonchalant as the preacher said he would. When he heard from
God that he was in Purgatory, his heart sank faster than the Rosetta stone—from
young Isaac had thought of himself as the perfect pious Christian. Even his
preacher and mother said so, and how can they be wrong. And yet here, in the
eyes of God, he was nothing. No, he was not nothing—he was a sinner who had to
pay for his sins before being allowed into heaven. But his sins were not terrible
enough to exact payment from hell, just purgatory was sufficient.

Isaac tried to clasp his hands and pray. He could no longer tell whether
his hands were successful in finding each other given the completely bizarre
geometry of the reality that he was in, but it did not matter much to him any
more. He did not care—he just wanted an out. And prayed he did.

‘What is this nonsensical mumbling, Isaac?’ The voice boomed again omni-
directionally, stopping Isaac in the middle of his prayer. ‘Are you trying to bribe
me to release you from purgatory? HAHaAHAHAHAHahahahahahahaha. . . Fool!
You will not exit purgatory just from such mere words!’

“Oh God, tell me then how may I redeem myself from my sins to join You in
Your heavenly embrace?” Isaac said with great awe and fear in his voice.

‘Actions, Isaac! Actions speak louder than any words you may care to craft!
Actions are the only currency in which one’s deeds are judged. Are you willing to
take action for your God to redeem yourself? Are you willing to be sent back to
uh Earth to fulfil your duty to God and redeem yourself to eternal paradise?’

“Yes, my God! I will do anything for Thee! Guide me and I will be the perfect
Christian for you!”

The voice laughed omnidirectionally once again.
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‘Excellent! You will be our agent on Earth to enforce our will.’
“I am all ears, O God!”
‘Seek out that who is called Lloyd Tan. He is blasphemous; he intends to

discredit God’s effect on mankind. Seek him and exact our fury. Seek him, exact
our fury and gain glory for kingdom come! Will you do this, Isaac? Will you do
this for your God?’

“Yes I will,” Isaac replied without any hesitation.
‘Most excellent! Well then, my child Isaac, return to your time and fulfil your

duty!’
Isaac’s vision faded and he felt a disarticulation throughout his body, his

sense of balance completely off-kilter. A continuous omnidirectional haughty
laugh continued throughout and slowly faded themselves off, to be replaced by
steadily familiar sounds that one would expect along the main road of a major
shopping district.

Isaac blinked his eyes—had his eyes been open all these while?—and was
greeted by a welcoming sight of the regular hustle and bustle of a weekend at a
major shopping district. He was on his hands and knees, and in front of him was a
small puddle of vomitous. By some miracle, none of that got onto his clothes, but
his awkward position was starting to draw the attention of the crowd around him,
with some of them slowing down to gaze at him, with some even pointing him
out and shaking their heads, as though they were thinking disparaging remarks
and comments about him.

Unfazed, Isaac stood up and adjusted his clothes. The rest of the people did
not matter any more; he has spoken with God. And God’s words were clear—seek
out Lloyd Tan and exact God’s fury on he who was intending to blaspheme.

But just how to do it was something that Isaac thought he ought to consult
his preacher for advice.



Chapter 4

Penultimate Encounter

Lloyd sat at his cubicle in the office, typing away on his computer. His papers
were strewn all over whatever remains of the space on this table. It was not his
idea of what he would normally call “organised”, but it was just more appropriate
of him to have things in this haphazard way.

After all, the notes that he had been taking had not been done in a way that
anyone would call linear. It was not even in the form that could be considered
to be organisationally clear, considering that it made even the venerable mind-
map look like a clearly defined logical construct. There were notes written in
various hands and languages, most of them are loosely translated fragments of
fragments that make almost no grammatical sense. There were diagrams that
he could not remember drawing, whose meaning he could not quite grasp again,
even though that he knew subconsciously that there was some rather deep and
arcane meaning in the middle of them, provided he knew the correct way to lay
it all out.

Lloyd swore under his breath and wondered why it never occurred to him to
make use of his laptop to take all the notes as he was doing the various interviews
and reading in the library. Each time he set forth for research with that in mind, he
ended up leaving his laptop in the office or at home, and found himself returning
with yet another incoherent stack of papers, all written in mixed languages and
glyphs, all seemingly important yet all seemingly meaningless.

There was also the affair of the various interview transcripts that captured
details so clear and from different perspectives that would simply defy any form
of logic and understanding. How he had managed to do that was something
that he could never quite understand. But it was not that important any more—
organising what he had into a form that was amenable into a manuscript with
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an associated chain of arguments supporting his highly incredible thesis and
proving Fairweather wrong was the single thing that was most important.

That and supporting the agenda of us, apparently, since they never really
allowed him a moment of peace. Each time his thought processes waivered over
his involvement with the agenda of us, they would send a reminder in whatever
means they had at their disposal. Throughout the three months that he had
spent working on the project and research, he already had the “pleasure” of
meeting no less than ten different manifestations of us, easily distinguished from
everything else by the fact that there were those tell-tale times where it was nearly
impossible to focus on them directly due to their scintillating nature.

That motley crew came from all walks of life. Some of them were undergradu-
ate students from the class that he was grading for—he was sort of like a teaching
assistant and held office hours every now and then and some of the more consci-
entious or insufferable undergraduates would turn up to eke out a point or two
from the latest graded assignment. Some of them were people that he would
happen to see on the street, absolute strangers that he had never seen before
would look at him with their scintillating form and give him that knowing wink
that was barely visible. Those never really said anything to him, but the message
had always been clear—they were there and he was to aid them in whatever they
needed. Three months. Three months and he still had no idea what the agenda
of us was.

“The X of us,” Lloyd said under his breath as he typed away on his computer
the next fragment of information that he thought he had gleaned from his notes.
They were very sensitive to the use of the words “us” and “them”, and from all the
times that he had actually spoken with them, they were adamant in getting him to
refer to them as “us”, even to the point where the entire structure of the sentence
had to be blatantly altered just to reach that state. It was a little infuriating at
times to Lloyd from their fastidiousness of that, as though the pronoun “them”
had an odious quality that made it impossible to use to refer to themselves in
the third person when the necessity arose.

The door was flung open and Xindi marched in. Lloyd turned around irately
and stared at her.

“Damn it, Xindi, why can’t you enter this office like any normal person? Can’t
you see that I’m working? Must you always announce your arrival like that?”

Xindi stopped and put a hand on her hips. She looked at Lloyd, observing his
tousled hair and his tired-looking eyes, generally ignoring everything that he had
just said.

“Fairweather giving you hell again?” There was a sense of haughty superiority
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in her voice. That voice was one that Lloyd had found surprisingly seductive, with
all the sense of power that came with it, but it was a long time ago. Now it just
sounded like a bitchy voice, the proper quality to describe it in the first place
had he not been attracted to the fact that Xindi was a good-looking woman, and
he was just a single horny graduate student who never really had the time to get
involved in any sort of relationship.

But he had to grudgingly admit that she was right, Fairweather was giving
him hell. The grant proposal had been submitted to her that morning, and it
took her a day or two to reply to him that he needed to talk with her to discuss
the contents of what he had written. That was never a good thing, considering
that the two of them had started to develop that antagonistic relationship ever
since Lloyd decided on his particular topic of research. It did not devolve into a
shouting match, but Lloyd had to agree to some rather draconian terms to get
her to accept his grant proposal and to remain as his advisor and keep him in
the programme as opposed to sponsoring his rustication.

He had to graduate within the academic year or else.
It was a complete dick move, Lloyd had decided. The prelims was not even

done, and there she was trying to force him to finish up his dissertation and
defend before the academic year is done.

That was not the point. The point was the he had to agree with Xindi. And
that pissed him off royally.

“Shut your trap if you already know. Leave me the hell alone man. What are
you here for anyway, to gloat at mymisfortune?” Lloyd replied before turning back
to his pile and computer to continue writing up the particular chain of reasoning
that he had earlier before the untimely distraction.

“Oh shut it. You totally asked for it. You could have done anything else, but
you chose to go against Fairweather’s advice. You have no one else to blame but
yourself, Lloyd, so for god’s sake, don’t you dare take it out on me, or I swear to
god, you will get it from me,” Xindi retorted before making her way back to her
cubicle near the window.

Lloyd ignored her final retort and stopped his typing to re-read what he had
written so far. He looked at it once, then again. And he reached for the backspace
button to delete it all. What he had written apparently made no sense whatsoever
to him. It felt like someone else had commandeered his fingers and typed up
a bunch of words that sounded like English, and had strung them together in a
manner that suggested that the general grammar rules were being followed, but
without any of the underlying meaning demonstrated in a particularly articulate
way.
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In a sense it did reflect his chain of thought. There was knowledge to be
found from within the notes, but they were not forthcoming at all. There was
something severe that he was missing that he needed to guide all the different
pieces together to weave a narrative that explained everything clearly, but it was
just not coming to him.

Frustrated, Lloyd pushed the keyboard aside and stood up rather abruptly
from his desk, pushing his roller-chair a little to the back.

Xindi looked up from her computer at the sudden increase in activity from
Lloyd’s cubicle and was prepared to make a snarky remark when she thought
better of it after seeing the signs of pure frustration in his face. She did not
really hate him, nor did she like him, but she knew that it was just not a good
time for him. Despite him being a general selfish jackass, Xindi never felt that he
was a bad person deep inside. Sparing him from more annoyance, Xindi wisely
went back to her work on her computer.

Lloyd stepped out of his office and looked down the corridor once again. The
same wooden corridor that once triggered an ironic thought in his mind was now
channelling a completely different vibe. A sinister vibe even.

It was just past noon when he was standing there, and usually there was
much activity going about as students and faculty make their way from one room
to another along the corridor to get to their next class. But that moment, none
of the daily bustle was existent. It was all eerily quiet. There was hardly any
activity, no, there was no activity. There was nothing at all, not even the tell-tale
humming of the fans that helped the circulation of air indoors. Not even those.
Lloyd looked at the fans that lined the wooden corridor itself—they were not even
running.

‘That’s odd,’ Lloyd thought to himself. ‘That hardly ever happens. There’s
no power trip either, since my computer has been on this whole time. I think I
should get something to drink. . . ah crap. I left my wallet in the office.’

Lloyd turned around quickly to return to his office to pick up his wallet. But
when he did turn around, he could not find the door that he had just stepped
out of. Behind him was a red brick wall that covered an obvious opening that
seemed like a doorway in another life, and the brick wall itself looked like it had
been there for a while.

Panic seized Lloyd. Something had gone terribly wrong, and in his heart,
Lloyd could sort of guess what it was.

‘Oh fuck, I think I might be in between space-time again,’ Lloyd thought to
himself as he quickly regained his alertness and tried to take in what was around
him.
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The immediate thing that he noticed was that he was in relative control of his
body, and that his sight was not completely distorted the way it was when Su-Lin
did what she did. It was a reassuring thought, but only fleetingly. It mean that
the space-time he was embedded in right now was similar to the one where he
was talking with Su-Lin, where the distortions were less noticeable.

It also meant that there was someone else embedded in the same space.
But that someone else was not likely to be from “us”.
That could only mean one of two things, that a neutral party was involved, or

the others had made their move.
It could not be a neutral party—these kinds of manipulations require effort,

and no neutral party was bored enough to expend such effort just to prank him.
Then it had to be the others.
That thought frightened Lloyd once again. He had been warned by “us” that

the others would have their agents roaming about too, and they would stop him.
But he had not seen any agents during the three months he had been working

on this line of research and interviewing. He had thought that he was protected
by “us”, and that the nearest agent of the others was going to be prohibitively
far away.

Besides, what’s the likelihood of finding one other person among billions in
the world, right?

Lloyd looked about him nervously. That he was now embedded in a different
space-time was a hint that his assumptions were completely wrong, and there
was going to be an agent or more of the others just within the same space-time.

He, she or it was looking for him. Perhaps even hunting him; he could not tell.
But he knew that he needed to get out of the place before it was too late. The

only question was just, how? The few times that he was in such an in-between
space, it was due to the direct effects of “us” and naturally they provided the
egress that was necessary in bringing him out of the weird space and back into
the regular reality. Never did it occur to Lloyd to step back and ask himself
how to get out of such a place without such help from anyone else as a type of
contingency.

Lloyd cursed under his breath. He first cursed his stupidity at not thinking
through the whole thing carefully when he first agreed (or coerced to—the con-
cepts were really the same) to being the agent for “us”. He then cursed “us” for
being idiots in their own right, despite all their apparent wisdom and seeming
mastery of space and time, they had not foreseen the need to inform him how to
get out of such a situation when it arose. It was clear on hindsight that getting
stuck in such a situation was not an “if” but a “when”, sooner or later his dealings
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with them and their agents are going to lead to these kinds of stand-offs in one
way or another.

“Alright Lloyd,” he muttered to himself, “enough of cursing. Figure out how
to get out of here first, then the next time we see any of those assholes, we’ll
carve them a new one. Survival first, then frustrated yelling about incomplete
information.”

It was at this moment of silence that Lloyd suddenly discovered the soft
steady footsteps from a distance. Footsteps. They came in a very deliberate
way. Slow. As though whoever was making them knew exactly what he or she
wanted. As though he or she knew exactly what the end goal was, and was play-
ing the hunter’s game of slowly cornering their prey. The footsteps were slow,
soft enough to hide whatever size their owner was, but loud enough to send a
strong message.

The message that whoever was making them knew where Lloyd was and was
coming for him.

Lloyd darted his eyes furtively at the corridor. No cover. He ran quickly to the
first door he saw and tried it—it was locked. The next one that he tried, he had
slightly better luck; the door opened, but like his office, there was a brick wall
behind it.

Lloyd kept darting from one door to the next, trying furtively to seek either
a hiding place or an escape, with the footsteps ever-increasing in loudness and
nearness over time. The initial mild paranoia turned into a full-scale panic as
Lloyd increased his pace in seeking an egress. It was starting to get desperate.
There weren’t many doors left to test—only one on the other end of the corridor,
the main exit. He could hear the footsteps coming from beyond that. In his
confused state of mind, he could not tell if the footsteps had always been out
side the corridor or within the corridor itself.

Throwing caution to the wind, and feeling desperate in getting out of the
situation without having to meet any of the other’s agents, Lloyd took a deep
breath and threw open the door at the end of the corridor. . .

. . . only to find himself back in a corridor that was no different from the one
that he just left. Lloyd could not stop himself from walking through, and by the
time he regained control of himself, he had already entered more of the same
corridor with the door behind him closing softly with a click.

Confusion turned quickly to fear as Lloyd realised that the door had just
closed behind him. He spun around and tried on the door—but it was locked.
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He tried to punch through the frosted glass of the door, but was only successful
in giving himself some bruises on his knuckles. The door rang hollow from each
blow, and it sounded strangely like that of the door at Mrs Kim’s place.

Still the footsteps were increasing in loudness as though whoever it was was
still trying to get close to him. Yet despite all the increases in loudness, they never
seemed to sound as though they were going to reach him, despite sounding as
though it were getting closer for each step.

‘Perhaps it is nothing,’ Lloyd thought to himself. But he knew that it was just
him lying to himself to make himself feel better. It was definitely not nothing, and
the. . . self-recursive spatial structure was a hint that he was going in the right
direction, generally. It also meant that a confrontation of sorts was inevitable,
and he was not willing to admit that, not now, not consciously.

Lloyd ran down the corridor, his footsteps in a staccato that contrasted heavily
with the foreboding bass line of the pursuing. . . thing. As he got closer to the
same exit that he knew from the corridors before, he could have sworn that he
heard the footsteps increasing in pace. Lloyd ran and reached the door and
pulled on it. It did not budge; it felt stuck. Lloyd started to yank at the handle in
a panic as the ominous footsteps increased in its pace.

“Lloyd Tan!” A voice boomed at him, first omnidirectionally before fading into
a distinct direction that felt no more than a metre away, except that there was
no one else near him as far as Lloyd could tell.

“Lloyd Tan! I know you are there! Answer!” That boom had a definite direc-
tion, and Lloyd stared at where he thought it had come from.

The door. The door at the end of this particular corridor, the door that he
could not open. The voice came from beyond there.

“Lloyd Tan! Answer me!”
Annoyed, Lloyd shouted back “I am here! Who the fuck are you and what do

you want? And why have you trapped me in this place?”
“HaHAHAHAHahahahahahahaha ! Lloyd Tan! The agent of Satan! I pray that

God would allowme the chance to get through this door to face you and smite you
for the blasphemy that you intend on spreading throughout the land! You cur of
the devil! You may be protected by the Devil now with this impenetrable door, but
God prevails always and you will meet your deserved end!” A maniacal laughter
filled the corridor from beyond the door, and Lloyd found himself covering his
ears in reflex and sinking on his knees.

“Jesus fucking Christ dude, who the hell you are?”
“You have no right to invoke the savior’s name, you spawn of the great evil!”

Screamed the voice on the other side, interjecting Lloyd. “I am the agent of God,
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sent to vanquish the likes of you, the blaspheming anti-Christ and hellspawn!”
Lloyd uncovered his ears in disbelief. Was that person or thing on the other

side of the door the agent of the others as told to him by “us”? If so, why would
that agent have such powers that even he does not have?

More importantly, why does that agent think himself or herself to be an agent
of “god”? Does it mean that “us” are not the proverbial good guys here?

“Fine. Fine. I am the spawn of the great evil, Lloyd Tan. Who is my would be
vanquisher, or has your god deemed it unseemly to reveal your mortal self to me
lest I destroy you before you’ve had your chance to deal with me the way your
god deems fit?”

“I am the agent of God! I have no fear! You are dealing with Isaac Lim,
His agent on this worldly plain! Run away if you must, thou hellspawn, but you
can never hide from His wrath. For I will rain destruction upon you like how He
rained death upon Sodom and Gomorrah for their transgressions, and you will
experience an end most befitting for the agent of the most evil of the lot.”

Lloyd palmed his face. “Isaac Lim”, the most silly name he had ever heard
anyone else have, notwithstanding to his own joke of a name that he had since
learnt to just ignore as much as he could. He made a mental note of that to look
up just who this person was, and what beef he had with him, among other things.
And to check with “us” what kind of measures he ought to be taking now that he
had encountered the first agent of the others, one of many if the words of “us”
were to be believed.

After three months of chasing leads, Lloyd was ready to believe almost any-
thing.

“Fine. Come at me then. Why are you just blabbering about and not coming
over to do the job that your god has commanded you to do?”

“God works in mysterious ways!” Isaac replied haughtily from the side of the
door. “He will enable your destruction when the conditions are to His satisfac-
tion.”

Lloyd shook his head, trying to convince himself that Isaac did not actually
say that. The agent of the others was starting to sound like some kind of over-
enthusiastic religious zealot who could barely tell the difference of fantasy and
reality, not that it was easy enough to do so in the first place when all these
super-conscious entities were involved with.

A thought struck Lloyd. Did it mean that the creation of this alternate space-
time was not of Isaac’s doing? That he, like Lloyd, did not actually possess
any form of reality warping power, and that some other entity, possibly from the
others, was actually setting things up for their own nefarious purpose?
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‘Ah Lloyd, there you are. We are here. We are not they. They keep themselves
further away. This place was made by they. We detected something out of the
ordinary and tried to sneak in to find out. We found you. We can extract you if
you want.’

“Oh geez, now then you show up?” Lloyd replied not too loudly in case Isaac
could hear through the door. He was not even sure if Isaac was still there, but if
Isaac was the agent of the others, it would make sense to deprive them of infor-
mation as much as possible, particularly since there were many new questions
burning in his mind about what the grand scheme of things was.

‘We apologise. We have opened a door near you that you can use to return to
your reality.’

“Excellent. You do realise that an agent of the other is on the other side of
this door right?”

‘We know. However, we are unable to breach through to the other side. For-
tuitously, they cannot breach through to our side either, so there is no fear. How-
ever, there is an instability in this space-time that we cannot mend, so we suggest
that you leave this place as soon as you are able.’

“So you’re just going to let that other agent exist for now?”
‘There is nothing we can do now. There is much we need to do. There is much

we need you to do. We will contact you again soon to discuss matters.’
“Damn straight we need to discuss matters. I’ve just realised just how bat-

shit dangerous this is going to be, and if I’m not getting any useful information,
there is no way in hell I can save myself, let alone help you.”

‘We understand. We will look out for your safety more now, since we know that
the others have made a move. You will not enter such a situation again. Please
leave through the door while you still can. This space-time can only be held for
another two minutes before collapsing.’

Lloyd grunted in assent before shouting over the door. “Hey you, Isaac Lim,
self-proclaimed agent of god. I’m leaving now and cannot further entertain you.
Glad to know of your existence, and till then, adieu!”

With that parting short (and without waiting for any reply), Lloyd sprinted to-
wards the door that “us” had pointed out to him and threw it wide open. A gust of
bright light and wind engulfed him and Lloyd was sucked through. Lloyd glanced
behind him and saw that the corridor was starting to distort in ways that defied
his intuitive reasoning of space, only to quickly turn back to face the front. . .

. . . to find himself standing outside of the H&SS building along the main quad
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of the I-SU campus. It was still day time, and it looked like it was just past noon.
Everywhere were students and faculty walking along the paths criss-crossed on
the quad to get from their lunch places to the various classrooms and lecture the-
atres. All of them carried faces of deep concentration and sombriety, as though
whatever it was that they were doing was indeed the most important and had
dire consequences otherwise. Lloyd chuckled to himself—from what he had just
observed, perhaps everything that everyone was doing was just not worth any of
the effort going through, and that all that was done, is being done and will be
done is just an exercise of futility, that reality itself was nothing worth looking
into.

A deep growl from his stomach reminded Lloyd of the disparity of time travel
between reality and the other space and he started making his way to the nearest
cafeteria, dropping the line of thought he had pursued no less than ten seconds
ago. In his mind though, there sprouted a new tree of knowledge, with different
and new branches all developed seemingly out of nothing, and he started seeing
connections between his voluminous notes and the theory of everything that he
was seeking to write his argument. Connections that were definitely novel in all
senses of the word, with the added advantage of unifying what has already been
learnt thus far from the anthropological perspective. Moreover, he could see how
he could start tearing apart Fairweather’s arguments against his line of pursuit,
possibly shutting her up for good and giving him that slim opening needed to
finish up his dissertation and defend before the end of the academic year.

The growl grew stronger. Lloyd sighed. All that new insight will have to wait
until he had satisfied his mortal body’s requirements.



Chapter 5

Fair Weather Friends

Lloyd looked about him in the ballroom, his eyes glazed over. It was the annual
end-of-year department Christmas party, an event that he had always thought
was better to have never been created in the first place. It was supposed to be a
time of rejoicing, a time for everyone to meet everyone else in the anthropology
department without the burdens of work, a casual semi-formal cocktail, dance,
dinner event for everyone to unwind.

Of course, as Lloyd knew, everything that began with particular intentions
would generally end up with having all the original intentions thrown out and
replaced with a kind of realpolitik that is best described as self-serving.

That was basically what it had become, the department Christmas party that
is. A self-interest driven type of gathering, with Professor Marlene Fairweather
as the leading super star of the entire show, and immediately beneath her are
her lieutenants, zealous graduate students and the occasional over-achieving
undergraduate ones fawning over her to further their own agendas, be it for rec-
ommendation letters, extra funding (never admitted out loud since all funding
outcomes must be decided upon the merits of the grant proposal submitted and
not from such schmoozing, but as head of the department, if Fairweather gave
her blessings, it was almost impossible to not have positive effects in the fund-
ing department), or even to get some kind of lead into a faculty job at one of
the more prestigious universities and colleges in the world that Fairweather had
contacts in.

On the outer rims of the Fairweather social circle were the more independent
non-sycophants who tended to mingle among themselves and with other faculty
members who were distinctively not Fairweather—they tended to have a more
free exchange of discussions on life, work and other matters. Right on the ex-
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treme edge of the entire social circle is the loosely affiliated group of the jaded,
graduate students who had been in the system long enough to develop the kind
of self-loathing that many liked to lampoon with for the entertainment of those
who never had the guts nor the inclination to partake in the form of masochism
that graduate school tended to use. Beyond the orbit of the anthropology depart-
ment was the vast emptiness that was the void, the nothing. The domain where
the casual undergraduate student might dwell, being at the Christmas party only
because they had been peer-pressured into turning up with that friend of theirs
who wanted to schmooze with the faculty but had not developed a spine strong
enough to stand on their own without the “support” of some peer, the kind who
would rely on suckers to help them up, only to ditch them once their goal has
been achieved.

Lloyd, unsurprising enough, belonged in the group of jaded graduate stu-
dents. Even though this was not his first Christmas party (he had been there far
longer than most graduate students, since he had been in that camp of over-
zealous over-achieving undergraduate student), it still felt all foreign to him. Es-
pecially when he was essentially a pariah for going against the advice of his
doctorate advisor, Fairweather.

He stood there in the corner of the small ballroom, sipping on the glass of
cheap red wine. It was of questionable vintage, of course, but had an interesting
enough blend of the fruity and the tart, leaving a wine-ish flavour in the mouth,
except that the after taste was particularly insipid. It was hard to place what it was
that made that wine taste significantly less delightful than expected, but Lloyd
was not about to argue about the semantics about it all. It was the department
Christmas party—he wanted to drink enough alcohol to keep him in a state of
buzz that befitted his general cannot-be-arsed attitude. So far, it had not been
working well.

“Probably because this piss-poor wine is probably some stupid kind of fruit
juice in disguise from some stupid campus-wide directive in reducing on-campus
alcoholism. Bah. As if drinking at department parties was sufficient in cultivat-
ing a dependency on alcohol. It’s so stupid that as a university, it is not smart
enough to consult its own experts to advise it on their choice of public policies,”
Lloyd muttered to himself.

“Oh. . . someone seems to be sulking in a corner. Funny, I thought someone
had said that he would never show up at any of the department parties ever since
that last time.”

Lloyd looked up from his drink and saw a figure wearing an elegant looking
body-hugging black mini-dress. With her hair tied up and make-up, it was hard
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to immediately recognise that the person in front of him was none other than
Xindi.

“Oh it’s you,” Lloyd replied flatly. “Wasn’t expecting to see you here now.”
“Awww. . . is someone feeling underwhelmed?” Xindi teased.
“Stop it. I’m not really in the mood for your crap just now. Why don’t you

go find that Brad dude of yours. I’m sure he can entertain you better than your
fellow cubicle mate who really wants to be left alone.”

“Fine, fine, you sour puss,” Xindi replied with a little disdain before pirouetting
around and sashaying back towards the in-circle of the department.

Lloyd’s gaze fell to observing the swinging buttocks of Xindi in that black
mini-dress as she walked her way deliberately towards the throng of pilot fish
surrounding the alpha figure of Professor Fairweather.

Lloyd sighed. He could never forget how Xindi was. They had dated for a
while, just slightly before they had entered graduate school. It was good while it
lasted—Xindi was smart, she was cool, and she was sexy. But Lloyd found that
she could get fiercely competitive, even competing over things that were not
worth competing over, and that competitive streak of hers was the reason why
they had to break up eventually. Lloyd never really saw the benefits of bringing
a strong sense of competition into a relationship; to him, it was more important
for the relationship to be a safe haven, a place of refuge and comfort from the
regular hustle and bustle that was already occurring in their daily lives. Obviously
Xindi rejected his notion of what a relationship entailed, and quite deftly tore
down everything that he had said, leaving behind two people who had turned an
obvious love into a non-obvious acrimony against each other.

It would take them another two weeks to actually break up, and by the time
that was done, the damage was irreparable—they would never get back together
ever again.

Except of course by then they had actually been accepted in the same anthro-
pology programme, had been accepted by the same advisor, and was assigned
the same general office.

Naturally Xindi was the first to be professional about it. She had told Lloyd
on the first day that even though they were coexisting in the same office, and
that they had a. . . history together, it was important that they maintained a sense
of decorum and professionalism, interacting only on official business and never
attempting to date each other. Lloyd agreed without much of a fight, but soon
realised that despite what she had said, she was basically going to treat him
like her bitch, the same way that she had treated him back when they were still
dating.
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Lloyd downed the rest of his wine and went back for another one. The past
was past, and there was no need to revisit it any time soon. Besides, he still
needed to survive the department party first.

Earlier that day, Lloyd was actually considering his choices regarding the
Christmas party. He never really wanted to attend it—he saw it as a Fairweather
party rather than an anthropology department one—because there was literally
no one else there that he was willing to talk with, having worked more or less
alone for a long time, interacting only with his advisor and some of his research
group mates. But two things had stopped him from that chocie of action. The
first was a department-wide e-mail that subtly threatened sanctions on those
who refused to turn up for the department party that “had been catered for with
funds provided by the university and was therefore of great importance to have
a respectable turn out, otherwise it will cause the dean to seriosly question the
overall morale and efficacy of the department” that Fairweather had sent out to
everyone.

The second was more inexplicable. While on the one hand, Lloyd did not want
to appear for the silly party, he knew deep inside that he simply had to turn up
for this particular one. There was nothing that would suggest why he ought to
think of things that way, but it was the way it was, a deep intuitive sense that told
him to turn up for the party. When he started to mentally question himself, only
one sentence came to mind.

‘You will learn something important from the party itself that you will not
recognise until when it is necessary to.’

Lloyd did not want to believe that explanation that manifested itself in his
head. It made absolutely no sense, and it was also a damn tautology. Not exactly
something that one should make a decision with, of course.

But still, he was at the party, trying his hardest to blend into the wallpaper
and avoid the discovery of everyone, especially that of Fairweather.

Where was Fairweather? The last he saw her, she was still among her pilot
fish near the centre of the party proceedings, acting like she was some kind of
celebrity. Fairweather was not exactly a hard person to miss; she was a stout
woman with dark shoulder-lengthed hair that she usually put up into a bun. Her
choice of clothes tended to be on the conservative side, preferring long sleeved
shirts and long skirts over anything that looks nice. No one knew if she was mar-
ried or had been married or will be married, in fact most people knew anything,
if at all, about her personal life. All that everyone knew was that Fairweather was
a prominent anthropology professor specialising in cultures in the synthesis of
south east asian cultures.
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“I see that you have decided to come for the department party, Lloyd,” a
cruelly familiar voice greeted Lloyd, snapping him back from his daydreaming.

‘Oh fuck, she had somehow managed to flank me and surprise me,’ Lloyd
thought to himself flusteredly while keeping his poker face on as best as he could.
He would never give Fairweather the pleasure of realising how much discomfort
she can give to him. “Why Professor Fairweather, nice to meet you. You seemed
to be busy so I didn’t dare to approach you earlier.”

“Don’t you start sounding like a sycophant, Lloyd,” Fairweather snapped back
to the adoration of her fans who had orbited around the academic star.

“Oh but I’m not, professor,” Lloyd replied as sweetly as he could without
sounding too saccharine. “We all know how busy you get entertaining the more
important department members.”

“Lloyd, you will remember this. You’d better not leave before this department
party is over, otherwise we’d have to report you for being the primary morale
breaker of the department and have you take some time off to revisit your psy-
che.”

“You wouldn’t dare!” Lloyd hissed.
“Try me and find out!” Fairweather hissed in return before leading her tag

ons away from the corner of the ballroom where Lloyd had been hiding towards
one of the tables that had been laid out.

Lloyd stood there still, flabbergasted. How in the world did Fairweather see
him? He was certain that he had maintained the lowest profile as he could be in
short of taking active evasive actions that would definitely draw more attention
than anything else. That Fairweather made an actual effort to seek him out and
sass him was something that made him stop to think.

Wait. That’s it. Stop and think. There was supposed to be a useful lesson to
be learnt here, and this was the most significant thing to happen right now, and
it had involved something that was implausible to happen but did occur in the
end.

Was the lesson “no matter how hidden or safe you think you are, you will
always be found”? Lloyd shook his head to clear his mind—perhaps the wine was
kicking in—and thought a little more. That lesson sounded way too simplistic to
justify having to drag his reluctant ass out to join a party of people he would be
least willing to party with.

Besides, he was never really safe. Especially not since that incident with Isaac
where he was transported to that time between times place while he was merely
walking from his office to the outside world. “Us” had said that they would take
measures to prevent that from happening again, but it was hard to tell if they
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had done anything that was actually helpful for him.
After all, if nothing happened to him, was it because of happenstance or was

it due to their active intervention? It was never easy to tell and Lloyd did not
want to think too hard about it.

The Fairweather company had seemed to find its place among the tables, and
the lucky nine who had gone close in to Fairweather were rewarded with their own
seats with her themselves, while the rest of the school of pilot fish were forced
to occupy the other table that was near her but not exactly with her. The rest
of the cocktail crowd started to thin out as well, with everyone heading in drips
and drabs to the varios tables that were present. Lloyd found that he could no
longer afford to stand around where he was and stay hidden—he had to choose
to either join the rest at the tables or to leave.

Leaving was obviously out of the question since Fairweather had already seen
him and made her move.

Reluctantly Lloyd ambled towards the table nearest to the exit of the ballroom.
It was the table of the outer ring orbiters, the jaded graduate students who really
did not want to be there but had to show up to ensure that they do not fall too far
into disgrace. Everyone there sat at their seat sullenly, quietly waiting for their
food to be served, eating silently with little to no eye contact with each other,
without conversation as well. It was the most quiet of all the tables that were
present in the ballroom.

Lloyd slid himself into the only empty seat left on that table. The other nine
members looked as bored as he was, some were so bored and jaded that they
had surrepticiously brought out their cell phones and smart phones to fiddle with
them, trying to kill time. There was one who was daring enough to sneak in a tiny
portable laptop that looked no bigger than an extremely large smart phone, but
had a full keyboard attached with it. It was rather obvious that he was having
that though, considering that he was typing away on it with his head all bowed
down.

Lloyd sat there quietly and looked around him. If there was a lesson to be
learnt, he was still not seeing it. he started to think back to the various inter-
views that he had as primary sources, and was re-examining the various trains
of thoughts that he had come up with that day after the Isaac encounter. The
connections felt more strong than before and he was starting to gain a kind of
conviction that he was definitely on the right track, though there was still some
amount of historical research that he needed to do before he could substantiate
his theory beyond doubt and shut the nay-saying of Fairweather for good.

His daydreaming was interrupted by the emcee’s call to attention to the ros-
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trum in the front of the ballroom.
“Welcome faculty and students of the anthropology department to this year’s

anthropology department Christmas party! I am your host, Danielle, third-year
graduate student. Is everyone having a good time? Did you enjoy the cocktail
networking session earlier?”

Murmurs of assent were heard from the crowd. Lloyd could feel himself want-
ing to puke at the farçe that he was seeing but he held his ground. He could not
tell if Danielle was forced to be the host or did she volunteer for it herself—her
smiley happy face masked whatever true emotions she was having inside.

“Great!” Danielle replied her voice positively exploding with happiness. Lloyd
made a screwy face as he sat there and listened on.

“So now, without further ado, I shall invite Professor Marlene Fairweather, the
Lucene-Robinson Professor of Anthropology, head of the Island-State University
anthropology department to say a few words to officiate our little Christmas party.
Professor please!”

A loud thunderous applause filled the ballroom as Fairweather stood up, her
face beaming her brilliance and general happiness to everyone in the room.
Those at her table clapped loudly, but those who failed to keep her direct com-
pany applauded with greater enthusiasm and loudness, while those like Lloyd
merely went through enough of the motions to appear appreciative without sac-
rificing any more of their own principles of disdain over the matter.

‘Stupid idiot brown-nosers,’ Lloyd thought to himself as he clapped as en-
thusiastically as he felt, which at that moment meant that he was not actually
clapping enthusiastically at all.

Fairweather took deliberate steps away from her table and made her way to
the rostrum. For a stout woman, she was surprisingly nimble, but it looked like
she was purposely reducing her walking speed so as to soak in the ego-stroking
applause while she made her way to the rostrum. Lloyd did not remember her
ever being so pompous before, but then, time had a way of changing things.

In this case, it was when Fairweather was awarded with the Lucene-Robinson
Professor of Anthropology prize. It was a big thing to be awarded that, to be
sure, since it was an award that only one would receive every five years. It was
the most prestigious award for anthropology scholarship on Island-State, and it
was so prestigious that few would actively covet it due to the sheer impossibility
of getting it. It was a bit like the Nobel awards for anthropology, though it was
more of a nationally sponsored professorship than a one-off prize.

But Fairweather, she covetted the award. And it was of no surprise that she
had wanted it for a long time.
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Legend has it that it was partly due to wanting the Lucene-Robinson Professor
of Anthropology prize that she ended up writing her famous treatise on the linking
between the Majapahit empire and the Australian one in the first place. But he
had not known her then, so it was hard to verify the veracity of that statement.

What he could observe though was her general air of pompousness at the
department party now.

“Please please, no need to applause so much!” Fairweather began at the mi-
crophone on the rostrum, which of course had the opposite effect of convincing
the crowd to applaud even louder. Lloyd could see her piggish face beaming
with the pride of a thousand suns, soaking in the gratuitous adoration (both true
and false) even as she appeared reluctant to continue doing so.

She raised her hands in the air to silence everyone, and it took another five
to six more seconds before they all got the message.

“Thank you,” Fairweather continued, her face still flushed with all the ego-
stroking that she had just received. “Thank you Danielle for hosting this little
department Christmas party. We have enough funds this year to provide a five-
course dinner, western-style, and have a few performance items ahead to cele-
brate the end of yet another successful calendar year and to usher in the next
one by way of Christmas and the New Year.

“To those of you who have worked hard and have done yourself and the de-
partment proud, much congratulations to you and the department thanks you
for all your efforts in improving both the department’s standing as well as the
university’s in your academic endeavours.

“To those who have not contributed much this year, you know who you are,
and I hope that this party will help erase away the low performance giving you a
clean slate for next year to do yourself and us proud.

“With that, I do not wish to stand between you and your dinner any longer, and
I will return the microphone to our host for the evening, Danielle. Merry Christ-
mas, everyone, and a happy new year!” Fairweather finished to a crescendo of
over-the-top applause before making her way slowly back to her seat as Danielle
took over and called on the first performance item.

Lloyd paid no attention to Danielle’s mumblings—it was just the usual crap
a host was expected to say, and besides, he was not really interested in the
rubbish that was on the small stage anyway. He scanned Fairweather’s table to
see who had made it to the glorious leader’s table this year. Five of them looked
like senior students of other faculty members who were ready to graduate—they
probably belonged to the group that wanted Fairweather’s advice and influence
in finding faculty jobs for them. Another two looked like some junior faculty that
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Lloyd had seen wander about the corridor every now and then but never really
had the chance to actually engage them in any form of conversation—maybe they
wanted to curry favour with her for more grant money perhaps? And the last was
Xindi.

Lloyd sat upright. Xindi was not due for graduation for at least another year—
she was working on another aspect of Fairweather’s pet topic of south east asian
ethnography, just like Lloyd was, but unlike him, she was willing to actually follow
the advice of Fairweather and was thus in her good books more than Lloyd ever
would be. Lloyd furrowed his brows. He had no idea why Xindi was there; had
she turned into Fairweather’s golden student without him noticing or was there
a different motive? Seeing Xindi speak and then watching the table suddenly
erupting into laughter made Lloyd feel left out all of a sudden, and he quickly
turned his thoughts elsewhere.

The other tables were more subdued compared to the one with Fairweather.
The other faculty members tended to be more composed than Fairweather was—
Lloyd suspected that it was a side effect of Fairweather picking candidates who
had less drive to usurp her more than anything else. Lloyd had once thought
about switching advisors before, but he knew he could never do it. For one, no
faculty member was willing to be seen as the one who “poached” away one of
Fairweather’s students. For two, no one would back his transfer request anyway,
since the dean was obviously not going to attempt to override Fairweather in
her decisions. In his mind, Fairweather was a despotic department head that
loved subservience and power more than anything else, and there was nothing
he could do to avoid having to deal with her as long as he continued his studies
in anthropology in I-SU.

Lloyd felt the hair on his back stand on end. Something had gone wrong
suddenly, and he had no idea what it was. He desperately scanned through the
room to see if he could identify the threat that his sub-conscious was trying to
warn him about, but he did not see anything dangerous nor our of the ordinary
yet.

One thing was for certain, he had not moved into a time between times—
everything was more or less like regular reality, with the sole exception of the
usual cocktail din fading away into the background. Lloyd could, however, feel
a certain presence about. It was oddly familiar while still being very foreign, it
felt like he should know what it was that he was feeling yet he could not identify
specifically what it was that he was feeling.

Perplexed, Lloyd looked around carefully once more.
Then he saw from the corner of his eye, a shadow silhouette of a person in
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the darkest corner of the ballroom, which just happened to be one of the few
exits out of the entire place. For a fleeting moment, he felt like he knew whoever
that silhoette was, but when he looked at it head on again, it was gone.

And so was the shiver in his back. It seemed to have faded away the moment
that shadow silhouette figurine faded away.

Lloyd could feel his racing heart rate start to slow down, and the cocktail
din of the night’s dinner party returning to a level of loudness that was normal.
They were starting on the second course of the five-course meal with Lloyd never
remembering having eaten the first course.

Then everything stopped.

‘Hello Lloyd, we are here.’
“Oh hell. Why are you here?” Lloyd replied, sounding annoyed. “Don’t you

guys have something to do and/or somewhere else to go?”
‘We had. We did. We are now trying to inform you that we had done what we

were supposed to do.’
A thought came straight into his mind and he said it out loud.
‘Yes, you are correct. Their agent was looking for you through various un-

orthodox means, and was this close in reaching you when we intervened and
redirected his search efforts elsewhere.’

“Wow. . . just. . . wow. . . ” Lloyd replied, at a loss of words.
‘We have moved you temporarily here to tell you to be on your guard and

deduce faster. It is clear that their agent is starting to figure out things beyond
what you all are supposed to know, and is using those learnt things actively in
order to effect their change.’

“That’s the. . . lesson I’m supposed to learn from being at this party?”
‘Lesson? We don’t know about any lesson. We state merely what we observe

and what we have done. We are not in the business of giving you lessons, Lloyd.
We merely require you to be our agent.’

“Nevermind then. . . are you saying that I’m ineffectual for your purposes?”
There was a moment of awkward silence.
‘No. We are not saying that. We merely wish to inform you of what we have

observed. We leave it to you to decide how you want to deal with it. We merely
require you to finish up your manuscript on the topic we are working on together
to bring about a better cycle of knowledge.’

“Okay. . . ” Lloyd replied. There was something in the back of his head that he
knew he ought to ask, but it slipped him completely.
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‘Alright Lloyd, we are returning you to where we got you. Be prepared.’

Lloyd looked about him and saw that the performance item on stage was
winding down. He looked around his table and saw that the waitress was remov-
ing their plates and cutlery and were serving the dessert item. Final course of
the five-course dinner. He had somehow managed to dodge the entirety of the
dinner while spending those few short moments in the time between times.

Apart from the low intensity growl in his stomach from not having really eaten
much, Lloyd felt fine.

The dessert served was some kind of ice-cream sundae, and everyone was
relishing the food well. Lloyd tried to eat the sundae as civilised as he could but
he did not quite make it. The rest of the jaded graduate students around his
table stared at him with disdain as he wolfed down scoops of ice-cream sundae.
With that done, he mumbled an apology of having to leave the table and stood
up quietly to dodge out discreetly.

“Ah Lloyd Tan, leaving so soon?” A piercing Fairweather could be heard
across the entire ballroom.

‘God. Fucking. Damn. It.’ Lloyd cursed in his mind. So much for a hasty
retreat. Time to use a quick excuse for an egress.

“Ah yes Professor. I’m not feeling too well and need to rush home to take a
rest.”

“Oh indeed now?” Fairweather said as she walked towards him from wher-
ever the hell she was standing earlier. By now the cocktail din had died down
completely. There was blood to be shed, and everyone in the room knew it, and
everyone also knew who it was that was going to have his blood shed, and no one
wanted to get in the way of the predator and prey to become collateral damage.

All eyes were on Lloyd.
‘Damn.’
Lloyd could feel the blood rushing to his face, flushing it with a blush that was

the strongest that he ever held. To have nearly one hundred pairs of eyes staring
down at him when he was trying to be discreet was a moment that he had never
dreamed of having to deal with ever. Fairweather seemed to be hell-bent on
taking him down for disobeying her, apparently, and there was nothing he could
do about it to extricate himself from the mess.

Fairweather had the authority, she had the power. She also commanded the
loyalties of everyone else in the room that was not Lloyd. The Vegas odds were
stacked heavily against Lloyd, and he knew it.
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Escape would not be easy, if it were possible at all.
‘Keep calm, Lloyd,’ he thought to himself. ‘She wants to take you down, but

you need to keep calm and out-think her on this. She cannot take you down like
this if you keep calm.’

“Yes. I think the ice-cream sundae was too rich. It tasted so good that I
forgot about my lactose intolerance.”

At the mention of “lactose intolerance”, Lloyd could see some of the other
deparment members screwing up their face in disgust, obviously picturing the
aftermath of a case of lactose intolerance.

He kept his poker face on and looked at Fairweather. ‘Your move now, you
damn witch.’

“Oh, in that case you should go back and rest. I know how nasty that can be,”
Fairweather replied, cool as a cucumber.

Lloyd cussed Fairweather in his mind as he thanked her and quickly ran out of
the ballroom and into the university centre where it was located. He did not stop
till he was in the relative privacy of a toilet cubicle, where he sat on the covered
toilet bowl to regroup his train of thoughts about what had just happened and
what he had to do after that.

He had just survived an encounter with Fairweather on a turf heavily stacked
in her favour. He had also survive an encounter with that Isaac whoever, that
agent of the others, whoever they may be.

The evening department Christmas party might have started out bad and led
to worse, but all in all he had come out okay.

Lloyd calmed himself down before leaving the cubicle and headed home for
a shower.



Chapter 6

Racing Between Time

Lloyd ran as fast as he could along yet another version of the infinite corridors
that he had been through barely two months ago, puffing heavily as he was going
alone with a more or less consistent pace. Running was not his strongest suit,
having eschewed as much of the physical activity-related programmes as he
could to better focus on the reading that he loved; but now, he had to run as
though his life depended on it. For all he knew, it could very well be the case that
his life was completely dependent on all the running that he could give at that
point in time. He was cussing under his breath between breathless huffs and
puffs, but could do nothing about it except to accept what it is that he had to do.

Run forward through each corridor, open the door at the end, continue running
till he reached the next door. Rinse and repeat until he gets extricated.

As the corridor of clichéd doors flew past him, he thought back to just what
had led to this.

Lloyd was sitting at his cubicle, working on one of the sections of themanuscript
pertaining to the notion of how time was running differently depending on where
in the space-time one was located. It had a strong meta-physical aspect to it,
but was still strongly related to his overall thesis that there was a strong external
factor that unified the various cultures in at least the south east asian context
since it meant that it was possible (with necessary evidence of course) that time-
independent beings had travelled to each culture from a time line that was ahead,
relatively speaking, from the culture and was the recursive progeniteur for many
of the culture’s shared values and actions.

Ironic enough, Lloyd found the bulk of his evidence from volumes that Fair-

55
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weather herself had published on back in the day, but with different explanations
that, given the new perspective, were wholly inadequate in addressing all the
possbilities that were observed in the field.

One of the more interesting examples he found was the corroboration of the
various descriptions of the functions and behaviours of the shamans in south
east asia. Among the people of the tribes and villagers, the medicine men, or
shamans, had always maintained a connection with what they would call the spirit
world. The remarkable fact was that despite the separation of hundreds of kilo-
metres in some instances, the behaviours of shamans, when corrected for the
different levels of civilisation development for each group of civilisation, were
extremely similar to the point that mere coincidence of convergent evolution
was insufficient to explain it all away in a convenient fashion. The fact that ce-
ments that drastic change in perspective required could be seen from the other
observation that when the shamans were involved in their communicative trance
with the “spirits”, they ended up using words and grammatical structures that
were similar to each other with nearly ninety-eight percent homogenity. And that
was not throughmere hearsay and anecdotes—anthropologists had actually gone
out into the field, and, having sought prior permission of course, recorded the
various séances had taken place to perform a comparative study later on. The
recordings were independent and were not tampered with, and yet they showed
exactly what was stated earlier, that the diction and apparent grammar that each
shaman was using was extremely identical, at the level of nearly ninety-eight
percent homogenity.

It was a very strong and strange result, and Lloyd was working on the careful
construction of the argument, presenting evidence where he could without over-
whelming the reader and obfuscating the underlying message. More importantly,
without pushing the reader into a closed mindset purely from alienating him or
her.

It was also something that he did not discuss with his advisor. Lloyd had
been estranged from his advisor for quite a while now. He still remembered that
last meeting he had with her before she told him to not come back to her unless
he had something he wanted to talk about, and that he was free to run his own
research from then on.

“No Lloyd, I am telling you that this line of research you are going for is just
speculative at best—there is no evidence in what you are claiming. As depart-
ment head of the anthropology department and as your thesis advisor, I must
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remind you that you cannot afford to work on research that is frivolous, or we will
have to take your funding away from you.”

“Look professor, it’s not as far-fetched as it sounds. If you consider the facts
surrounding the primary source—”

“No!” Fairweather replied, on the verge of screeching. “I will tolerate insub-
ordination no further! Since you choose to go down the path that I have told you
specifically to not go, I cannot help but disavow your academic actions. We will
not need to meet regularly any more. You may choose to engage me whenever
you so choose, but only if you have progress on matters that are not contrary
to the advice that I had given you. If you have nothing else to say now, I have
nothing else to say as well, and you may leave.”

Lloyd knew that he was tempted to swear something mean at Fairweather
then, but to be cut off like that from her without any forewarning was enough to
make him hesitate and miss his golden opportunity. On hindsight he was glad
that it did not end up that way; while he did not like that Fairweather was basically
mandating what hemust do with regards to his research and cutting him off when
he refused to, at least she did not threaten to cut his funding completely and to
have him rusticated. Had he chosen to curse and swear at her then, he was very
sure that he would not have gotten off as lightly as he could.

But it was clear that the path ahead was naturally made more difficult.
Lloyd continued to type up the paragraphs that make up the section when a

thought that had nibbled away in his mind suddenly forced itself up through his
subconscious and into his conscious.

Why was it that Fairweather was so adamant that he did not pursue that per-
spective and line of reasoning with regards to the south east asian culture uni-
fication hypothesis? On the one hand, yes, it sounded a little far-fetched to say
the least, but on the other hand, he had been accruing enough information to
know that while it sounded implausible, it was not completely impossible, with
the irony that quite a few of the examples and arguments were based on a re-
interpretation of primary and secondary sources that Fairweather had got in her
various manuscripts.

A strange thought crossed Lloyd’s mind: could it be that Fairweather knew
about this line of attack already but was heavily dissuaded to not follow through
with it because of something that happened that was traumatic enough that it
stayed with her forever, causing a recurrent nightmare that made her choose to
not see reason and instead rely on denial of its existence as a form of coping
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mechanism?
If that was truly the case, then Lloyd can understand her point of view com-

pletely. He had talked with “us”, and while he did not exactly freak out from the
various encounters, it was not exactly a pleasant experience, so to speak. He
had not actually understood how he could handle dealing with such. . . entities
in the first place, especially by being their “agent”. It did not help that they liked
to dump him into various impossible looking realities that always threatened to
maul and maim him in a permanent sort of way. It was also puzzling that they
seemed to be more interested in him publishing his work regarding his observa-
tions of the cultures that involve them than in some kind of cosmic interference,
a point of fact that he never really could wrap his head around.

Was it that they had first approached Fairweather to be their agent, but either
she had failed or she was merely the first of a series of agents to fulfil their will
because each of them were mortal and could only perform part of the complete
list of requirements?

The intrusive thought lingered in the back of his mind for a while as he con-
tinued his write-up. Frankly, he was surprised that he could even have such
thoughts, considering how metaphysical that line of reasoning was.

‘You know, you are not too far from the truth. We did approach Marlene for
help before we approached you.’

Lloyd looked away from his computer at the now-familiar omnidirectional tone
of voice and sighed. It was always like that when there was no one that “we” could
project through and limit the direction in which the voice was from. However, it
was rather rare that they would approach him that way, since the omnidirectional
aspect meant that he had been transported into a time between times without
any other avatar for them to work with.

“Crud,” Lloyd said under his breath. “You moved me into some time between
time again?” He sighed again.

‘Unfortunately, yes. We do not have any nearby avatar that we may use to
communicate in a form that is less direct than this. You may be assured that we
do not wish to do this to you except for the fact that right this moment, there is
an attempt by an agent of theirs to attempt to take your life in your office. We
tried to keep that agent away for you and had been quite successful for the most
part, but that agent seemed to have external help this time. We suspect it is from
them, because what we had originally put in place to prevent the events of last
time had been circumvented. We are sure that the complexity of the protection in
place cannot be easily understood by mere agents of the them, so we are forced
to make the conclusion that they have decided to actively aid in their agent this
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time round.’
“God damn it,” Lloyd cursed as he leapt up from his chair. “I’m assuming my

research papers and data on the computer are secured?”
‘Yes, we have ensured that. Short of an onslaught from all of them, the data

should be safe. We cannot, however, guarantee your safety as yet. We suggest
you exit your office and keep running down the corridors until you come to a
proper exit.’

“And how the hell am I supposed to know that it is the ‘proper exit’ as you
put it?”

‘We know that you will know it when you see it. However, we cannot guarantee
how long it is before you can reach the true exit. We will guide you when we have
the chance though—we have sensed the presence of the others and some other
agents that we are unfamiliar with.’

“So, not Isaac or whatever his name is?” Lloyd asked as he opened up the
door to his “office” and stepped out into the wooden corridor. He looked down,
tracing the edges of the corridor to the vanishing point in the middle of the one-
point perspective. Suddenly the corridor seemed to be very long and that he felt
very tired. But he would rather take the advice of “us” and not hang around to
deal with whatever it was that the others had brought along with them.

‘We are affirmative that it is not Isaac. These agents of the others do not
seem to be as formidable as Isaac though, but what the lack in strength they are
seemingly made up in numbers. We will attempt to hold them, but you are well
advised to start running now. We will catch up with you eventually; do not stop
and please stay safe.’

“Easy for you to say,” Lloyd muttered as he started at a jogging pace along
the wooden corridor towards the door at the end of it. “At least you can see what
it is you are dealing with. I don’t even know what I’m running from.”

‘Trust us, it is better this way. We do not think that you are ready to face those
that are after you. Especially not these that are after you.’

Lloyd let a few moments of silence pass to think about what was said as he
reached the first door and pulled on it through the handle. He was bathed in a
bright light and was pulled over into the next area, which was an almost identical
wooden corridor that seemed to stretch forever down towards a single point of
perspective where yet another door awaited. He kept on his pace, as steadily as
he could to conserve his strength just in case he had to sprint for his dear life at
the last minute.

The rhythmic thumping of his feet into the ground was hypnotic, and without
realising it, he had gone through yet another door and was on his third corri-
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dor. He soon discovered that he was not tiring out as quickly as he thought he
could despite keeping on at a jogging pace that he would never have dreamed
of reaching a few years ago when physical education and physical training were
still a compulsory sort of thing. The lack of any stimulus other than the corridors
of doors whizzing past him made Lloyd start to feel like an idiot answering the
beck and call of a bunch of masters whom he never really truly saw head on.

That sudden sense of feeling like an idiot made Lloyd slow down for around
twenty metres after he entered yet another bright door.

‘Why are you slowing down? We have told you to keep running if you want to
keep your life. We cannot hold back the agents of the others if we have to keep
losing our concentration to pay attention to you.’

“You know what, I’m not going to run. I don’t even know what the hell I am
running from. At least last time, there was a credible threat—I could hear the
footsteps of the agent Isaac seeking me out. I could hear him screaming about
wanting to hunt me down. That kind of atmosphere made me realise quickly
what the stakes were and how important it was for me to keep on moving. There
was a credible threat. But now, now you are asking me to run through all these
corridors without limit just to escape something that you have vaguely called
as ‘the other’s agents’. How am I supposed to believe that? I mean, I don’t
want to sound ungrateful, but I have heard so many things from you already, and
each time there has been proof that I have found to be satisfactory to continue
trusting you. . . ” Lloyd had, by this time, slowed his jog to that of a leisurely walk.
He did not want to antagonise “us” completely, but he wasn’t going to let them
boss him all over without any good reason. Already it is quite obvious that they
have the upper-hand over the power mechanics between “us” and Lloyd, and the
latter felt no reason to keep allowing the status quo to exist.

‘We think you are foolish. Isaac may be one agent of the others that we warn
you about, but he is but one of the many types of agents that the others can
send against you. Isaac is just a human agent—these agents who are currently
after you are not humans. That is as much as we can tell you. We are stronger
than these agents by a couple of orders of magnitude, but as we have told you,
what the don’t have in quality, they make up in numbers. We do not even want to
dignify these inferior agents with a proper name for them. We will, however, want
to emphasize that these agents of the others, though considered inferior by us,
are still wholly capable of tearing you limb by limb as though you were some kind
of put-together tinker toy, with barely any effort whatsoever.’

“They are not. . . humans?” Lloyd stammered, picking up his pace again.
‘That is correct. We know that they are not humans. By their nature, if you
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can start hearing them, you are already too close to them and can easily be
assimilated or consumed immediately, depending on what you are doing, where
you are, and how they are feeling with respect to their own life cycle.’

‘So Lloyd,’ the omnidirectional voice continued with hints of exasperation in
what was essentially a neutral tone, ‘we think you need to stop belly-aching and
continue to run. We are not sure how long it will take for us to wipe them out. Or
if we can wupe them out before they can get to you.’

“Are these. . . similar to you then?” Lloyd asked as he cranked his running
speed back to a slowish jog. He could feel the sense of urgency to keep moving,
but while the spirit was willing, the body was aching and refusing to cooperate
completely.

‘They are not us, if you are asking that. They share few properties with us. The
one property that they share with us is the ability to span different space-times.
That’s why it will take us some time to wipe them out. We need to clear them out
from all the space-times that both they and us can access.’

“It is also the reason why I cannot actually see or hear them. They are literally
outside of the space-time that I can perceive,” Lloyd muttered under his breath
as he struggled to keep his reluctant legs moving.

‘You are correct. Now please keep running. We cannot be distracted for long—
already a few of us are badly hurt from the swarming numbers of these inferior
beings. We should not have to sustain such casualties in the first place had you
followed our instructions and kept on becoming a moving target.’

Lloyd shut his mouth and breathed heavily as he kept on running along the
corridors, only to be punctuated by a short moment of swinging a door open
and getting sucked the wall of light to end up at yet another corridor. Each
time he stepped through the door at th end of the corridor, Lloyd could feel
himself seemingly dragged and pulled into another place and time, as though
each segment of corridors was in its own space and time that bore little to no
relation to any other segment of corridor that he had been running through.

There was now some motivation to keep moving forward, that’s for sure, but
there was still something that was lacking. Lloyd had lost track of the number of
corridors that he had gone through at that point—the actions were repetitive to
the point where it was neigh impossible to find enough unique circumstances to
characterise them in a way that is suitable for counting.

Even though he could not find himself tiring in the short run through each
corridor, Lloyd found that he was starting to slow down ever so subtly as time
wore on and his willpower over his body started to wane. He did not feel hunger,
nor was he fatigued in the traditional sense, but he could feel that he was not
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really there and ready to keep on running away from what it was. Already he was
missing the mildly condescending tone of “us”—in a place of strangeness, even
a stranger that one had met before as an acquaintance was welcome over the
sheer unknown and possibly unknowable.

A loud crash nearly thirty metres behind him jolted Lloyd back to full alertness.
He turned himself around and jogged backwards to see what the commotion was
about. What he saw turned his stomach and made him wish he had never turned
around in the first place.

What he saw was this. The corridor itself was long and relatively nondescript
at that point. But in the space where the corridor was, several distended dis-
coloured looking blobs of gelatinous flesh-looking blobs appeared and disap-
peared, changing in size every now and then. The shifting existence of the blobs
in the view was very troubling to look at, to say the least, sort of like that scin-
tillating effect, but with greater variations in shape and size such that it simply
did not scintillate any more.. They had the texture of the interior of any animal,
but had geometric constructions that defied the most imaginative of thinkers
among the humans. Ever so often one blob will suddenly appear and slam it-
self into the ground or wall near to it, causing that loud thump that suggested a
great cavernous void behind it to provide the much needed resonance. The flesh
colour of the blobs helped to enhance its overall grotesqueness; they looked like
what cancer would look like if it appeared outside of a body and was around two
hundred and fifty pounds. Distended, maroon, flesh coloured.

The reason why Lloyd had to turn around quickly to avoid having to throw up
was the quick glint of a silver edge appearing and slicing into one of the larger
blobs that had materialised itself. The silver edge sliced true, and there was a
fountain gush of blood that was everywhere. The blob that was sliced/stabbed in
did not dematerialise—it throbbed and bled as though it were a human with the
aorta sliced into half. It was gruesome, stomach churning and downright wrong
looking. It pulsed and heaved almost maniacally, and a gurgle of animalistic
guttural sounds emanated from it in some inexplicable way.

And that blob was very close.
Lloyd now had some inkling on the kinds of agents that “us” was talking about.

“Us” wasn’t talking about some kid assigned by the others to spy on him and take
him out; it was the kind of group that would scour known space to draw upon the
strengths (andmitigate the witnesses) of the beings they were sending as agents.

Lloyd did not stay long to find out more about the blob, the shiny edge or
anything of that sort. His adrenal glands went into overdrive and dumped a whole
ton of adrenaline that made Lloyd sprint to the nearest door, roughly twenty
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metres away. He tugged at the handle of the door, but this time, it did not open.
“Oh fuck,” Lloyd cussed under his breath. “Hey, any way out with this? I don’t

think I’m going to make it through here.”
‘We are busy right now. As you could tell, we had found that group of agents

that were trying to sneak into the space-time that you are in right now to take
you out.’

“Are you alright? Was that a blade that you all were using?”
‘Thank you for your concern. We are alright, and yes, that blade is a knife

that we are using. It is our main defensive weapon and it works well with these
kinds of avatars, as long as there are ways to hurt them badly and stop them from
moving beyond where they were first confined. Heads up in the next corridor—
there is one more of those things there, but we are not fast enough to get there
before you do, so you will need to make your way through some how.

Lloyd was shocked into silence. He did not really know how nor what to react.
He tugged away again at the handle of the door, but this time, it opened smoothly.
There was still a ton of light on the other side of the door, enough to obscure
what was behind it. Lloyd took a deep breath and stepped into the light and found
himself at the start of yet another iteration of the corridor. This time though, there
was something completely different.

Instead of being empty except for that one or two couples who lingered along
corridors before classes were to begin, Lloyd saw a stack of three blobs of meat
standing itself in the middle of the corridor, if “standing” was the correct word
to describe the behaviour of the blobs.

‘SSSssslloyd! We have been esssssspecting you!’
Lloyd was both pissed off and frightened. He prayed silently in his mind for

“us” to be there at the same moment and smite that blob to oblivion, but he
suspected that “us” was still busy elsewhere keeping the rest of the rabblement
at bay before they could extract him from the space-time and send him back to
regular reality.

Lloyd eyed the blobs of meat in front of him, his body moving only enough
so that he can observe his surroundings more. There was no telling what kind of
senses the blobs had, and because of that Lloyd was very hesitant in making any
moves whatsoever. Maybe that blob had vision and could see his every move, or
it could hear and figure out which direction he was just from the sound that he
makes when he is running from one place to another.

Impasse.
Lloyd stood there quietly and eyed his quarry. The blobs were just. . . resting

there, they were doing nothing except throbbing rhythmically, and at times, some
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of the visible blood vessels pulsed a little, as though to allow the movement of
some kind of circulation fluid through them. Lloyd mad a tiny movement to the
right before freezing again, trying to see how much of the senses of the blob he
could fake. The right side of the blob had more room to manoeuvre with and
seemed like the natural choice of direction for Lloyd to head to, but there was
always that possibility that it was made in such way that a trap would have been
hard to avoid. After all, while there were three such meat blobs that Lloyd could
easily see, it was not clear to him where the rest of the. . . animal was. They
could easily materialise in a close enough space if one is not paying too much
attention, and under such hostile environments, it was clear that it would be a
gambit in any case.

Lloyd looked between the two directions of avoidance, his mind struggling to
make a coheredent decision despite having the massive adrenaline dump which
hindered him from actually thinking straight. The blobs rested there, seemingly
taunting him.

‘SSssssslloyd. . . wherrrrrre arrrre youuuuu. . . moooovvvvve passsssssssssst
meeeeeeeee ifffffffff youuuuuuuuu daaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrre. . . ’ The blobs egged,
again with the source of their vocalisation a mystery and the direction in which
they come from only vaguely inferrable.

Everything screamed of trap in Lloyd’s head now. It was unmistakable—he
just wondered why it had taken him that long to realise it. It was a false choice;
Lloyd was now certain that no matter which direction he tried sprinting past the
blobs, he would definitely be nailed by them.

He also learnt that the blobs cannot actually detect him if he was just standing
there and moving only small parts of his body. A very curious piece of informa-
tion. He wondered if he could make use of that to move towards wherever he
wanted to go.

Lloyd paused and thought harder to himself. Where was it that he wanted to
go? It was clear that the choices presented were a trap. But what was the better
way about this?

A slow scan along the corridor finally revealed the obvious answer that was
below his nose all the while. He was in a corridor of doors. A whole corridor of
doors. Of course there has to be an exit through at least one of them, right? He
never really remembered trying on any of the other doors in along the corridors
as he was running—he merely kept on the same course as he had done before
in similar circumstances in that first encounter with Isaac, where he did try on
the doors along the way but found them all locked, except for that one door at
the end of the corridor.
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The thought that perhaps one of the other doors in the corridor could contain
his route of escape excited Lloyd. He kept an eye on the blob in front of him, and
slowly inched his way to the right, where there was a door no more than three
metres away from him. It was achingly slow, Lloyd knew that he had probably
taken nearly thirty minutes of slow inching to reach the door itself. Throughout
each second of that shimmying, he was very certain that at any moment, the
blobs in front of him would discover that he had moved and would pounce on
him and obliterate him immediately.

But patience paid off and Lloyd found himself next to the door. Stealing a
quick glance at the blob to see if it had moved—it had not—Lloyd held the door
handle carefully with both hands and shifted his weight into it to move the lever.
The handle resisted slightly, and Lloyd carefully moved more of his weight into
it, trying to tamp down any sudden movements that can occur like when the door
handle suddenly gave way.

The door handle remained stubbornly stiff.
A new wave of panic washed over Lloyd once more. There were at least an-

other ten more doors that he could try that did not involve having to sneak past
the guarding blob, and Lloyd was sure that if he were to move through the corri-
dor often enough, even the blob would be smart enough to realise the ruse and
react accordingly.

Biting his lip to hold in his fear, Lloyd slowly inched his way forward, closer
towards the next nearest door, and closer towards the blobs.

The blobs were still pulsating, and seemed to be confused. It had not been
silent over the entire time when Lloyd was sneaking to his first door; it had been
repeating the same line of asking where Lloyd was over and over like a broken
record. It had the same kind of neutral-sounding voice as “us” but it sounded
dumber or stupider to Lloyd, as though it had a much lower level of intelligence
with respect to “us”.

But that neutral-sounding voice was displaying hints of agitation as it failed to
seek out Lloyd, who was sweating profusely as he moved slowly forward towards
the next door. A small weight shift to the rear leg, slow sliding of the front leg, a
small weight shift to the front leg, slow sliding of the rear leg; rinse and repeat.

Another fifteen minutes had gone by, and Lloyd was barely half way to the
next door. Just as he was about to continue with his sliding motion, a guttural
gurgle amounting to a scream of mixed frequencies shot from directly in front
of him. Lloyd looked up quickly eschewing all previous caution to see what had
happened.

A silver edge had materialised in the middle of nowhere and sliced into what
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appeared like nothing in the space. The edge itself was not a straight one—it
had the distorted look of some weird space curve that was unlikely to be charac-
terisable by any simple algebraic equation. It sliced through the air, and blood
matter spurted from nothing to all over the floor of the corridor. One of the blobs
dematerialised while the remaining two distorted themselves quickly as flashes
of silver glinted in and out of the space. A struggle was obviously going on, and
Lloyd did not know who was winning or when it will all be over. He just rushed
back to the door he tried and hugged it as tightly as he could, staying out of the
way of the non-euclidean carnage he was observing.

The slashes and glints of silver carried on for a few more agonising minutes.
Movement was a blur, and the geometries were unfathomable. Lloyd just stood
there and stared at it all in awe—there was nothing he could do. Those few
minutes felt like hours, as though he had just watched a technicolor iMAX movie
whose pixels had been horribly jumbled up due to some impossible to describe
distortion.

The blobs were no more, or at least, what was left was no longer pulsating.
The mess of mass spanned the corridor’s width, and looked almost exactly like
a cancer-ridden distended large intestine of a morbidly obese fat man who had
died and started to decompose. The blood was pooling and there was an un-
earthly silence.

‘Sorry about that Lloyd, it took us a while to get to you. We had to beat back
the last wave, and this one was their leader, and naturally was much tougher than
we had expected.’

“I’m. . . alright. Thank you for coming in when you did.”
‘Did you have any plan on getting out had we not arrive in time?’
“I was thinking of trying each of the other doors to escape into another cor-

ridor and hope that you all will find me.”
‘We are glad we have reached you in time then. None of the other doors lead

to places where we can easily trace you, assuming that they open, and it is likely
that you will end up in a tangled maze of time that no one can find you ever
again. While we may have some control over the doors, they are mostly the ones
that you have been using – we control them because we know that those are the
ones you will use. The other doors available open randomly to elsewhere and
we have no control over them. We are sorry that we allowed them to send off
their agents against you so blatantly. We will try to prevent this from happening
again. We had not expected such a robust response against you—but this just
means that you are on the right track and that makes them nervous enough to
get desperate.’
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Lloyd did not listen to them. He was shivering from the realisation that he
would go straight into oblivion had they not arrived in time to deal with that last
blob and retrieve him. He turned to the side and promptly threw up. As he turned
his head back to centre, he found. . .

. . . himself in his cubicle in the office, his knees still wobbling shakily from the
encounter that he could have never returned from. Feeling safer in the surround-
ings of someplace familiar, Lloyd collapsed on to the floor and knelt there for a
while, his mind in a whirl trying to process what he had just experienced.

‘Too close,’ Lloyd thought to himself as he continued to kneel there on the
carpetted floor of his office. ‘That was way too close. It should never have hap-
pened, not with all the things that “us” have been promising. Was there a spy for
them that is among us that we did not know about? Could it be that Fairweather
had defected to the other side, and that she was feeding them information to
ensure that whatever it was that “we” wanted was not going to ever see the light
of day. That would explain a lot, really, considering how Fairweather was the first
to cut him down even beore he has presented his set of arguments.’

Lloyd was too engrossed in his thoughts to notice the office door opening
with Xindi strolling in.

“Jesus H. Christ! What the hell is wrong with you Lloyd, kneeling in the middle
of the office like this with all your paperwork strewn every which way with the
lights off and the blinds down? Are you in the middle of summoning Satan, or
are you just suffering from yet another nervous break down? Maybe I should tell
Fairweather about this. . . ”

“No! Don’t you fucking dare!” Lloyd roared as he suddenly leapt up from the
floor and tackled Xindi down before she could pirouette out of the office. Both
of them fell in a heap on the ground with a loud but dull thud. There was a light
struggle as Xindi wanted to break free, but Lloyd had somehow managed to keep
her in a neck hold while simultaneously restraining her limbs.

“Let me the fuck go!” Xindi screeched straight into his ear as Lloyd held on
to her, wide-eyed.

“Only promise you don’t talk to Fairweather about this! Say it! Promise that
you will not tell Fairweather about this!”

“Okay, okay you stupid motherfucker!” Xindi spat out before feeling the holds
on her releasing. Rolling up into a sitting position, Xindi massaged her neck as
she stared down Lloyd, who had gotten into a similar position as well.

“Dude, Lloyd! What the fuck was that about? If not for the fact that I know
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you, I would have flipped the fuck out from that bullshit you just pulled on me!”
“You just shut up. . . I don’t need to talk about this. You have promised. . . ”

Lloyd replied somewhat distractedly.
“No, you fuckwit. I promised to not talk to Fairweather about this, but I didn’t

say that I wouldn’t talk with you about this, you asshole. Jesus. . . since when did
you learn how to chokehold like that? It fuckin’ hurts man. . . ”

Lloyd mumbled an apology to Xindi, regretting a little at his outburst in en-
suring that she did not tattle on him. It came as an instinct—he had not banked
on that exact chaing of actions happening, but was surprised and a little glad
perhaps that it had ended up the way it did. Granted, it was not ideal for sure,
but at least he got Xindi to promise not to talk to Fairweather about anything
relating to the matter at hand and thus jeopardise the whole. . . security of the
issues.

“I’m still waiting, Lloyd. If you are not going to tell me what’s going on here, I
swear to God I will talk to Fiarweather on this,” Xindi threatened as she stood up
slowly and flicked the light switch. A quick flicker later, the entirety of the office
was bathed with the sterilised feel of white fluorescent light, in which Lloyd now
sat, his eyes squinting against the brightness.

Lloyd looked back at her the best he could given his limited vision under the
bright light. He dbated internally whether to say or not to say. Part of him was
dying to reveal the truth to someone else other than he, but another part of him
was reminding him that Xindi was his ex, they had differences they did not want
to ameliorate, and that she was still the favoured student of Fairweather’s and
so almost anything that was shared with her will end up in Fairweather’s ears
anyway.

But knowing xindi, she would make good of her threat if her demands were
not met.

Lloyd made a compromise with himself.
“Alright Xindi, you’ve got me there. It’s about this line of research I was on.

Things were getting weird and that’s about it. I don’t really want to talk more
about it—god know’s what you tell Fairweather anyway, and so the less you know,
the better it is in the long run, and I don’t mean that it’s because we have a big
breakthrough. I just don’t want to talk about my research which I still think is
premature in terms of the arguments and concolusions drawn. Please don’t force
me to reply you or I may have to tell you to shut up forever.”

Xindi’s normally characteristic aggressive behaviour seemed to have demurred
and muted itself at that moment. She looked at Lloyd, saw that he was absolutely
serious with his implicit threat of bodiy harm, grunted a discordant assent to his
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conditions and strolled as nonchalantly as she could to her own cubicle.
Lloyd sat back down for a bit to pick up the pieces of notes that had scattered

about earlier and ordered them the best he could before laying them on the desk
in front of his computer. He then rolled his chair back to its place in front of
the same computer and continued his writing. There were yet new chains of
arguments that existed that he wanted to quickly commit to the proverbial paper
before he forgot it all. And furthermore, to avoid a complete loss of everything
from a similar incident as what had happened just now, Lloyd made a few more
copies on to the cloud, and stored them on encrypted thumb drives that he was
preparing to send to himself again over snail mail.
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Chapter 7

Spatio-kinetic Confusion

Isaac looked around him. It has been a few months since he had finally met
up with that Lloyd Tan, the great Satan that God had told him was being blas-
phemous and had to be eliminated. It was not the kind of meet up that he had
envisioned, mostly because he never really saw how that Lloyd Tan looked like.
It was infuriating, it infuriated Isaac to no end.

To be so close to his divine-inspired nemesis and to never have the chance
to see his face.

But Isaac kept his cool; he checked his anger. It was part of the test of his
resolve, a test of his willpower, a test of how strong his faith was in God. God
had told him who it was that was threatening to all that is good, and it was up to
him to believe in his faith and piety to identify the True Evil of his day.

But that was for the upcoming weekend. Right now, there were classes that he
needed to attend, lessons he needed to take part in, prayers he needed to make.
Isaac studied in the Island-State University, and was an engineering student
specialising in electronic and computer engineering. He was not the most pious
to begin with, but ever since the encounter with God a fwe months ago, his
demeanour changed. Before, he was merely doing what he tought was necessary
for survival in life—do the classes, complete the assignments, pass the tests, get
the degree, get a job, and then life will be good. It was all monotonous and
uninspiring, but it was a life that could be lived.

After the encounter, he saw a deeper purpose in his life. That mere following
of the rules and orders that had been laid out in front of him was insufficient,
that he had a calling that was higher than that of what he had been working on
through all the lessons that he was having.

That he was to be among the good to smite the evil; that was the new purpose
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in his life.
His class mates had noticed the change. Before, he had walked with a slouch

in his back, a kind of listlessness that was flattened by the overall apathy he had
for anything and everything that he had to interact with, be it the professor, his
class mates, or even any of the various people one normally would have to talk
to in order to get some administrative tasks done.

But now, he walked with confidence; he positively glowed. Many have discov-
ered his newly emerged charisma; some had said that he was a late bloomer and
that he had finally started to bloom. His appearance also changed somewhat—he
started wearing better clothes, not necessarily the latest and priciest in fashion,
but at least they were neat, tidy and maintained an air of professionalism that
was sorely lacking in his earlier hobo-wear.

People started to notice him. Fraternities tried to recruit him, and he was
invited to many parties as well. Campus women, who once shunned him when-
ever he was nearby whether or not he had any intention of chatting them up (he
hadn’t), started to flock towards him like bees to flowers.

But Isaac ignored them all. He did not care about such mortal pleasures.
He knew that he had a higher purpose. He knew that he was to serve God in
aiding in His smiting of evil. And that deserved his attention more than anything
else, except perhaps that of academics, since that was the primary reason of his
being present in the I-SU in the first place.

Isaac kept his own peace. He had always lived in his own single dormitory
room, ad kept it neat and tidy just like his newly minted self. He felt a little
bad for not doing as much as he could in the understanding and seeking of this
Lloyd Tan that God identified as Satan reincarnated, but he knew that God would
forgive him for there were other things of responsibility that he had to look into.
And responsibility was the most important thing in a person, for if someone were
invested with a responsibility, then that person has a duty to perform and is thus
bound by the duty. Shirking of duty is the biggest sin that one could do, in the
grand scheme of things.

Isaac was doing his engineering class homework when he suddenly felt a
distinctive change in the ambient environment. For a brief moment, there was a
disconcerted feeling that emerged from deep within him before finally subsiding
away. Isaac looked around him, but could find nothing amiss. Shrugging his
shoulders at the feeling, he continued with the solution of the problems that
were presented on the question set, thinking that it was perhaps a cognitive
dissonance caused by over concentration mixed with a dash of light fatigue from
said over concentration.
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‘Isaac!’ boomed a great voice omnidirectionally. This was followed by a sud-
den distortion of the immediate space that Isaac was in. He saw his table get
twisted into inexplicable geometric forms as his writing hand appeared to be a
mile away from him. Nausea hit him almost immediately.

Isaac felt a heavy object being slammed into him from the side, knocking
him off his chair and into the ground. The impact was not painful, but it did
pack a lot of punch in it. Isaac fell off his chair and kept falling and falling and
falling and falling while he never seemed to come into contact with the ground.
The never-ending sensation of falling triggered an innate vertigo response from
within Isaac and he could feel himself ready to throw up once again.

‘Isaac! Have you found and dealt with Lloyd yet?’ the voice came again om-
nidirectionally. Isaac, though still ill from his still never-ending fall into a ground
that was not there yet, trembled at the booming voice and replied sheepishly “No
my Lord.”

‘How dare you then!’ The voice continued omnidirectionally. It was a neutral-
sounding voice, generally, but it held subtle inflections suggesting some form of
anger. And Isaac was getting more terrified the more he listened to the voice.
“Oh mighty God, please don’t get angry with me! I have to keep my academics
up as well, because it is important to not fail. . . ”

‘Important? Do you really think academics is more important than the re-
moval of a blaspheming bastard? Do you really think so, Isaac Lim, my chosen
agent for this greater cause?’

“Well..”
‘Stop hemming and hawing and make a reply! Do you think that academics

is more important than the removal of a blaspheming bastard?’
Isaac’s mind started to whirl uncontrollably, his sense of balance completely

dissociating with what he was seeing and feeling. Gravity continued to feel as
though it were pulling downwards—he was still falling and falling and falling—but
his head seemed to be pulled upwards against the gravity his body was feel-
ing; he could feel the blood rushing into his head, as though he were doing an
extended hand-stand of sorts. His limbs, however, felt as though someone were
deliberately tying them into all sorts of knots—each limb could feel different parts
of itself touching other parts of itself in a way that would defy the conventional
sensations one would get from regular flexing of the joints.

All at the same time Isaac could feel his air supply being drastically reduced.
It felt like he was about to asphyxiate, but without any pressure on his chest,
trachea or lungs.

“Oh. . . God. . . save me. . . ”
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‘You haven’t answered me yet, Isaac,’ the disdain factored strongly in the
inflection. ‘Do you think that academics is more important than the removal of
a blaspheming bastard?’

Isaac tried to mouth an explanation about how it was important to also live
with the laws of man in terms of survival before entering the Kingdom of God,
but found that there was no way for him to say aything. Each of the contradic-
tory and paradoxical forces and geometries that were affecting him seemed to
increase in their intensity by another ten-fold, and Isaac was undergoing enough
transformations that he was extremely sure that he would not survive from the
ordeal.

But he was not meant to die, merely to suffer. For now.
And suffer he did. Now, the distortions applied to him were no longer unidi-

rectional and consistent—they started to shift and change over time itself. One
moment his body was falling downwards, the next moment they were falling to
the side. His head felt upside-down now, but suddenly he felt his head being
rotated at a perilliously high rate. His limbs were now untwisted and untied, only
to be re-contorted among themselves, with arms and legs being tied into knots,
and then with knots tying themselves into knots with his small intestine, which
itself started knotting itself with his trachea, which all knotted with the arms and
legs of the other side.

The sensations were horrific beyond compare. Isaac was like a hyper-space
version of a Stretch Armstrong toy, to be deformed at the whims of a capricious
entity beyond his ken.

“God! Oh mighty God! The removal of a blaspheming bastard is more im-
portant than that of academics!” Isaac screamed with everything he had. He
had no idea if that came from his voice, from his mind, or from the very atoms
that made up his horribly distended body, but he knew that that was what he had
screamed, somehow, in that space, to that entity.

All at once all the horrific transformations that he was undergoing had stopped.
Isaac suddenly discovered his sense of self once again, and that all the body
parts that felt as though they were inverted had been placed back into their po-
sitions in more or less the same place. He raised his right hand, only to find that
his left hand was raised instead.

Confusion struck Isaac. He had no idea what had happened, why would his
wanting to raise his right hand ended up with his left hand being raised instead?

‘Isaac, let this be a warning to you of my wrath. You have promised me a task
unto which I entrusted upon you, but you have not fulfilled it to the best of your
abilities, relying on excuses that are not worth the effort to construct them. I
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have flipped your body—that is the penance you will have to pay until you have
completed that which you have promised you would.’

Isaac looked about him furtively and with great confusion. He was still in his
dorm room, or at least, some place that looked like his dorm room without all
the usual hustle and bustle background noise common with the dormitories. He
now tried to tilt his head left, but found that his head tilted right instead, from
the mirror that he was looking into.

“Oh God. . . you did not. . . ”
‘I just told you I did, Isaac. Do you take my words in vain always?’ boomed

the voice omnidirectionally, this time with a strong hint of disappointment.
“You flipped me somehow?! How am I supposed to do well in my classes

when I cannot even write properly any more? And there’s a mid term exam
coming up too. . . Oh God. . . what have you done?!”

‘Only what you have brought upon yourself. Now, seek out that Lloyd Tan and
stop him. I will not repeat this again, and I can assure you, the next time we
meet under such circumstances will be the last.’

An uneasy silence doused itself upon the entire room.
Isaac got up from the heap on the floor and tried to stand up. It was confusing

at first because what he saw and what he could control seemed to be opposite
of each other. But he slowly got the hang of things and managed to get himself
into his chair to sit down comfortably. Outside, the reassuring sounds of normal
dorm activities returned.

Isaac fumed within him. God had not forsaken him—God had warned him
about his transgressions. Lloyd Tan must pay dearly for this. . . affliction that he
now had.

Perhaps once Lloyd has been removed from his blaspheming ways God will
return him back to his original form.
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Chapter 8

Waves Of Existence

Lloyd paced up and down the office space near his cubicle, his right hand holding
on to his chin and scratching the stubble that had grown there over the past few
days. The end of the year had come and gone. The department Christmas party
was a joke, the Christmas celebration itself was anything but, the New Year that
came after that was a completely boring affair where he just sat at home and
typed up the rest of the first draft of his manuscript. It was already near the end
of the first week of the new year, and it would be another three weeks before the
first official draft of his dissertation was due for submission for initial review so
that he can schedule a defense later on in the semester. That deadline that was
thrown at him by Fairweather hung above his head like the Sword of Damocles—it
was always there, lurking and waiting for him to make a false move so that it can
fall crashing down on top of him and ending his very existence; the only thing
preventing it from crashing down on his head was the already thin time line that
he had managed to eke out of the thesis committee, and more importantly, out
of Fairweather herself.

That was one thing that Lloyd was at least a little thankful about. The apparent
fairness of Fairweather despite the fact that she was a pompous academic in his
eyes. At least when she did end up taking him down, there was no excuse that
she had not given him the chance to demonstrate his worth and preventing his
own untimely demise.

Lloyd cussed under his breath, his thoughts derailed into that of Fairweather
once again. He had sworn himself a new year’s resolution that he would focus
more heavily on his dissertation work and pay less attention to the annoyance
that is Fairweather, that at that point he had not really spoken to for any advice for
nearly a semester. True to her word, Fairweather made scant mention about his
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work with him, even when they brushed by each other in the relatively small H&SS
building. Lloyd still attended the monthly department meetings, where everyone
in the anthropology department would meet up at one of the lecture halls on the
last Friday evening of the month to listen to anything that had come out of the
I-SU administration, and to also listen to any papers that any of the graduate
students wanted to present. There were also some guest speakers every now
and then, but they often had their own seminar time slots during the rest of the
month at timings that are more conducive for the kind of academic discussion
that is expected at these kinds of external visitors—no visitor ever really wanted
to do a serious academic talk on a Friday evening, considering that it was the
best time to hit the bars and the clubs and other places of leisure that were
sorely lacking in the Island-State to begin with. Friday evenings were generally
sacrosanct in academia since they, of all the working adults in the world, were
the ones who had spent most of their time thinking and thus deserved a much
needed relax and recreation ever so often.

But for Lloyd, those departmental meetings were just a hassle. He had to
show up in those meetings, in some way to justify his existence to himself and
even perhaps to Fairweather, but it was also his way of ensuring that he would
never be caught in a position where the change in direction of the university
administration was enough to send him away packing. This was something that
was fast turning from a potential nightmare into a reality when one considers the
fact that Lloyd had no teaching assistantships nor research assistantships for
that upcoming semester.

Ordinarily it would be a problem; Fairweather would be among the first to
come knocking at his door and yelling at him to sort out the mess before things
got out of hand and he had to be rusticated. However he had managed to get
some funding from that grant proposal that he had submitted at the start of
the academic year, and that had, in many ways, saved his bacon, since it was
miraculously approved.

How it got approved, Lloyd did not want to find out nor did he care. He had
the money, which bought the time he needed, which gave him the opportunity
to shove one up Fairweather for discounting his research without so much of
a thought. He had done a lot of thinking prior to this bout of paced walking
thinking. He could have sworn that Fairweather was positively hiding something
that he ought to know—that somehow there was a whole series of stories that
governed her behaviour towards him that he could suss out and finally come to
a complete understanding of what kind of game she was playing.

The first draft of Lloyd’s manuscript was currently displayed on his unattended
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computer, the cursor blinking incessantly as though it were demanding for much
needed attention to it. It wanted to be edited, to be put into a form that was more
comprehensible than the one that it was currently in, to be ready to be used as a
weapon against the mainstream thought processes of how things were supposed
to work with south east asian ethnography. But all its subtle calls for attention
were currently in vain as Lloyd continued his pacing.

The door to the office opened and Xindi stood here, leaning on the door
frame with a hand on her hip trying to look sexy. Lloyd paid no heed to her
and continued his pacing, as though he were trying to sort out some particular
interpretation in his mind.

“So, Lloyd, still think that you can out pace Fairweather by. . . pacing about?”
Xindi said as she snorted at her pun.

“Shut it Xindi, not in the mood,” Lloyd replied with a hint of irritation in his
voice. It was not completely wrong—he was not in the mood to talk with Xindi
and he had not been in the mood to talk with her for a long while. But it was
either fate being cruel or the sick joke of some higher being that ended up with
him having to see her day after day due to sharing the same office.

“Fine, if it suits your way. I was just trying to make conversation, you don’t
need to be that rude.” Xindi replied with a twinge of malice before shifting herself
away from the door frame and walked towards her own cubicle near the window.
As she passed by Lloyd, she could not help but steal a look at his face. There
was just something that was different in Lloyd that day that she could not quite
place. Her eyes seemed to have seen something, but her brain did not seem to
quite place what it was.

Lloyd continued to ignore Xindi, much to her consternation. She got over it
quickly enough and sat down at her own cubicle before powering up her computer
to work on a new problem set for the class that she was going to be a teaching
assistant in. Interestingly enough, it was an advanced undergraduate class that
Fairweather herself was teaching.

Lloyd made a few more laps of pacing in the narrow corridor of the room
before suddenly plonking himself on his chair in front of the computer, where
the first draft of his manuscript was there with its cursor blinking ever so often
begging for attention. He looked at the screen, gave a wry smile, and closed the
document before pulling up an empty one.

In the centre of the document, he typed in the three words “Wave of Exis-
tences”, selected them with his mouse, and gave them a bold form and added
an underline to them. He struck a new line below that in the document, and
continued to type.
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Waves of Existence

One of the modern theories of physics that describes everything and anything
that is consists of the notion of a probabilistic interpretation of particles. The
simplest way of thinking about this is that instead of having discrete media like
particles or waves the way we understand from our general Newtonian experi-
ences of the macro-scale physics, we have instead the notion of wave equations
that govern existence.

These wave equations are all-encompassing despite the fact that they appear
to be extremely abstract. They are not as easily measured as particles since they
do not have any proper notion of mass, they are also not easily measured as
waves, since they do not necessarily generate any form of observable object on
their own. In fact, their very existence is extremely suspicious to all who dwell
upon them—the universe as we know it is extremely large but not particularly
infinite based on any of the general definitions of infinity that Cantor, Dedekind
and Hilbert have defined, yet the number of wave equations exceed that number
by a transfinite quantity that only a careful study of the analysis of such equations
that one can come up with a reasonable order of magnitude estimate on the
cardinality of such a set.

The importance of the set of wave equations is paramount—their transfinite
numbers virtually guarantees that there is more than one universe, and that in
each universe there are amultitude of ways in which things can exist and interact.
Suffice to say, it is the interactions of these wave equations that give rise to the
phenomenon of existence.

Obviously, such a bold claim cannot be left unexplained to the reader’s sat-
isfaction. The crux in the understanding of the claim is the observation that
the idea of super-position exists. Super-position is the effect that one observes
when two or more interacting wave equations are evaluated at a particular cardi-
nal point in the range set of the interacting wave equations. The easiest form of
understanding super-position is that of the algebraically interacting water waves.
Suppose that there is a water wave travelling along the surface of water; there
is a particular wave equation that can characterise that. Now, assume that we
have another water wave travelling in another direction along the surface of the
water. At each point of the surface of the water, the actual displacement of it
is dependent on the evaluated values (or in this case the displacement) of each
of the wave equations that happen to pass through that point. And these val-
ues are merely added together algebraically. That final outcome is the observed
displacement of that point along the surface of the water.
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Of course, that’s only one of many possible interpretations of super-position.
The fact is that there exists different forms of super-positions that govern spe-
cific types of observable media. The wave equations that govern the creation and
annihilation of sub-atomic particles obviously interact in a way that is not nec-
essarily algebraic, and those are probably very different from the way the wave
equations that give rise to dimensions higher than the four that we know from
space-time as defined in general relativity, which are in turn extremely different
from the wave equations that govern the existence of still larger scale objects
and interactions, like when two people meet, or when two galaxies will crash into
each other.

The nature of such super-positions and its more important aspect the set
of wave equations as well have not been well studied beyond that of quantum
physics, which is definitely a shame. It is clearly not the fact that such methods
are inapplicable to events larger than at the quantum level—that much is clear—
but that no one has the right mathematical machinery to actually handle the
potentially transfinite number of wave equations that govern the interactions of
anything larger than that of a quark. It is a real shame that such endeavours have
not been taken up by the mainstream understanding, and it is with great regret
that it is the philosophists and the metaphysicists who take up such passions in
the attempt to gain a better understanding of the world beyond that of what we
already know in physics, but we are seriously digressing here for sure.

Waves of existence—everything that is anything can be explained with a set
of wave equations suitably combined with a domain-specific type of universal
algebra operator. It could well be a ring, or a field that the wave equations are
operating in, or even in a group like in the case of quantum physics. But there
is no fundamental reason limiting such inter-wave equation interactions to only
what we know from the study of relatively simple algebraic operators—what we
are limited in, really, is in our imagination.

For the most of us, reality is truly that of space-time as postulated long ago
by Einstein and Minkowski. While space-time is sufficient to explain the effects
of relativity, it is by no means the final word on the entirety of existence. Science
as a whole and physics in particular have always adhered to the principle of
Occam’s Razor, where the shortest and simplest explanation that can adequately
and completely explain all the observed phenomena is the one that is most likely
to be the correct one. Most scientists swear by Occam’s Razor, and with that, will
come to the conclusion that what we know about reality is indeed the final word.

But there is a problem with that. Occam’s Razor assumes that we have, some-
how, all the observed phenomena at our disposal, and then it is from there where
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we construct the shortest and simplest hypothesis that can account for all the
observed phenomena.

What if that were not true? What if there are new phenomena that we have
recently observed that we have not seen before? Does that necessitates a tearing
down of the old hypothesis that we had constructed before to create a new one
to account for the new observations that we have?

That is most definitely the truth! The thing is, we now have evidence that
space-time is not the final word of the dimensions of reality, there exists at least
one more spatial one out there, and we are starting to gather more proof on such
a finding.

The more skeptical among you, my dear readers, will immediately ask: what
is this ground-shaking earth-shattering new evidence that hitherto never been
revealed by physics as we know it?

“Lloyd! Lloyd!” A shrill female voice shrieked out loud.
Lloyd got out of his fugue state and looked about him. He was still in the

office, and it was Xindi who had been shouting him all this while.
Irately, Lloyd pushed his chair away from his computer and glared at her.
“Xindi, what the hell is your problem? Why must you shout at me like that?

Don’t you have better things to do than to deliberately annoy the shit out of me?”
“Hey look here buster,” Xindi replied, her voice low with controlled anger, “I

am not as free as you think I am, trying to disturb your heh ‘work’. But you worried
the shit out of me, to paraphrase your own words when you were typing on that
computer. Do you know what you were doing as you were typing on the keyboard
of that computer?”

Lloyd looked at Xindi dead on and shook his head.
“You were laughing as though you were possessed. You were also shouting

all manners of gibberish that I have no idea what you were talking about—they
sounded nothing like English, perhaps more like Latin or some other language.
And you were typing so fervently as though your life depended on it. All these
while you were laughing continuously, and the laughter itself became more and
more creepy over time.” Xindi paused for a moment to gauge Lloyd’s reaction—
his eyes looked stoned even though he was still looking at her and seemed as
though he were still paying attention to what it was she was saying.

“Look, I don’t want to get in the way of whatever you are doing, Lloyd. But
creepy laughter and typing, no way am I going to let that slide. If you want to do
that kind of crap, do it somewhere where I cannot hear nor see you. Do you get
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that?”
Lloyd stared back at Xindi, his eyes glassy. The more she looked at Lloyd, the

more she felt uneasy at what she was seeing. She was not even sure what it was
she was seeing any more. The outer view of Lloyd was still Lloyd, but when she
looked into his eyes, the very same eyes that had captivated her in what seemed
like a lifetime ago, she saw nothing but glassy abyss, as though whatever it was
that lay behind it had gone somewhere very far away and had not returned yet to
the husk that was Lloyd.

The staring went on for a few uncomfortable seconds before Xindi forced
herself to look away. Lloyd was seriously creeping her out at that point, and she
debated internally with herself whether to continue the problem set creation work
at home or at some other time. Anything was definitely preferable than sitting
there in front of the seeing but unseeing Lloyd.

Observing Lloyd’s motionless stare for a fewmoreminutes gave Xindi enough
to make her choice.

“Okay Lloyd, you are seriously creeping me the fuck out. I’m going to go
home and work on this problem set, and you take care of yourself okay. Don’t
overdo things and good luck on editing your dissertation in time for your thesis
committee.” With that, Xindi quickly saved her work on to a thumb drive, shut
down her computer, before getting up from her chair and making her way out of
the office, pausing next to the light switch deciding whether to turn the lights off
or keep them on. Seeing that Lloyd had not so much as moved a muscle, she
decided to keep the lights on, just in case he regained his senses and wanted to
move about more freely in the office.

The office door closed behind Xindi, leaving behind only Lloyd in his catatonic
state.

But Lloyd was far from catatonic. He was just. . . elsewhere.

Lloyd found himself floating among the words that his fingers had typed into
the computer. The sensation of floating was not at all bad, rather relaxing actu-
ally, with little to no distortions like that time when he was interviewing Su-Lin.
There was nothing to see though, with all the darkness about, and the quiet in-
visible waves moving coursing through him as though he were floating in their
midst.

His eyes were unfocused—there was nothing to focus his vision on, with dark-
ness all about. If not for the warm floating feeling that he was experiencing, that
unnatural darkness that he was experiencing was probably sufficient to trigger a
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sense of claustrophobia in him.
Free floating in the darkness. . . Lloyd could not remember a time where he

felt so comfortable.
‘Lloyd, are you there?’
“Oh it’s you guys. Yes I’m here, though I have no idea where ‘here’ is. Is

this your doing again?” Lloyd replied somewhow to the voice that seemed to
come from nowhere. It was a familiarish voice—“us” of course—but it had a
different tonal quality about it that Lloyd could not quite understand, nor did he
actually want to understand. He was feeling too comfortable already and after
the marathon sessions in writing that first draft of his manuscript, it was of little
wonder that he would rather enjoy this relaxing feeling than actually do anything
else, like think.

‘It is partially of our doing, we admit, but we must also hastily tell you that it
is also not completely our doing.’

“You are confusing me, man,” Lloyd replied leisurely.
‘They have a hand in creating this as well.’
“What the fuck?!” Lloyd ejaculated, suddenly in full awareness. “I thought

you guys assured me that nothing of that sort was going to happen again?”
‘We did, and we have done the best that we can. However, there is something

different this time round. It seems that the very waves of existence themselves
are being overridden by they and their agents.’

“Come again? What are these ‘waves of existence’ you are talking about
again?” Lloyd queried, his mind starting to make more connections as quickly as
it could after having spent an unknown time being somewhat stoned in nowhere.

‘The waves of existence are a transfinite set of wave equations that govern the
realities that you and we are in. Normally they are what they are and everything
operates the way they do. However, something has caused a change in waves of
existence. We have no idea what is exactly causing the change in them, but we
suspect it has something to do with that new document you were working on in
the office.’

“New document? What new document? I had been floating about in here for
a long time now, and was just relaxing or something. I had been working on my
bloody manuscript for so long that I sure as hell didn’t want to work on any other
writing for a while before I can summon enough energy to actually go through
my work and edit it into a form that was usable.”

‘Lloyd, stop it. We have no reason to cheat and confuse you. You have started
on a new document labelled “Waves of Existence” and had started to write a
lot of things in it. While we do not suspect it as being the primary cause of
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the overriding of the existing transfinite set of wave equations in the waves of
existence, we suspect that it is a contributing factor.’

“Not the primary cause? Than what is?”
‘That would be the agents of the others. We think that they are using their

agents to alter the waves of existence to force us to not exist.’
“Are you saying that they are using Isaac for this? Also, why the hell haven’t

you all tell me how that Isaac looks like?”
‘No, we have no reason to suspect that Isaac is being used for this. Isaac’s

appearance does not concern you because you will never have to deal with Isaac
directly. We do not think that Isaac is involved in the overriding of the waves of
existence because we do not think it capable for beings such as he to alter the
waves of existence themselves.’

“Oh? So Isaac is incapable of altering the waves of existence but somehow
I can? Hello, he and I are the same type of beings you know. . . ” Lloyd replied
with more than a hint of sarcasm in his voice. He was not sure if “us” could pick
up on that.

‘Superficially yes you two are similar types of beings. But you are our agent,
you possess a different level of existence compared to Isaac. He is their agent,
but he has no way of managing whatever powers he may have. The truth is, you
are in many ways on a higher level of existence than he. Thus, you are more able
to alter your surroundings without you realising.’

“So, after these five months or so, you all are finally telling me that I, Lloyd
Tan, actually possess some modicum of power over existence, while I, Lloyd Tan,
am slaving my ass off trying to write a fucked up piece of manuscript for a lousy
bitch who cares nothing more than her own god-damned ego? Is that what you
are saying, that all I had done was basically a waste of friggin’ time and that I
could do something more productive all these while?”

‘Yes and no, Lloyd. Do not be angry. We needed you to write the manuscript—
the world needed to see what you have seen, the world needed to learn what you
have learnt. You may possess some power over existence, but it is merely a sub-
set of the transfinite eigen-functions among the waves of existence. There are
things we cannot tell you now that will explain in some sense why that manuscript
needs to be written and by you; we apologise for that.’

“Fine, fine. . . I’m sorry too. I was just pissed that I had been taken on a
joy-ride. Tell me again, can you guys travel in time?”

‘No we cannot. We do however exist in time between times. What is it you
want us to do?’

“Nothing really,” Lloyd replied, feeling as though an important fact were lost
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on him at that critical moment. Another thought quickly came to his mind.
“Do you all know Fairweather?”
‘Your advisor? We know her, but not in the manner you think we do. We think

that she was smart enough to derive some conclusions on her own, but then
decided to stay away from it all because she had sensed some kind of discomfort
in pursuing that line of enquiry.’

Lloyd paused to think to himself.
“She was never an agent of you all nor them?”
‘She was not our agent. We do not think that she was their agent either, but

we do not really know. Also, Lloyd, you must hurry.’
“What’s there to hurry? It seems like I’m stuck here for a while, right? I mean,

I have no idea how I got here in the first place, but since it is so relaxing and
what not. . . ”

‘Did you now hear what we told you earlier? The waves of existence them-
selves are being overridden.’

“Oh right, we were talking about that before becoming horribly distracted.
What about it then? Am I supposed to somehow help in ‘fixing’ this?”

‘Yes. You will have a visitor soon. We think you should know that. You will
need to engage this visitor of yours while we do our best to deal with the other
agents who are tampering with the waves of existence. And remember, whatever
you do, do not mess with the document you were working on. Leave it alone—do
not attempt to edit the file, do not attempt to save it, do not attempt to close
it even. Just leave it alone till we get back to you. If you are going to forget
everything, this is the one thing you must never forget.’

“Alright then,” Lloyd made a mental note of what “us” had told him. He was
not sure why he would be told explicitly to remember it—there had been no cases
thus far that he lost his memory while transitting in and out of the time between
times.

Lloyd blinked his eyes a few times, and promptly swore when the lights above
him flickered on. He could not open his eyes at all to see anything, partly because
the lights above him felt like light daggers stabbing into his pupils, partly because
his eyes felt extremely dry, as though they had been kept open for a very long
time without having the chance to blink for the tears to lubricate its surface.

Lloyd blinked hard a few times and rubbed his eyes. Tears welled up and there
was immediate relief. His body ached, especially his fingers and lower back; the
former felt as though it had just typed out a whole chapter of nearly five thousand
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words while his back felt as though he had been slouching for the better part of
an hour or so. Overall, he felt like crap.

A thought came to mind. He had sat so still, possibly with his eyes staring
ahead unblinking in the office long enough that the motion sensor lost track of
him and decided to shut the power of the light down to save power.

A throbbing headache started from the left pre-frontal cortex and spread it-
self to the right and to the back. Lloyd grabbed his head with both hands and
bowed forward as he rubbed his temples to rub all the pain away. Fresh oxy-
gen flooded through his bloodstream and into his brain; slowly but surely the
headache started to make its way back into oblivion.

Lloyd tried standing up slowly, but pins and needles in his legs told him oth-
erwise. He sat back right down and moaned uncontrollably as the nerves in his
lower limbs fired all over the place to warm themselves up from inactivity. He
had no idea just for how long had he been in that position, and he was in no
position to figure out just why he was feeling so rotten.

A passing thought flit through his mind. ‘Do not touch the document on the
computer.’ Lloyd shook his head as he blinked his eyes hard. He could not
remember where he had heard that line from, he suspected that it could be from
“us”—almost anything that was out of the ordinary for the past half a year had
been from “us” after all—but he could not remember when it was that he heard
that from them. When he tried harder to recall, he could feel his brain cells aching
for more oxygen, which of course gave rise to a splitting headache, which made
him stop completely.

Curious, Lloyd looked up at the computer screen. At the very top of the doc-
ument were the three bold and underlined words: Waves of Existence. They
sounded extremely familiar in his ears, but again Lloyd could not understand what
their significance was. He was about to close the file to pull up his manuscript
to work on when the earlier thought came into his mind once more, this time
screaming as loudly as it possibly could.

‘Do not touch the document on the computer.’
Lloyd shrugged and paid heed to that thought and left the computer alone.

He sat there in front of it, and tried to nurse himself into a better shape to go
home and rest. It was clear that rest was something that he was sorely lacking
then.
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Chapter 9

Ultimate Encounter

It was in the evening. Lloyd was still sitting in front of his computer, staring at
the open document in front of him, his hands still rubbing his temples gently to
alleviate the underlying headache that was still present. He suspected he had
sat there for quite a few hours before when he rediscovered his reality instead of
hanging out in the one what that he was formally trapped in, the one where there
was nothing to see but there was every reason to just sit back, relax, and let the
flow carry him forward.

But he knew that he had sat there for a solid thirty minutes since returning to
the current reality, spending most of it staring at the computer screen, wondering
what it is that he ought to be doing. It was as though he had temporarily lost
sense of his purpose, his entire reason of existence.

Suddenly it felt as though the entire dissertation that he had prepared for
the defense of his anthropology PhD was meaningless. He contemplated that
thought for a moment; why had he decided to get involved in anthropology re-
search in the first place? He knew that it was from a passion of understanding
the cultures of his fellow humans in the south east asian context that spurred him
to take up an in-depth study on this particular line of project, and in particular, to
do so under an eminent professor who was well regarded in the field. Yet here he
was, sitting alone in front of a computer screen, his mind a blank, his academic
reputation on the verge of ruination, his relationship with his advisor estranged,
and his own confidence on the subject matter in which he had chosen to write
a dissertation on wavering, all because he suddenly decided to follow the words
of things that he had not really seen.

No, he had not really seen any of “us”, or “them” for the matter. It was always
in the form of allegories and odd geometric arrangements that defied the mind’s
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imagination. The more he thought about it, the more it sounded like he was
afflicted with all forms of delusions and potentionally hallucinations as well. Lloyd
started wondering if at the end of it all, it was just him suffering from a severe
mental break-down, perhaps even a symptom of schizophrenia of some sort.
Besides, it was not as though he was unfamiliar with schizophrenia—his parents
had told him about their afflictions of milder bouts of this back in the day when
they were roughly his age.

Didn’t someone mention before that schizophrenia was hereditary to some
extent, and that it was most likely to strike at those who were young adults?

Perhaps that was what it was. A mental breakdown. None of which that is
happening is true.

Isaac woke up late in the morning, his stomach hurting badly. He wondered
if he had eaten something wrong at the cafeteria the night before, but decided
against it since he knew that there was nothing wrong with the food. Many of
the other people who lived on the same floor as he was in the dorm had gone
to the same cafeteria at the same time to eat the same food, and he had not
heard of anyone complaining about feeling sick about anything other than at the
boredeom from the repetition of the menu itself. In Isaac’s mind, that was not
a problem at all, since God provided and it was more important that food was
available than it was something fancy.

Isaac tried to climb down his loft bed, but was hit with a severe pang of pain in
his stomach as he lost his coordination. He tumbled down from the bed in pain,
and laid there on the floor groaning as he clutched the left side of his abdomen.
He lay there for a while as the pain pulsed itself sharply. Outside, he could hear
some of the more concerned floor mates who were knocking quite loudly on the
door.

“Isaac! Are you hurt? We heard a loud thump from your room? Can you come
out and open the door for us? Do you need any help?” The voice sounded like
Michelle, the residential assistant for that floor of the dormitory.

Isaac tried to reply loudly that he needed some help, but ended up with a
whimper instead. In his mind, he prayed that Michelle or whoever it was outside
could sense that there was a problem and that they would enter the door some-
how to help him. It was not just the pains that were affecting Isaac—his general
sense of confusion in coordination was not helping him much either. It made
it very difficult to even stand up, or to raise himself into a position that allowed
him to inch his way forward.
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The urgent knocking on the door stopped, and Isaac could hear the sound of
feet pitter-pattering away from it. Isaac shut his eyes and prayed that someone
come to help him as he continued clutching his abdomen. It felt like hours had
passed when he heard the tell-tale signs of footsteps both heavy and light moving
steadily through the floor that he knew that help had arrived.

There was a rustling of keys before a sturdy hand slipped one specific key
into the lock on the handle. A quick grasp and a turn later, the wooden dorm
door itself was swung open carefully and several footsteps made their way into
the room. Isaac looked up and saw Michelle standing at the doorway, her face
deathly pale, while a couple of campus police officers had stepped into the room
in their smart blue uniforms and heavy boots on. One of the them, a stronger
larger male, gently held Isaac and shook him a little.

“Son, can you hear me? What’s your name? Do you need assistance?”
Isaac looked up at the officer the best he can while the other one was quickly

making notes in her notebook.
“Yes officer. . . I am Isaac. . . I have severe stomach pain. . . cannot get up. . .

fell off my loft bed. . . ”
On hearing that, the officer who was holding Isaac gently put him down and

radioed for the medics to come in with a stretcher. By then the house master had
been notified and was already on scene, this time standing next to Michelle and
asking questions left and right to understand the situation that they were facing.
The flustered residential assistant told the house master quickly and succinctly
the chain of events, and he agreed with the campus police officer’s assessment
that Isaac needed to be taken to the hospital as soon as possible to evaluate for
any fractures or internal injuries particularly from the fall from the loft bed.

Isaac laid there, hismind in a haze, his abdomen still in pain. Nothing seemed
to be happening from his perspective—no one seemed to be doing anything, and
there was nothing that he could do except to wait quietly for the paramedics to
arrive. That was as much as he could understand from what he had heard through
all the pain and dizziness. Isaac felt his eyes growing heavy and started to shut
them ever so slowly.

“Son, son, hear me. Don’t sleep. . . stay awake. You have to stay awake until
the paramedics arrive and do their assessment. You need to stay awake now. We
think you might have hurt your head when you fell off the bed, and you should try
to stay with us. We cannot resuscitate you otherwise because we do not have the
right equipment now. The EMTs are going to be here in about five more minutes.
You hang in there, son. You hear me, Isaac?”

Isaac looked at the officer through his half-closing eyes and gave a small
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smile. It was just so tempting to merely sleep through it all, the pain and ev-
erything. It was alright; he had a mission from God to complete. Of all people,
He would not allow him to go right now—his mission for Him has not been com-
pleted. With his faith in Him, Isaac lapsed into unconsciousness.

The route between Isaac’s dorm room and the hospital’s accident and emer-
gency ward was fraught with lots of random panic. The paramedics arrived
around three minutes after Isaac had slipped into unconsciousness, and they
immediately checked his vitals and tried to bring him back to consciousness.
A pen light test revealed that one of Isaac’s pupils was more dilated than the
other, which led to a suspicion of some form of concussion. The stretcher and
neck brace for head stabilisation were quickly brought in and the well-trained
paramedics transferred Isaac from the floor into the gurney quickly and pro-
fessionally. The house master offered to ride along with the paramedics in the
ambulance; he had more authority on the matter than Michelle was, and besides,
as the residential assistant, she was still only a student in the I-SU, while as an
administration officer the house master was in a better position to make deci-
sions on behalf of Isaac and the I-SU.

The other signs of Isaac seemed fine to the paramedics, so they did not try
to bring him out of his unconsciousness and instead prioritised getting him to
hospital for a CT scan as quickly as they could. On the way to the hospital in
the ambulance, Isaac came to for a brief moment to find himself strapped into
a stretcher, his entire upper torso immobilised, and the pain in his abdomen not
abating.

“Mr Low. . . ” Isaac breathed. The house master jumped a little in shock, but
recovered quick enough to lower his head closer to Isaac to listen to him better.

“Don’t talk so much, Isaac. . . you’re in an ambulance now. We are taking you
to the hospital. You fell from your bed; they think it is concussion. Try not to
move so much. What is it you want to say?”

“Mr Low. . . my stomach hurts bad. That was why I fell off the bed when I tried
to get down,” Isaac croaked back, his throat dry for some reason.

“Stomach. . . which side?”
“Left side. . . very sharp pain. . . ” Isaac replied uncomfortably.
“Okay, you rest and try to ignore the pain as well as you can. I will be sure

to inform them at the A&E department when we are there. Just focus on not
slipping away into unconsciousness and I will help convey your stomach pains
to the doctors in charge.” Mr Low looked at Isaac empathatically before adding
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on. “You’ll be alright. Try to rest for now and save your strength.”
Isaac closed his eyes again and fell into an uneasy sleep.

When he next awoke again, Isaac found himself in a quiet room painted in
white. He had already been dressed in a surgical smock, and there was some
discussion going on next to him among several voices, of which he could only
barely recognise one. His abdomen was no longer painful, in fact most of his
body was quite numb. He was not even sure if he was completely awake at that
point, but the conversation going on next to him sounded very interesting in a
disturbing way.

A: Patient is suffering from a low grade concussion which should resolve itself
after the treatment that has been applied. However you said that you found
something weird about him in the abdominal region?

B: That is correct. I know we were supposed to be just looking at the CT scan
of the head, but the adult who came in with the patient said that before passing
out again, the patient had talked about an acute pain in his lower left abdomen.

A: Lower left abdomen? Are you sure about that?
B: Definitely. I asked him twice, that Mr Low. Claims to be the house master

of the dorm where the patient was in before being admitted. I know what I heard,
and yes, it was the lower left abdomen. Obviously we don’t know of any condition
that can cause that, so naturally we sent him for a CT scan as well.

A: Naturally. So what have you found?
B: This dude’s body’s all flipped about. It turns out that he had appendicitis.
A: Appendicitis? How in the blazes is that on the lower left abdomen?
B: Like I said, his body’s all flipped about. The scan of the abdominal region

revealed that the large intesting was ascending on the right side and descended
on the left side. His liver was also flipped; the larger right lobe was on the left
and so on. We got curious and did a CT scan on the thoraic region as well, and
we found everything flipped, his heart, his stomach, the works. It was creepy!

A: Wow. I have no idea what to say to that. Did you guys keep the documen-
tation?

B: Yep. Going to need releases though if we want to make a case study of
this.

A: But the appendectomy, no complications?
B: Other than the fact that the anaesthesia had to be recalibrated for his mild

brain concussion, it went smooth enough. Of course, having everything flipped
over was a little confusing, but it was not particularly hard once I got my bearings.
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A: Wow. I was not expecting anything like this.
B: Nobody was. We’ll have to wait for the patient to recover before we can ask

him more questions about his. . . interesting physiology.
A: Do you think it is congenital or something?
B: Doesn’t look like it. There was a record of an X-ray of his chest region

a year or two ago when he first entered I-SU, and according to the radiologist’s
summary, everything looked normal with nothing significant to report. There’s no
scan of the X-ray films anywhere, so it is hard to say if the film was read flipped
or not by accident.

A: Okay, but don’t they have a specific alignment tag they add to the X-ray to
prevent that?

B: That is also true. This is getting more and more interesting.
Isaac closed his eyes again and slipped back into sleep.

Lloyd finally got up from his chair in the office and made his way out of the
office, hoping to clear his headache through a walk from the office back to his
apartment that was just nearby. It had been one of his favourite activities before,
to take walks like that just to calm himself down. There was just something about
the evening breeze that made the walk a simple way to help him unwind after a
particularly agonising day.

Thing was, he had not taken any walks ever since he started on the new path
towards his dissertation. Sure, he did, on occasion, walk home from the office—it
was silly not to considering how close it was that he was living near campus—but
it was just different to be walking with an intention of moving from one point
to another compared to taking a walk of one’s volition with the sole intention of
taking a break.

Lloyd opened the door of his office into the same wooden corridor as before.
He paused at the door frame for moment, a sense of déjà vu. How many times
had he passed through that very same door frame over the past six months into
a reality that was beyond the meagre understanding he thought he had? He
laughed bitterly to himself when the epiphany he had earlier hit him once again.

Lloyd was convinced that everything that he had learnt and had been told, had
been an elaborate lie. There was no “us”, no “they”, and everything was a major
delusion. He stepped forward through the door frame into the corridor, half-
expecting something to happen to change his mind about what he had thought,
but was a little disappointed to discover nothing out of the ordinary had occurred.

He closed the door behind him, a soft click informing him that the auto lock
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mechanism had engaged. He turned around and took tentative steps forward.
Nothing odd happened. There was still the tell-tale sounds of activities behind
the many doors that line the corridor, signs that other graduate students, much
like he was earlier, were still working on whatever research that they were working
on. It was a reassuring but depressing set of background noise—each time when
he realised an eerie silence permeating through the corridor he found himself
taken to a completely different space and time; it was depressing because it
meant that, like him, there were fully grown adults who were sacrificing their
youthful time and energy in the pursuit of a tediously miniscule piece of human
knowledge, all in glorious name of advancing human knowledge, one dissertation
at a time.

Lloyd’s steps were heavy as he walked thoughtfully. Each foot step on the
wooden floor of the corridor was a “thud” that reverbrated throughout the entire
corridor itself. It was loud enough to sound woeful, but not too loud to sound
completely ominous. ‘Not that anyone would really notice nor care—they are all
part of the system anyway,’ Lloyd thought to himself bitterly as he slipped his
hands into his pocket and walked ever so deliberately to the exit at the other end
of the corridor.

His thoughts flowed through him like a stream of consciousness unbounded
by the banks of reality that line them, each passing by, none of them particularly
arresting. Except for the one that had suddenly swirled into its own eddy—Xindi.

Lloyd thought about Xindi. It was such a long time ago. He thought he had
gotten over her, but the truth was, he never truly had. How could he? She was
literally sitting next to him all this while, even after they had broken up. He had
tried his best to keep things professional between them, and he could tell the
Xindi was doing the same with him as well, though she chose a more annoying
approach to belittle him with words to convince herself that he was just not worth
it. He knew—but he did not care. It gave him a reason to not look back, which
was good enough for him. It was alright if she kept on being mean to him; they
both knew they needed it.

Halfway through the corridor. Almost there. Lloyd’s steps were still deliberate,
but they seemed to pick up a little pace now. For some reason, he felt an urgent
need to sprint down the corridor, to get out of the building as soon as he possibly
could. He could feel the change in the atmosphere, the change in the flavour of
the air that he was breathing. The ambient noise was fading away at a frightening
rate, and Lloyd could almost swear he knew what was going to happen.

He tried to sprint. He lifted his foot up and slammed it down as hard as
he could to push himself off, but the foot landed as lethargic as he had walked
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earlier. Blood and adrenaline was coursing through his veins, and everything in
his very being was screaming at his limbs to get their shit together and move
like their lives depended on it. He lifted his other foot and slammed it down hard
to push himself off, but it too was lethargic.

“God fucking damnit nooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo. . . ”
Lloyd’s vision faded to black in a second and brought itself back to normal.
Or what seemed like normal.
He was standing just outside of his office once again, a familiar place. Too

familiar to the point that he did not want to realise that, not consciously anyway.
The corridor ahead looked far and long, and in the sole vanishing point in the
distance he could barely make out the shape of a door no different from the
regular one that opened to the outside world.

The door to the outside world, at a vanishing point.
Lloyd screamed a primal scream from deep within his bowels, welling up the

entirety of forceful breath his diaphragm was capable of summoning. The ear
splitting screech echoed along the closest walls before bouncing themselves all
the way down to the other side, the wooden corridor itself acting like some kind
of wave guide system.

His screamwent on and on and on, to an impossibly long time. But timemeant
nothing in the time between times, the space between spaces. Lloyd stopped
when he felt as though he had run out of breath, and was completely amazed
at just how long he could sustain that high-powered scream. The remnants of
the scream echoed itself along the corridor before dissipating itself into the
brownian motion of regular air molecules.

A distinctive “click” shot from the far end of the corridor and into Lloyd’s ears.
Lloyd looked down the impossibly long corridor and saw that one of the side
doors, originally opening to another office, had opened. It was hard to judge
the true distance given the strange lighting mechanism as well as the unnerving
length of the corridor, but it looked like it opened somewhere much closer to the
other end of the corridor.

The sound of slow ironic clapping started bouncing along the corridor wave
guide and towards Lloyd. The hair on the back of his neck stood on end; he felt
as though he knew what was about to come out of that door.

The slow clapping continued on for a bit more, each time sounding just a tad
closer than before even though there was no indication that it had changed its
position at all. The door that opened up had a wedge of light projected along the
entire width of the corridor, and it was a while before Lloyd saw a black silhouette
growing along that wedge of light.
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A shadow. A shadow of whoever or whatever it is from the new entrance.
Lloyd broke out of his shock and started to look desperately around for an

egress. Naturally, the door behind him did not open.
“Hey you guys? Are you guys there? Are we here?” Lloyd started screaming

in desperation. The past few times when he was stuck in such a time between
times, he could always get their attention. Come to think of it, they had always
been there to save him from the whole mess, even without him calling out for
them.

Surely this was not going to be any different?
An over-exaggerated laughter echoed its way along the corridor wave guide.
“Looking for your demonic friends, Lloyd Tan!”
“How the— who the fuck are you? Are you Isaac?!” Lloyd yelled back, his fear

translating into an uncharacteristic tenor voice when he was a natural baritone
to begin with.

“You spawn of Satan, how do you not know he who is to smite you for all the
evil you have done!” The reply was bellowed in a voice that tried to be as low
and as distinguised as it could. It did not work out too well.

From behind the open door, a person walked out of it, still slow clapping
ironically. He took his sweet time to emerge, and continued walking till he was
in the dead centre of the width of the corridor.

Lloyd stared in front of him, trying to make out the shape and figure of Isaac,
but it was hard. Isaac was just too far away, and the zany lighting conditions
made it dastardly hard to figure any details out by sight.

“Look, dude, why the fuck are you hounding me? I don’t even know you, and I
generally do not care about you, and most importantly, I am not a fucking spawn
of Satan you nitwit!” Lloyd shouted back in indignation. He was not sure what
exactly was going on, but hearing the word “smite” made his very bones quiver
from an unknown fear. He looked quickly around for anything as a make shift
weapon. There was an old discarded wooden chair in the corner—it had come
from one of the neighbouring offices that the janitors were supposed to dispose
of but never did. There was also a fire extinguisher nearby, but Lloyd did not feel
comfortable using that—it was not clear if there were anything in it, and more
importantly, it was definitely more unwieldy than whatever stump of wood he can
liberate from the discarded wooden chair.

His mind made, Lloyd grabbed the wooden chair and tried to pull out a leg
or two of it. The legs came out after a little struggle that Lloyd was sure Isaac
did not notice from that distance, and he found himself holding a single arm-
lengthed wooden stump with some exposed embedded nails formerly used to
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secure the parts of the chair together as a bonus.
“Of course you would say that, you Prince of Lies, you spawn of Evil, you devil

incarnate, Satan! He had warned me of you, reminded me of my duty to Him of
the destruction of you, and promised me eternal bliss from exterminating you!”
Isaac said as he started walking towards Lloyd slowly. From the weird lighting,
Lloyd could see that Isaac’s eyes were glowing a weird orange colour. It freaked
him out a whole bunch, but the wooden chair leg in his hand was very reassuring.

There was no way else tomove except forward, and so Lloyd started advancing
towards the already advancing Isaac.

The distance between them was still nearly impossible to judge, and Lloyd
kept his guard up just in case Isaac was much closer than he had expected.

“Dude, I have no idea what you had been smoking, but jeez, wake up your
fuckin’ senses man. How the hell am I evil, and more importantly, what makes
you think you had been talking with God all this time?”

“SILENCE!” Isaac boomed from his position. “The time for words is over—
the time for action is now! Today, your evil lying ways will end, Satan!”

There was a sudden flash of light and suddenly Isaac was on the left of Lloyd.
In a split second, Lloyd swung his make shift club to the left to bash Isaac in,
bu the latter was too fast, dodging beneath the club before throwing a bunch
into former’s stomach. Lloyd reeled back a little and nearly lost the grip of his
club, but after taking that one blow from Isaac, he had quickly swung the club
downwards and to his right.

The blow caught Isaac in the elbow and there was a sickening wrenching
sound from ligaments ripping. Isaac howled in pain and Lloyd gave the former
a quick kick in the legs to drop him to the ground. With Isaac disabled for now,
Lloyd tried to make a dash for it towards the door on the other side.

But Isaac was not completely out. He got up to his feet quickly somehow
and lunged at Lloyd before the latter could gain enough speed to sprint away.
Both of them tumbled along the corridor for a short distance as the momentum
they had dissipated away. Lloyd, by sheer luck, had fallen into a foward roll of
some sort, and came out of the tangled mess with a slight case of vertigo from
the unexpected rolling. The club he had in his hand had been dislodged in the
tussle, and was about three metres away from him, having slid there when he
instinctively moved his hands forward to break his fall, dropping his make shift
club in the process.

Isaac had latched himself on to Lloyd tightly, and now that they weren’t rolling
about any more, took a big bite on to whatever fleshy part of Lloyd was in front of
him and promptly tried to go for his eyes with his unbroken hand. Lloyd screamed
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out in pain from the bite but could still feel the danger of the other hand as it
clawed its way up his neck and towards his face. He freed one of his hands and
went for Isaac’s fingers as he tried to shift himself so that he could free the other
hand to pull the rabid fanatic’s teeth away from him.

Lloyd succeeded in grabbing Isaac’s fingers and with great savageness pulled
them into a hyperflexion. The ensuing pain made Isaac loosen his bite as he
screamed out uncontrollably, which gave Lloyd enough of an opening to unpeel
Isaac away from him as blood trailed away from the bite mark.

His hands thus freed, and his position a little more stable, Lloyd sent a few
clumsy punches straight into Isaac’s exposed neck. The first couple of blows did
nothing, but the third blow found its mark and Isaac howled a final time before
knocking out.

Lloyd untangled himself completely from Isaac and stood up as quickly as he
could, stumbling a little and realising that he had sprained his left ankle on the
way down from the tackle. He limped away towards the exit as well as he could
without stopping to survey the damage that was done. He did not care if he had
knocked out Isaac or killed him—it was not important. The important thing was
to get out of the place as soon as he can, and if could not, to put enough distance
between the two of them that he can wait for “us” to come and save him.

The thought of relying on “us” to save him disgusted Lloyd a lot. With the
immediate threat nullified, and the adrenaline from the brawl abating, Lloyd’s
mind started to think through about everything that he was moping over all over
again.

A pawn. A lousy pawn. That was what he was. It was unthinkable and disgust-
ing. Those were the thoughts leading through his mind as he kept his trajectory
towards the door.

Isaac lay the on the ground, knocked out from the blow that Lloyd had given
him. For how long that he was in that position was something that he did not
know, and he did not really want to know. In him was the one true emotion—dread
and disappointment, both from not fulfilling what he had promised to God.

‘Then get up and finish the job,’ a small voice started in Isaac’s head.
‘I wasn’t expecting Lloyd Tan to provide such a strong resistance,’ Lloyd an-

swered the small voice in his head.
‘Clearly you have not done your homework in figuring out who Lloyd is. But

now it is not the matter—your promise to God needs fulfilment, and you must
deliver this fulfilment.
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‘Just get up. You are far stronger than you realise—remember that you are not
in regular reality any more. The rules of reality do not apply in this space-time
unless you choose to allow it to lord over you.’

Isaac blinked his eyes open. In the distance, he could hear the limping of
Lloyd as the latter made his way slowly towards the direction that the former had
come from.

The exit. Lloyd was attempting to go through the exit.
When God moved him into this space-time, He had mentioned about the exit

to Isaac.
The exit was not real. It was there solely to convince Lloyd to move away

from his starting point and towards Isaac’s position. A form of classical condi-
tioning that was in place since He had lured Lloyd into similar situations and had
presented that door as a viable exit out of the space-time.

The only way out then is when Isaac elminates the evil Satan that is Lloyd
Tan. Then, and only then is it possible for him to leave, for He will intervene and
provide deliverance for Isaac for completing the all important task of smiting
this particular instance of evil.

Isaac tried to move his limbs and was surprised to find that rather than be-
ing broken as he had thought of earlier from the skirmish with Lloyd, they were
actually still whole and could be articulated. He slowly moved his limbs together
to curl up in a slight foetal position, trying to get a sense of where his limbs were
and to gauge their overall strength and reliability. In the distance, he could hear
Lloyd still limping along. It may been a long while since Isaac had been knocked
out, but he knew that the corridor was the equivalent of a möbius strip—it would
continue to go on and on forever or until whoever had created that location says
otherwise.

Which meant, of course, that no matter how long it was before he woke from
his unconsciousness, nomatter how long Lloyd had been limping his way towards
what he thought was the exit, Isaac could always catch up.

Isaac took a couple of deep breaths to psyche himself up. With the last deep
breath, he exhaled and leapt up to his feet in a phenomenally fast pace, expecting
to have to fall over in pain again as his injuries remanifested themselves.

To his utter surprise, nothing of that sort happened. He was still standing
there, his blood full of adrenaline coursing through. He tasted blood in his
mouth—literally from when he bit Lloyd, figuratively from wanting revenge for
what Lloyd had done to him and from Lloyd dissing Him. He gathered his wits
about him and steeled himself for this moment.

“Going somewhere Lloyd?” Isaac bellowed at the retreating figure.
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The limping suddenly stopped and the figure of Lloyd in the distance slowly
turned around to face the voice.

“Oh for the love of. . . dude, are you fuckin’ serious? What’s your beef with me
anyway, I don’t even know who you are, and you come in and keep yammering
about me being evil and Satanic and you wanting to smite me. How much more
retarded is this? Also, how the hell are you able to lift your arms like that?” Lloyd
shouted back in reply before once again trying to limp his way towards the exit.

Isaac did not bother to reply—God said nothing about having to discuss any-
thing with Satan—and instead got himself into a half-squat position before push-
ing himself off into a straight sprint towards Lloyd. It did not take him long to
see Lloyd within striking distance. The latter was still not aware that Isaac had
already caught up until a glancing fist to his temple knocked him over.

Lloyd tumbled along the ground for a very short distance, his exposed arms
gaining a few lines of an abrasive owund. Isaac loomed in front of him, legs
apart, hands to the side, both balled up into fists, rage glaring straight from his
glowing orange eyes. He could swear that there was also a glowing dark aura
that surrounded Isaac himself, and that there was some scintillating effect on
him.

“Oh fuck,” Lloyd muttered under his breath as he tried to stand up while
keeping an eye on Isaac.

Isaac was scintillating.
Isaac was not another obnoxious human out to kill him.
Isaac was one of “them”. If he was not earlier, he was definitely one now.
“Get up!” hissed Isaac at Lloyd, who had only succeeded in reaching a

crouching position. Things were not going well at all for him, despite his ear-
lier victory. Now that he was dealing with one of “them”, Lloyd knew that his
chances of survival were slim to none. He had no help from “us” now, the club
had long been abandoned, and there was nothing within reach that could act as
effective weapons.

Isaac, seeing that Lloyd was contented at keeping at a crounching position,
suddenly darted forward and picked him up by his neck with a single claw hold
of his fingers. Lloyd struggled and choked hard as the pressure mounted on his
throat and trachea from Isaac’s increasing grip in lifting him up from the ground.

Lloyd was in a standing position, but Isaac did not stop there. He continued
to lift up Lloyd, appling even more force on the neck-grip that he had the latter in.
Slowly but surely, Lloyd was no longer supporting his own weight on his legs—his
chin a top of the death grip of Isaac was all that was holding his entire body
weight.
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Isaac glared at the struggling Lloyd with glee as he kept his right arm steadied
in front of him, not even breaking into a sweat. ‘He had heard my prayers and
wants me to succeed, hence all these powers! O Lord, be assured that I will not
take your gifts in vain,’ Isaac thought to himself as he lifted Lloyd even higher
until Isaac was in an overhead press position. With a great swing, Isaac flung
Lloyd downwards to the ground with great force.

Lloyd was choking and turning red before suddenly feeling himself being
slammed hard into the ground. His body tried to right itself for a breakfall, but
the initial acceleration was just too strong and so he did not have the time to
roll into a safer position, his entire back and hips soaking up the entire impact
of the wooden floor. The loud crash appeared and seemed to resonate along the
entirety of the wooden corridor. The place in the ground where he was slammed
into had splinters and loosened floor boards scattered about. Lloyd groaned in
pain—breathing was difficult not only because he was just kept in a choke hold,
but also his lungs themselves were hurting.

“Oh fuck, you broke my ribs, you stupid motherfucker. . . ” Lloyd wheezed out
at Isaac.

Isaac did not hear what Lloyd said; even if he did, he did not act like he had.
With Lloyd smashed into the ground, Isaac stepped up to the shoulder level of
Lloyd and grabbed the latter up by his shoulders and lifted him up again.

Pangs of indescribable pain shot through the entire torso of Lloyd as the
broken ribs moved against each other from the lifting process. He tried to fight
back at Isaac, but for some reason, could not seem to target him well enough to
deliver any sort of useful blow, such was the effect of Isaac’s scintillating form.

Isaac lifted Lloyd up to a standing position again before dropping his own
centre of mass to be lower than Lloyd’s before popping his buttock into Lloyd’s
centre of mass while simultaneously flinging Lloyd into the ground once more.

Lloyd felt himself knocked off his feet at the zenith of forced stand, with his
momentum rapidly converted into a circular trajectory straight into the ground.
Unable to control his limbs and body well due to all the pain, Lloyd took another
severe body blow from the impact with the wooden ground, now with splinters
and boards that dug into weird parts of his body, creating external wounds in
addition to whatever internal ones he might have sustained thus far.

With Lloyd smashed into the ground for a second time, Isaac took hold of
one of the arms that he was controlling and held it horizontal across his bent
knee before smashing his knee upwards along the elbow while his hands were
pushing down. An uncontrollable shriek of pure pain was let out by Lloyd with all
the remaining air in his lungs as the distinctive sounds of snapping and cracking
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came from the destruction of the ligaments and bones surrounding the elbow
joint.

“That is from me, for attempting to break my arm while I’m performing God’s
duty. I know that revenge is not good, but you are Satan, a being of pure evil.
Smiting you is the duty of all who claim to be in God’s service.”

Lloyd did not pay any attention to the raving rants of Isaac. There was nothing
that could be done—all was lost anyway. Lloyd was no longer in any position
to make any form of escape, and Isaac seemed hell-bent in dishing out ever
increasing amounts of “justice” on him.
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Chapter 10

Oblivion

Lloyd drifted in and out of consciousness. He had been thrown repeatedly into
the ground by Isaac for so long that he had lost count of the number of times
he had been thrown completely, not that he was keeping track of the number of
times to begin with. The pain that was present within him from all the broken
bones and torn ligaments had saturated his senses, and so he felt nothing—when
the pain was total and complete and unchanging, it was not pain anymore but
the new state of being the one just got used to it. He also did not know if he had
been bleeding all this while, be it internal or external, since he could no longer
sense anything of himself from his fickle senses.

He wondered to himself if Isaac would ever stop slamming him into the
ground. Protesting it did not help—it seemed to Lloyd that Isaac had long since
lost his senses and reason, his eyes perpetually glowing angrily with an unnat-
ural orange, a dark aura still surrounding him, and with his entire being forever
scintillating in the manner that made him impossible to focus one’s vision on.

‘Why hasn’t “we” show up yet? They should be here by now; they said they were
monitoring the situation surrounding me, and were going to actively provide for
my security against them until my dissertation is published. Isn’t this a situation
that reeks of a security problem? Or had I misremembered things, that they
had never said that they would come rescue me each time something like that
happened?’ Lloyd thought to himself as he felt himself being picked up the
umpteenth time only to be slammed again into the ground.

It was a while before Lloyd discovered that he had not been slammed for a
very long time. He was trapped in a fugue state as the repeated slamming into
the ground wore on, and so he had been conditioned to just continue to take
the repeated impact into the pulverised ground. The wooden boards that made

105
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up the floor had been smashed into smithereens, with splinters and sawdust
flying everywhere, and Lloyd had found himself being slammed into a dark hard
scrith-like material that had no yield. But he had been slammed so much that
his bones and flesh were so tenderised that being smashed into the scrith made
no difference whatsoever to his well-being, relatively speaking.

Lying there, feeling completely broken, Lloyd stared up into the ceiling of
the corridor. There was no other sound in the entire region, except for his very
laboured breathing. He had no idea how many ribs had been broken by now, but
he could tell that breathing was becoming too hard.

The ceiling of the corridor. It was a the part of the original corridor that he
never really spent much time looking at. There was hardly ever any reason with
which he would be compelled to look up at the ceiling—each time he had to pass
through the corridor, it was in haste, ergo he was always going for the exit on
the other side of the building, or if he was turning up for work in the morning, it
would still be haste, but from the entrance of the building to that of his office.
So many corridor-lengthed traversals, but never looking at the ceiling.

Lloyd wondered if there was any purpose in that line of thought as his breath-
ing continued to labour on. He could not feel his limbs any more; the pain had
numbed all forms of sensation. Or it could be that Isaac had managed to rip off
his arm or leg and that he was slowly bleeding to death without realising it.

So many possibilities, so little to indicate which was the right one.
As his thoughts flowed through his mind, a rather confusing one suddenly

announced its existence.
‘How did Isaac recover so quickly from an elbow dislocation and return with

greatly increased speed, strength and agility?’
That thought startled Lloyd. It was the strangest question to appear in his

mind, yet it seemed to be the most apt and most important. He remembered
that he had hurt Isaac bad earlier, hyperflexing his fingers, breaking an elbow,
knocking his legs out of him, punching his head. Isaac had been out like a
light for a very long time, during which Lloyd had been making steady progress
towards the door that would lead to the outside of the corridor.

Then suddenly there was a bellow, and Isaac caught up quickly and knocked
him off his feet and continued with his “smiting”.

What did Isaac know that he did not?
Lloyd contemplated the issue deeper as he lay there as still as he could.

Breathing was increasingly difficult now for him, since the mobility of his rib cage
is very limited and he was quickly having an oxygen debt by too much shallow
breathing. Hyperventilation was happening for sure. Why it did not strike him
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while he was unconscious, he did not know. Nor did he care.
The Isaac question. Lloyd strained his ears to scout for his apparent nemesis

within the time between times, but apart from the eerie brownian motion of near
silence, nothing else could be heard. He closed his eyes and tried to imagine
how the places looked like had he been at the real corridor. He tried to recall
Isaac’s face, but the shape was a blob—it had been scintillating when Isaac was
close enough to spot his features.

Scintillating.
Why was Isaac scintillating? Was he not a human too?
And where exactly was Isaac?
A throbbing headache made its way from the left hemisphere of Lloyd’s brain

to the right. He wanted to rub his temples, but he was unsure where his hands
were—he could not seem to find them despite trying to move them in the general
direction of where he thought his head was.

Lloyd opened up his eyes. The ceiling of the corridor was still there, it did not
seem to have changed its nature nor form. He was still lying on the ground, and
it felt cool.

Lloyd was suddenly very alert. He could feel that the ground was cool.
He could feel that the ground was cool. And with his hand too. Encouraged,

he tried to move the same hand. While it was hard to tell if he was having any
success, he could feel the action of gravity against the movement; it was always
a good sign.

The corridor seemed to be bathed in a general soft light that had no obvious
source, it was as though the air molecules themselves were emitting light in all
directions. As such, there were no shadows whatsoever.

Quite some time later, Lloyd found finally feel his nose with the hand that he
had been trying to move along. All this while, he was still thinking about how
Isaac managed to recover from the physical damage that had been done on him
and tried to leverage on that. That he could touch his nose with his hand was a
good sign—his hyperventilation problem seemed to be going away mysteriously
as well. In fact, Lloyd could feel his ribs moving more easily, as though his ribs
had healed themselves up. Encouraged, Lloyd tried to move his other hand.
Again he could not feel it moving, but could feel the gravity that it was working
against.

A thought flashed through Lloyd’s mind.
Could it be that this time between times can respond positively to certain

thought processes?
Lloyd knew that he had been thinking about how much nicer it was to breathe
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more easy without all the broken ribs getting stuck along the way, and also how
nice it would that his arm was still movable. Of course, it took a while to get
everything to actually seemingly work, but then again he did not know how long
it took Isaac to recover himself completely to effect all the damage that he had.

Lloyd waited patiently for his other hand to arrive and touch him on the nose.
And sure enough, after some waiting time that was significantly shorter than that
of the first attempt at moving his arm, it duly arrived and booped himself in the
nose.

‘Excellent,’ Lloyd thought to himself as he tried to will the other parts of his
body to heal from whatever damage they had sustained and to be mobile once
again.

It felt arduous. It took a long time before he could bring one of his legs into
the proto-bridge position, but it definitely took a little less time to move the other
to join the first in the same position. Then it took an even longer time to actually
curl himself up into a sitting position, with him never quite knowing if he was
moving or not since the view of the corridor relative to him changed very slowly
as well.

But when he finally got into a sitting position, Lloyd found that he had re-
gained most of his motor functions, and that all the previous injuries that he had
sustained were either completely healed over, or healed over enough that they
did not impede him in anyway. This included that ankle sprain that he had in the
first round of brawling with Isaac.

Lloyd hugged his knees in the sitting position for a while, his mind still reel-
ing at the recovery of himself that he could not classify with anything short of
“miraculous”. He was still waiting for “us” to drop by and talk to him, saying re-
assuring words like how they have found him and waas going to extract him, but
none of those could be heard.

Lloyd stood up, slowly. Amid the soft omnidirectional light of the corridor, he
took a look at his surroundings. The corridor was still extended in both ends,
lined with doors. He was somewhere in the middle of the corridor, and he saw
the spot of dark reflective scrith that he had been sitting in thus far. The scrith
looked very smooth and glassy, and surrounding it was about three inches of
smashed up wooden boards from when Isaac was slamming him very precisely
into the same spot.

“Well, so much for that,” Lloyd talked to himself under his breath. From his
standing position, he glanced about him to look for traces of Isaac in case the
latter was hanging around to ensure that Lloyd would stay down. After all, Isaac
had make a big fuss of having to satisfy his god in smiting Lloyd the evil. Lloyd
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shook his head—he really did not understand why Isaac was thinking that way,
and was starting to wonder if he was truly an agent of “they” or was it just one of
those neutral but rogue beings that Yong-Chuan was telling him about.

There was no one else except for him.
Satisfied that there was no immediate danger, Lloyd continued to walk in the

direction that he thought was the exit. After nearly an hour of walking, he was still
no where near that door at all. Feeling bored and annoyed rather than fatigued,
Lloyd stopped for a moment and sat down to think more.

“Hey guys, are you there?” Lloyd asked out loud, hoping that “us” would hear
him. He was bored enough that he did not really care who it was that could hear
him—he would give almost anything to have some company now, and if they can
get him out of the never-ending corridor, it would be excellent.

Lloyd strained his ears to hear for any response. He waited. He waited and
waited. But there was no reply other than the brownian silence.

Suddenly he felt alone, very alone.
He glanced down the corridor towards the exit and turned his head to glance

down the other direction towards his office.
It seemed as though he had not moved from the halfway mark despite all the

walking.
It was puzzling. It should not be like this. He knew that Isaac could move

great distances extremely quickly—he was reminded by how Isaac first attacked
him while they were in that corridor; one moment Isaac was near the exit (and
nearer than he had ever been thus far, or so it seems) and the next Isaac was in
Lloyd’s face, near the door of Lloyd’s office.

He closed his eyes and let his mind wander. A suggestions popped up into
his head.

Perhaps if he thought that he was at the exit he would actually get there?
It sounded ridiculous, but in the back of his mind, Lloyd knew that amid the

nonsensical reasoning, it was a logical outcome. After all, hadn’t he just heal
himself from his completely broken state from repeated blunt trauma just from
sheer thinking?

Lloyd shook his head to clear out the negative thoughts that were slowly gath-
ering themselves and stood up. He looked at the exit end of the corridor, and
thought about arriving there. He kept that thought in mind as he took a few steps
forward. The doors that lined the corridor flew past him as though he were truly
walking, but in a few short moments, he found himself at the exit door itself.

Lloyd stopped short in front of the door labelled “exit” and surveyed his sur-
roundings. There was still no sign of Isaac anywhere, not even in ambush from
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any of the rooms nearby.
There were also no signs of “them” nor “us”. Again, that sense of loneliness

had started to permeate throughout Lloyd’s entire being. Foreboding, premo-
nitionary. The hairs on the back of his neck started standing on their own, as
though a bone-chilling breeze had passed through his body.

Lloyd could sense that something was going wrong, but he could not see what
it was. Isaac was nowhere to be found, and none of “us” nor “they” nor any of the
agents of “them” were around to wreak any form of havoc with him. Apart from
the door that stood in his way, there was nothing else that was left that could
threaten him in any way.

Taking a deep breath, Lloyd tried the handle of the exit door in a tentative
way. The lever of the handle rotated easily, and Lloyd could feel the door giving
in a little, as though the door was held closed only by the mechanism controlled
by the handle, that is, it was not locked.

With great gusto, Lloyd pushed open the door and took a step forward only
to find himself stepping into nothingness.

His ears were blasted with a noise level that obliterated his eardrums with
great pain, while his vision was filled with a scintillation of both psychedelic
colours and the blackest form of black anyone can ever imagine, with lines and
curves and planes and hyperplanes intersecting and unintersecting among them-
selves in forms that cannot be understood at all. Lloyd screamed and screamed
and screamed and screamed and screamed and screamed. . .

Isaac slammed Lloyd into the ground again and again, each time uttering a
single line of prayer as an offering to God to praise Him and his infinite wisdom
in ordering the smiting of the evil that is Lloyd Tan. He had been slamming Lloyd
into the ground for at least three hundred times—he knew because he had been
keeping track as he was offering his prayers. Lloyd had long since passed out
from the first score of body slams, but Isaac was sure that it was a ploy by Satan
to trick himself out of a righteous deed by the faithful. Isaac knew that he was
guided by God Himself, and that he had Him on his side. And to execute His will,
Isaac kept on with the divine smiting by smashing Lloyd into the ground.

Isaac felt good. All the ill effects that he had felt from the earlier brawl had
gone away almost completely, and that he felt more powerful than before. It was
as though he had been infused with a fragment of the infinite power of the divine
to fulfil his destiny, like one of the many pious paladins of old where they would
use fragments of God’s infinite power to aid the faithful in times of need, like
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during the Crusades against the infidels.
Isaac shook his head. No, he did not feel good, he felt great. He was living

the dream of the truly faithful—to smite evil in its purest form. He was sure that
He was pleased with his work, since it was He who ordered him to perform his
duty as a faithful Christian.

Isaac noticed that the ground in which he was slamming Lloyd in had been
pulverised into a mixture of wood splints and even sawdust; beneath it was a dark
smooth reflective surface that was also extremely hard. The crunching sound of
whatever stiff body parts that Lloyd had had gone away for a while since the two
hundredth throw, but now with the exposed hard surface, the satisfying sound
of crunching had returned, and it excited Isaac a lot. It was a sign that the
Satan that was Lloyd was undergoing a new wave of divine punishment since
the previous one had been weakened over time due to Satan’s adaptation to the
applied punishment.

With increased vigour, Isaac picked up the already floppy body of Lloyd and
slammed him again into the harder floor. The few bones that had escaped break-
age earlier were now crunching and breaking under the new non-pliant surface,
and from the voice of Lloyd came a series of unconscious groans as the wind
got knocked out of him good each time he impacted the floor.

The dark aura surrounding Isaac grew in its intensity, and his eyes were flash-
ing even stronger as he increased the amount of force he was using in body
throwing Lloyd. The prayer contents had changed too—now Isaac was praising
God instead of merely thanking Him, and he had even varied up the types of body
throws he was using on Lloyd.

After another five hundred of those, Isaac threw Lloyd into the scrith for the
final time, this time landing on top of him as well for goodmeasure, before stand-
ing up and looming over the lifeless body to admire his handiwork. Lloyd laid
there, barely breathing, coughing out the blood that had gathered in his lungs
and forced out from the added body weight slam by Isaac, his eyes completely
closed, his entire body limp as a kitten held by its scruff, bruises on all his ex-
posed limbs, bleeding from various splinter-induced wounds, every appendage
bent at very unnatural angles from places where joints did not exist.

Isaac stood there for a long time and looked at Lloyd.
“God! I have smited that which you have called me to! I have smote the

Satan of our times Lloyd Tan! He will blaspheme no more, and may Thou have
mercy on his soul!” Isaac proclaimed out loud, expecting an answer from the
divine to confirm that his promise had been fulfilled.

But there was only silence. A cold breeze came from nowhere and wafted
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through the entirety of the corridor. Isaac felt it pass through him. Not hearing
from God, he decided to take the cold breeze as a sign of His that it was a work
well done, and that he would get his eternal salvation as well as a place in heaven
among the others who had stepped up against the great evils and triumphed over
them.

Isaac stood there for a very long time, over the body of Lloyd. Apart from
that quick cold breeze, nothing else seemed to have happened. Fear and doubt
started to appear in Isaac’s heart, but he shook his head to try and forget about
those feelings.

“Have faith, Isaac,” he said to himself. “God is not always available—He has
work that is too complex and important for mere mortals like me to comprehend.
I have done a deed of God’s—He knows it in his omniscience, and He will reward
me when He thinks it is the right time. I should not fear that He has forsaken
me; my faith in Him is stronger than that.”

Isaac took a look at Lloyd and gave the body a short spit at it. “That’s for
being Satan, Lloyd Tan. May you burn in hell for your misdeeds of blasphemy.”

With that, Isaac stepped away from Lloyd’s body and started to walk away.
He did not know where to walk to. He knew that the door marked “exit” was

not an exit, and so there was no reason to head back in that direction. He had,
however, not checked out the other door, the one that he was told led to Lloyd
Tan’s office. Seeing as he had nothing better to do until he was taken out of that
place by God, Isaac decided to reach the door to Lloyd’s office to explore a little
to kill some time.

He started walking in the direction of Lloyd’s office. Along the way, he passed
by the club with exposed nails that Lloyd had used in defense in their first brawl.
Isaac kicked that away in disgust, thinking at how low Satan had to stoop to
defend himself against righteousness. The doors along the corridor passed him
by as he slowly reached the other end of the corridor that he had never really
been to. He spotted the source of the club lying in the corner; the old wooden
chair that was destined for removal by the janitors that never was. It was obvious
that it was the source of the club, since it was very obviously missing a leg, with
the tell-tale holes in the remaining bits of wood to show where the nails were to
attach that detached leg together.

But Isaac did not care—that broken chair was not the object of his curiousity.
What lies beyond the door to the office of the blasphemer was the one thing that
he cared more about.

He had only been into the real-life H&SS building once, and that was during
an extra lesson for one of his classes to make up for a missing class caused by
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some last minute event that the professor and his teaching assistants had to
attend to. He had seen that office door from afar, but never had he gone up to
it. He had never really seen Lloyd Tan before either, but he trusted in his faith to
God to point out the true blasphemer among all the faculty and students in I-SU
for divine retribution.

The office door loomed in front of Isaac. For a split second, he wondered to
himself whether it was wise to enter the office of a known blasphemer of God,
given that God had given him the commandment to smite the blasphemer for
his evil ways. He knew that it was not wise to fraternise with Satan, but reasoned
with himself that since this incarnation of Satan was already eliminated, there
ought to be no harm in visiting the place where he was working on his blasphemy.
Isaac thought of it as a kind of field trip to understand how evil truly works, and
felt that God will want him to learn how to identify future blasphemers on his own
so as to live up to God’s expectations of the pious.

With that conviction strongly in mind, Isaac boldly walked up to the door
labelled “Anthropology Department Graduate Student Office: 0166”. It loomed
up against him in a way that suggested awe, but Isaac did not fear it. He knew
he had vanquished the evil already, and whatever was left had no power since its
sire had been destroyed. With both hands, he held on to the handle and turned
it, opening the door and stepping in.

His ears were blasted with a noise level that obliterated his eardrums with
great pain, while his vision was filled with a scintillation of both psychedelic
colours and the blackest form of black anyone can ever imagine, with lines and
curves and planes and hyperplanes intersecting and unintersecting among them-
selves in forms that cannot be understood at all. Isaac screamed and screamed
and screamed and screamed and screamed and screamed, his last thought in his
mind was a continual apology to God for not being strong enough in his faith. . .

The panel of doctors gathered around the bed of Isaac, murmuring to each
other. It was a strange case, for sure, to see someone who was completely flipped
about laterally after having near confirmation that the flipping was not congen-
ital. There had been two cases in the medical records for people who had their
internal orgams flipped laterally the same way, but they were cases that had been
detected since birth, not nearly twenty years after the person was born.

Isaac was still in the recovery ward, sleeping fitfully on and off through his
anaesthesia. The panel of doctors had gathered at his bed in the hopes that he
would awaken soon—the anaesthetic was supposed to have worn out by then—
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so that he could give them consent to perform a series of other tests to further
study his peculiar case. As part of the monitoring for his mild concussion, they
had hooked him up to an EEG to observe the electrical activity. Till then, the
electrical activity had been quite minimal and was consistent with one who was
in a form of deep sleep due to the anaesthetics. Then, without warning, there
was a sudden flurry of electrical activity on the EEG. The monitoring neurologist
was startled by the alarm and checked in on it, only to realise that the patient
was suffering from a seizure. The panel of doctors who were lounging around
the bed stood to the side and made way for the attending physician and the
neurologist to do what they could to stop the seizure from occurring. A couple of
anti-convulsants were quickly added to the drip while his other vital signs were
monitored. A few tense minutes passed. The flurry of brain electrical activity
slowed itself down to something more normal, and everyone heaved a sigh of
relief.

But it was very short-lived, for two minutes after that, the electrical activity
ceased. Isaac’s brain had stopped itself from working.

It was morning in the new semester, and Xindi made her way into her office.
No one else was there except for her, and she sat down at her desk and powered
on her computer to do some fine tuning for the problem set that Fairweather was
going to release later that afternoon to the students. She had been working on
the problem sets for a while, and this was the third iteration of the draft. It was
always peaceful and quiet in her office. Even though it was built to house three
graduate students in it, one was still on exchange with the University of Chicago,
having extended his time there due to some new ground-breaking results that
he would like to work out with his collaborators there. Fairweather was pleased
at the new work to be published, but was a bit peeved that the department had
to spend money for another semester to support him out in Chicago. But it was
money to be well spent considering the impact of the research.

The other seat had always been empty. Xindi had always wondered why they
had left that spot empty when there were always complaints about having a lack
of office space for the graduate students. She had asked Fairweather before, but
the latter appeared to be surprised that there was an empty seat in a graduate
student office for that long. Fairweather had made a note to get someone as-
signed to that seat, but told Xindi that it was likely that it would be filled in the
next academic year.

Xindi did not mind at all. She was glad at the peace and quiet from having
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the entire office all to herself.

Michelle went on her rounds to check on the state of the rooms on the floor
of the dormitory that she was the residential advisor of. Every one of them was
occupied and in order, except for that one singles room near the corner. She
could have sworn that someone was supposed to be assigned to that room, and
she felt that if she thought hard enough she could remember who it was. But that
room was empty, and had been empty the whole time. Why it was not assigned
to anyone was beyond her guess. She checked in with Mr Low, the house master
of the dormitory about the details for that particular room.

Mr Low said that he vaguely remembered having to take someone from there
to a hospital for something, but could not remember who it was. The two of
them poured through the records, both paper and electronic, to find evidence to
support their vague feelings of things. But to their surprise, nothing was found
except for the fact that that room had not been assigned to anyone for that
academic year.

Both of them scratched their heads and wondered why a popular dormitory
would have an unassigned singles room, the type of room that was most popular
among those who wanted to stay in the dormitories.

The fifteenth of March came and Fairweather felt as though there was some
place she had to be. There was a thought in the back of her mind that a student
of hers was going to do a dissertation defense on that day, but try as she might,
she could not seem to remember who it was, where it was held and at what time.
She had checked her calendar twice, checked with the secretary three times, and
even talked to each of her students to verify if she had missed out on any of them
by mistake or forgetfulness.

But everyone replied that there was nothing scheduled on that day. It took
nearly half a day of convincing by everyone that she knew before Fairweather
dismissed that odd feeling that had been nagging at her for the whole day.
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casik abmsd oovxo ieoqm etmao dcsic eacwn ttotr bkdli tdsfa rinmy bmtoh ugsnr
pinoo aepmo menal cwyje hueuq fnete liqpt ovuvo apfes bsqet nugzl oipaa lvpot
sqnca ldifu qqytd sliin eeuld errzj vuspg fgoyu tuxyr oisuz grltd mwhtu uamyv
ftnln otaor oerqs oeetv rjcta tjlul tsaxa aohno pkuoo navjk agotz lonib cyurt nrhhi
naola vkfva olryh soonb khttd dfmml tpeoi xqoua diset ieemk pnatr ukelf lohle
ctilj eeeae qraao pdjgt udspm sntto mpsti tcicq eddoy kxwpu ctwyj tccyc jscwe
tuxoo ctios yyhdo nbyth oondm iinca iaesa owxsr lcepo aoodh mrrta ntbnb oacnv
etaal nbjjn deoyi irhur mhweo utqpj lnoew whepe aeoeu taijl gltod pivtn omodj
iysim fmasr aclno dfdvc jtisl odsde ptnje oenew othqr mreno penyi hlean onene
fapnt ytsii xaaxi orqwc xcvfn neuma aktdh agzdg lncdq vncrc mexpo aiwhg brctr
dkmac aiecw foosx ybcen tkfsy oywwo daaon zotul nafin elaic bwplp crpeo triit
lanyo kbnwn oejgv pbmtd dwtat szfym alnhm liaie kmpre enzuz pplou zaasf rzaoi
omhvo jhchc vcoem bgdrn tmtsf xymts cildi oaldg unete wcjtu aiwmx ioeok zdnac
scrla aaped qoyue ttvtc rsjia tnhfb edati nlkmn lcmqr yttoh uldlt ledno fobwp jraug
tmwft seizh plytg ivdko omnjp iiliv jluit rugid ujebf blseh fnooe cryhj woiiw ibqnm
ayhzo oofdz mwohi ndboc edypy ldhaz vjtwo sivde usnpx nucpw dennn ntkoh
enaoj sbuoc ogzsi oytkc kaimt ybjlr stglh eauig ieicc oiimr ctdak sbntn rlfku pwuwi
ktpmh rdlst hdous pttfw itaan bggea qcymm lfsqp nyebh evmme huaja vtuie jieti
ahndq tppty kstpu anwbe utuum jsleh fhspa tdaxv hilfr jtitt tlsvo iihot ihiop kd-
cqs hovnn eenae kxala efgfa tliyw poaih snrmt tegkp ettiy xcuea tezlr qsvow jrlta
oybta prmzb nloew kxeaa plito aetkj aoyte ioiiu cefqb ttifs kkwbo szukc hnmkj
fylla qpvnl sagxa toctf qjooa nkzai hoteq eaist aumae taqjs oyyrt pqewr lyahe
uohxf eutlo apvne neygg slspe yqpyh shuiu ooawm hwhii blmor naewf seewo
bltdd rrqya iilhf lieat dsddu ulauv hagtq hxpcs vwbml odevy chiet cnxdt baczq
txtez kbahm lyqco thwjk tehte cmmyp emuro ifvhw cwayl cvvya cwrby kmaee
vasda tanid noitz nxpec dvtas fiivm bmiee ketll ecawl nvala idebp syhna sthpa
renra ohtce csgms nntpf cmbah okmmf envii scoev xdwge uevtj riesz frrre ihhrw
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boetn qcmam vtion tewtj iurej icent kppyi nahfl yaepn ndrae rrmep oavmx qfooh
rvwxd tirjg xnaei vwhot stxcf pnecj ersie icapl teaqp tlras zyiey oymxu tgtny wndee
hupwp trigv ttnto dukoi gaymk pitiy qfdod bkqms ehdog rcrie avpep idzgu egadu
trnor njmee geonv btuco hyqdn espzs avnyh gtreo ejvxo aicqu fcnod sixrh lnkfc
oqarn bpots ousip irwro miodn gxkfs naazg acwwd dlitl scsog upiha huwyf md-
mie eeukm opcti kjtct prfnp anetm eotio jbnee inoiu bisaz hqtwl rsgxd lacax eiihi
wblip twngb dopfs jntst geghl ttuzz oasie pcyce pahcg meetu pftio ebevc cstik
zttaw wyoeh etiur ldanf bnati pctue nkadt uater nzqaa ihpze hilov pyqam oshki
obqjp mphti uklct ilsyy laxep shpls erxie otrfb iulsm gpodu iutzs iaatd mzoin
scxad lcdkv bilcc znwmn hksnk olhal lwibl oaqut tlabs jaabl ybfed tutjs hyorx
yxoao arcvi uealu bdnet nphsn poqpp lrcic gtxpa dezei odood fptlc zeetp sipvd
idreo jhttc fwfba eoqxp ccrle airnu cnshm etuon kwaio tdqgo firli uiioh xhrci luwrg
lolcn eegwa iyiyn htlel olcsw dktta owdna nsmib wgono ogufa jeoyf vteps euwce
eorqp akmav gqwid axkkg tmsdf jlrnt qjcme tmhal hriit swahl ngmar easzq ghtcs
hwnaq aalaz oecej daacm maiaa etnkd dpeyc jgmed rbdwe ohask njcud tendn
aamuf qttea qmhtg agcaj ilnay nzyat omrgc cpovg lteot pwecl paucm iigcd qn-
hol mdwst lopjd nodcr ciwlo imxky isyeg jjaii bsjdo oiact iaiee wvhaw tisfj uaoia
sfamt ebyko tonxr bptto rhinn vpmhh dnvaz lklah tugko mmnux zimah pkeni utffa
iyauy ewcse irgot genrw lhsia axjfn mgkoz malox xjcom idpmt jltdd raqyt mibof
ndwsn acnlk effra cupie abwsq qoneo nlnau ytigf puoah dcboi giqzd agfrw hyeyo
zordn cavlmmcanp cklso ovahi eulpx herfe hvrtp iikhy olomz pdtdo bckkm anwdz
mdtut cects aiadp dtytf rwois nkvzu iumjp vhcll uyvap taomi odseg ktatn ksdho
hooco xbtge epvrg oagdk aaoem yeaih scubn illtg mlion sumne unlts eaocn zyriu
cfhkt pntze tntas gtgqf ylzlz yotov kaecc wwgwd liouz oooga rckyi cocyo datpj
zmufd ydtyo nhwnj epaai aqdoi nmmje cuhpr hjota ktvqw leejb aoeeo wkcuc etoxl
epltv wgnsg mmlfk stitc vuape jwkhy lnhyq trvub mvkar hlogr ilhtm keuta cfzez
ttcds wliec dxaol tihie eipnw dnpie zzsit eyhvh qpofs fhreo aefee itpho utuii tqxtn
leqww oinsk gqoad operu phizz vqafl gzurw ahzgb dhpnz nsyte ryogw tteer pdliu
xtoeo anydt uliit vieal iegri asezc jopli qyxfa ecyzo cgnrn mfssp eoude ogwmi hb-
shs dtcdd ixtat ualob oiulr rtnca otswj ltepp wipst uaujg osmas ctyts agpup ridoc
slbea zcspd htyqw ideew sytar sgqkr umlmw lohcm etiut pchjd lcspe pvige ofmqo
tnrgr fineh aqaep meytr ueaij ywtss apsow otpyv htamr pfvno piodz odoaz dqdpp
rfqmd epnah stoip cjeel iebwk amaym bvdde ohpvn pulgi paoet fsxoa iihzw hf-
siu ijlon rrtgl bsech hoord usocl tfkaf nsrnt oxqst ntppe yctlu blngi vdebi txsvm
uqico uiaaw acwod eiesi nuiag kfrbo aapzi tctok abcte cmiyb uoaqn ypyhs kilwd
oshcy eeltf pvlup loqrh aidrt boprl ciele dprdq ieylg iaatd scqps rahud lafib hszap
dcbbw leoaw lnesc imunt dteel knocu nuotj cevqa mrtcq dftih axglo rnmqk pqtat
njdau heecb twapy ajioo ihdde oaopd attyp tfnni tajgi uipav bllpi pjooe opczx
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robln mxxom llhxw hapit ladoh tlzgo oilfk vyosc clgdr iosgh ncotv tbnaa oonmi
lhtku modii jgrtn tsljk oniom onskt motrc onesp zmlcn mjgsd eapby ucsop nseca
ohoqu hsmul nowam httam crkrl elocp uawun lheob acnnb gcalo upvwi tmcyi
milal rjpma nxfff tlaqb oadbs nfhlp ocwie lpikm xgesh asybe thbjo biapa bnooh
opbsb seitb qseim afxio ifale arfet dazih oudas toilj ggren ilyws ctoxk aqtmp
dcyst yyfjz eechc cenal tiaua ktsbx wtwct lxsoo ppspg uaaie bjeao cmnvt aaenl
qtsym zxvla atxmq heaaj cdmme pykuo latrv tcluo bzghr smrcu eccof qqyyl adjla
ipliq semra akutw bawwr ayamf blese ausnr irszv zocwt ocutr idhgx taits dqehs
lmnap ormpp ziaps ewree atsgs uoheo mbsma sworq tprlj rseke copsh lfudt
hlpdo tfhul dlzta omtvd cpmto yccua iemgi eaowu ybdal wruqt iiiow iodyc xbodd
aagzx uaefi aiont sqefc sfofn uotyh kymet tmbbo wieat yutct ldwbn wvtxn ytcat
ziaoy yfecc uwmeu fhaia esnxi dlphj ioais dopuh ehrqw eelid ckmoo tldjb eanpr
bcsln pisnn liooe bpoop tupir eeafc stnkm mmuuh tzilh tcfbs htisp yytqi tzboe
intxy vtlip jisls sgslq acree kpeat amjxo ohima chupa vkfdt chxch hetal fpooa mh-
wqo ahrkp dqdep wcytt aoxtw eoslo sfoaa enlvi cirvi pstyy bnbrl eezds uwrik blhat
nfwew tiwqz vnlpd ptusa samfa ehihk xhdla mudco aqtzo keles digoe shdjl eiiii
euspy lqbkv atesn joida lmetn uabba rlilr vcrth aoemd dtmxz stiol byyet oacdk
utpil qdete lazzj ytisb glwat ayioi aeprj utueo pqrmu demsb cenph boesi tcguc
wcasw dathw djudl ndbmp aalay vsytn lnqla rivxz pdtnl oisah eafad neasj hbnis
iezil rczxx udlel uieni njsre hioyi btper rpaot ipjkd lqkih bkdie ouzjs ooale xqaog
qblni odyyx tinpd nqett pvste unodh dshtm fdydu urkgp ucdpr teemn drsso tyeoy
tsope vbwqo onpfp tahpm avobd tkoao tcago uvtce cmaea ornpc tuenk hqutw
syuwo diuus hulph sxftu aredx ioadg ssnlu ikblh srefx noepl wiprt ntoxm beeel
qieap azcfl tpoou jtnao xgmie idgge tteir qbyok ajzhl qrdnf dolil afudh ifenw ecrdx
elsto neshe srccc hacit xcteu iiavh pltld pjoit fqbcr aecwj cchde ilxca iemfx brnis
moqoomhbve yaefg kunaa wbltp ragxs oecxk gslyo rcqvo egoxd yutde vusnh llpiu
bklnx jfaii pklgn catwn xoadw rpuua cnjdv oecnq gjgan cacil pbdim iitgi nursa
pqflh sncam fetto dxigt oasmf zovoo atsee cayxf nahtk oqtpi uqfye yaszy cdeme
degep pihox oewmv smqro cvffy ltadt liite ltyqt paufd oemvy kdoei oadwd eypbn
guilc jrvoo plnug ttasc bjuhi cpanu naihe ypntn kqodn ouxve oooiu wsuce bltju
altoj ieitt brkbo dcjpo eaasp seoou txskt dndea crarc vnatl aiuit snaie zxluo exlun
gllcs juuka gdpec cedzr spiol esegc oifct glvja zegcs gkhte jilvh bgnti shcaa nttze
iolkf daoon ibcia tamxj qhapx ikhnu ctsvl hoimm nlppt erklt doxqw sdlcb ffobh
tjsnu ppecg setse nisee wotqf oiiam lgfac nveed goaud pnoae yhsol irmak mdtre
pdqvw nirws ttlpn rqlac ekooa nppml cutdj vhtat iuhud okawi huiha qdvea alkqn
utpac cgumc ibnda tqttn feuao ndvou ennay odylr qgall yauge mipvs jbbat zlepa
uotec oslda jhube dfkpt eidif tnaua sebsy tizih lipal umilo ajlkp incct yblpo togen
tedet dcrcj yttfa tjune tilbz etltf tgxeb caeah leibs abccd vluil ogtwj iiala muoqa
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taqqo aoeri vznla pixme qtsao yleoi psoel hiboc ouilm nousa cyfyl wsabn euepi
nblqu tebfe oteco qbtop vmakn ljwhz howlo pluai wckog scitc ysuoo rwzys osewb
ftnea rywct uofgl tehlk rgcnh tired itazh hottv lvjet nsgrf hcrtf evats wcqke laonb
eogyi bhyor alfrg tehis izvho mjhge aieqh hphtp zadol engmv loioq uyucl igpke
cenmp peity embmp odfiq iases gjppx cmypo ntnzu lbuow buqcl bgxfh rnrsb
xbfid ttkbt tirza weeca laxnl qafeu lmcam yyloa adsws keedw litch mgpay miupz
nrlpr tpcyu ljrre sasya zoscf tjruw aluiy gaaek zvlop overh iaigv iaoon yampn tuihu
aprhq hepmy ixxaa gstjn jtemn czdqa oamdm aogmg amiee mnbyl iieew ssaoc
htole ahmkv hwaty ceumn pnuvl ssacp btosb xasit gakjz ituey pqdnn evkei ewhze
mecci heeyt tavvp afael ztcah pyncs hwdbr xitom xbxnt heaaf saatt jwoao nzkol
ulrit bhltp smxce itksv dstaa hlkoy doapt ppaio iurrd nxnls wcivm oweex mx-
adn hthqy ohsgl uitdi xyxii ilncu atysv itoua opwos hxndy vpasr oenor etorl neimg
dwott nqktr wpoff nosym vyzey cdtmb imeop bausr ejhug ldedp bnaae jsaei etqnp
kesmg khdyl ancyt amubv eauqr nmrql tnnvq cllal cwstr hgwoc tsaie deoag fcxag
igvno cbudb ejuth seira iarid hohia bevoh oawjo cumet gflec hegzt jeigg vehei
utppt clmee feotl xsmef nicri sasqk ibiot cljue sskzu semoe erioo ywqgu ldakd
jmcud etidl totsh cslhk shact cijtt mansn xtklh dqucl cpyxl aanih adeyi fyleo doejw
gltio fjpia ssmkr anoay rikia prndi pntxh ddeot uhhlo nddbw lsovo qzost lrkil on-
lyu pippe nbuti yszry tlnhw eqonw ildoy tnevc hntei yfrbw cfxjy nsinc ctqtw lp-
nmo lceqp lnehm xsqth crajq cerci secqa aenug itdoz buahi xokbi amkmf cpaev
swaro edova rgeem aoupd zspis aaxfo oleds xcepp afbha etngo akold kgdpq or-
fkx leiis czrsl gkrlt gnpdn blsis kfqpr esfuj euoig qdiut ajzyo stmra crobe myfeo
easso iittf pniiv ityqt gntmi etepn njgnt aeqld eychs sasdv sbzae saepq itoeo
btkhh icfll asidt whcil nkyxs ooaqj fnget xvbvc lrzvn adrnf ejeof oolml tsekt xaots
pmzpu ldxxe oarmn breab pkqal cpodt vebwm vsoai sxsof pnhip dwoco awakt
mceex wmpce dicya efxug flhmv qzcoe akjhi caodi znonf bmcmb aajpd eiorr
hlepr tvipf iaawl eondm vmnta tnkpu smcrt aayip nosca tlidg xaiih pzzov thety
lcaix cqapo hclei eaafr bftid qqgsa oopdq htoes iyric eevyo annns mlina batbu
pcwii aptwp gohln dbihc adaoo ftoaq oxznp deskx itedq qklpi tsvru eaelt aiacc
drkol cpadj tnpup fjcit deixt aeben sewta onqlr lnyns scaaf ghmwa paydo piied
ratoh wiwhl leitu pialb lytii tbvig oppeb rmepe fwzae tcwfd paliy wfoil exsde tldaa
ftoas sqgol iikqo ahinu pocra kkthi ldsbz qutin hthrh yiszv hdmtd hqdot twmer
atdyi ytill enstb yazuh gwpss kdiao mjdma cprjb yonaa arbiv aassi uoiym enaco
plbbh aslwm josue dnlta raedh rcllq rogel gblva dtpka gloup bufts iixvt domnz
nbtpo isars aonyd ihlte nfflc hutbp ultev cnsys ctaqc liszj hhivg aumop kavqf to-
hco wglai lehch oonhn zooie wgpau giulw etehq jymia tamip soouo oypnl aewhn
sdgxd putdw swpth ogspa antwq ketyu qqmet umrex cikeh emecc aeqje rqovg
riitn lingl tfisb tafrx slrtg mhbko tidfs olarg dqgrd ufwdi toaes crebo ozddh liaxb
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sihha fyxra stswe lpaet bsiao fqbna nsvzb tncbr xzlil nlngp ootak wnrlt hjygi im-
pwu domto bxelt weuco toeoq ymnoe ltlxd shnkr eewre uwgpt qecjg dnefe pnnoe
rxwmc linht vgocy njcce adybd chupt rvsau rfkmc isiif zotls bsrao nenmm ekoiy
aeatt wuumt aelzq dilei keyad atvkh whlix rdpnt okyql cmtew vpwbh rekht cu-
uqb shsov fipel cqyro itnmq yichf ctolo msgak ioeed gwiao gshpn otdmr biaoo
wgwns ecody taeta paima lukrt agndp dsrmo mnkow icojn ttnma rzdml eikme
elpbp nlloi wmunk fhqlj paeaj qzjdo tldqa uolls ndlro awbrs mewac aarny mqgni
erxyi ctlua tegma qzwnl mawhu slsng jjtse rfakc cegoq oionn nvmto ichrn camlh
bdcdp ceeho itefi phpai nicoo ohubq nweeo hdamm omrmt maizk geduo qlqmp
tlkxz eeboh vzllu iudfg tpvpl uleen mypsb bqmfl sotld etesi lmfxm rodlo ioorm
pavth eergl nodsh awoiu uoiqt taovv chimi mtjai ucldz nnstc vfhar rxlzo nuiqy
iftto deyhh tnqlw osepa bfsot acmec chhzs setiw rhmqc rduel oatty ieaai cjevw
dwsqk btdip zuxaa iaymg myoag qluoi emvnu thelf xttoa zezyo eirug ectib jfppf
tuuva odnns bemnr ahkra imvfq wqnpj owoyt ssair aptzp uiitw cflsu ctorm smgiv
kkels aftze udikh fuorc wnhgp eacab ttiao qttaa eqeet aanun rxltm zglre etmtn
tuiai tdoir ljwxa asyuk serpd bnoiy mggdm ppiam elesv ajmch mepkl jttin feall
ucsbl reitl zpooo tiywe emzek totil eyaie dikho paoau qohbp ozpyi ttotp jnunh
vhurr eerwe uicwt ienat tsgvi ldtgw heepm uqvnh ascqg cciep eviii dglst oeemp
hknoa ubrsw cukzn ycemi cnfel enija otltu ymott mbxsn tlfdp ttplb pqsha rdpte
arahl bosae jlopu oelgh edihz mnich lmdrh hebef meypa eiixu iayqh rmcmo lailr
vawjn csaas hdaac pvxai rclou ddill incso ncabt aoedn mtdie fkbta ftpid epton
untsf opora otllv pledd btthr lamer agnlz iahpo wfajo iwmhn itiol hwrne ayxab
abcsf qwito genpl egoyg xaira hrrft emyjx hsroh ytdsl hnoem eaobf csena sbfrt
sfobd dtasu hgtah aisqe cmnyv jtiie pjgat phniw ercik xmebh soiib asaoa bhlat
ybrma acyue ottwn eitwi ejuxx oangl qayit tpdel plice ebvhf cuapd atmfl hqami
xiett llhcn ppwae lwfuu xoedl lffcd ceeyu jsiip rdpda uswgn oeaom oplei eehol
itpji xnoih ghbeo pmugs ttmis vfyvo dfphn nlljr aaptr vezyt jimdt rytes rdfle ajlce
aetfx zoeta rplct adoqu meaix bkqhu dooge opsej liors vfnrl naoub utemp fuahc
mrpsa rlois muosi rfsmu aagqm nnitj bhwns lrynt osnjk vpeoe kfqti sdkuh eutth
mqokr iyhje coesy qicih ifkob gpprs itlts lrioo cowhs tlyen fvnad kcida drzqs laoao
cmseo iwkwt wooxi modta alitu iiyik eolti ysppc ijwrl pneng gcmis usoao nsekf
nchpr zkisk ntpsd wlobq oaias iqlni sxkok rensc pqloc ccwyc aeine hoiev ngbth
eyqmh rtpav rwotl czrqa qgekl kdfar bltap rtwuw nntok xvhol ogmya airqn vtail
nffmu tdish oupan jxpie apvmc ghlrr prwvu jzyml tegfr glcau dspeo arfcn simca
ritql nknat evbhz omepo ytewa ajwme oemqz lesbt levqc tarce taubf fgpho evofu
areus jtals cpvtc pajni rtemu cduoa nylda locxd fiend gqfgn sriko eiior gbiae
tdyji iaegm momld nymli towez tcecq bthyi iwnrr ttnnu anpri vdooo wfxph tmosu
bebme luoha awowl kcpoo nxusa wamrc viioa zidnh otwfe akabv fceso szdlp em-
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fza iendo yucma brpho tonrc cccir jibtw aidkz oatnu eqtia mkrur oockg woisl izlla
dcekn aalio gxgey decfl nhcah iwtra erycp fazhp mnteb hzvlc acqrp penoh sobot
gaxoc iauko oaech iqult pphim uhplk tetap jiyii bjlmo bokhk wenos posys loado
amehi xqyat eetrh dtpig eette uvpjr taaka ncmoi ypuug npnxq scetp hsaef ryrbw
hithg zaafr yndih ytmis amnts gyboc iirxt ocati uneis sldie tawmm tfalh ngoch av-
woo eoufh aktcdmanto fxwnv nactq ydner nrdoh ilbna dwaam gngne wacxh nahjh
xywdo prjvu skoub iiceq btbtr wusqf iptaw dwcle gbpfo lvoqw cecre mzkmt erled
mtwue vchse tzqem iwtkz kalea hhvwa eimtn catri cvbed yihhp ieojr fitdy ktppt
aikga pinix impcr nkjpa phixf terdf dneon rtbsx stior vvoas ommxi pdnvq xeosc
ogtni emkyv rfiob xbrge esxga iduei trlcn vvyts eccto rliao ugstd emwoo ofrin
ltmst gmxtm nqaeu tdacd qdaid oueyi ooptz gtain lhbfr fabhn aeoef pjseo utfua
qnaqg zlsum ujyon nivum ilmtq cudte njgrn tmakv uoyto fejnu bpdte acpmz qb-
dcc twhll yeqpo zihro syvto esjus moktg fbtoe ilrrc ahaux jcaoa ijjlo nunms mietu
flebv efuae uneul vttst idwop ahzll apmld zrcus erdoe snhvp kxeee joopa ororx
helal orliv ozzjp immbt krqis nzknl teogy ptrlw bsorw ezzwi uilrz notiwmbiit acnba
euoty cnsia rfgpe rslvs tieta seosh csgry naniz pgtaw ajiaa onilk aitmt afdra iixzu
ndhbe awepe ozxjc lgnwo yalep rgctt sovoo otoih dbiyo pjomt oelwg sxedc seyab
stjzf lnsif oaeet nngon lumhd cmtns ubqqi nozyp preou nkpce hkhqi ultgl svvhc
ozpse nexgq ehsit iquni orbne iamql uiove acuth ianje ieaaj ewdst phscn eoswa
regfd yujro smiiy tleht voqhc lbwma atppi doese kkxtn fcmtf sttyf jbidi ahnha
orebv uuyee mwxbl wivop wtorw ewtat avdzt hhlbx pmcli zevln aluxr opdiy gblre
tiqgn bfibn pomhp aeqii eiqfi eayfp eoycl lucjt hansr qeera hvyba iortv deeio
jposr aoadn pwhfk aeapd ngjee dtcpl taelg mhyct dbmye sctlk inseb ezzti ievsz
spaih smsni hzkrh dcatv woktc brimo oafqs chwir ckwtt sqdlc irdml doufe fpyiy
hckmn ncoau tlofm ldfza ialme jaaha macot ayquy uhfmu pgnto ongge ospzu
tnopa mqnpt sifxm sloip uemal olcsr ceobt dkhsl wewpm lirbx stucr iwiqa taevi
iudcg nmllu urgwo rnidh ireoc dxemi tqfet htons ituny ujqnt thita awemo bvame
ipvsn ennuv iraca hiwre aljoj aeyir jitqa ehtky ilade vymnt viuga fcdxf iaelt qbart
ogmtl ssnno phunn qcpet vngbq oatoc bllto acwto npbji btsin kuiht ptshn eoyel
zkshe aunwf ndrlw rierp vfndd ectek ewocw dlaie hsndf tivmv aewrg mdxdo iiqxn
fnsiu rucsr oakvh hnacq mvoce upgie leuoe lhsez sletm nnzve eltji faoil nzpoo
dpvow eniln jmrsl rybel oitpm amteg jthed iageq pmoox zfwhe ixwey cfago us-
bew dahim oozyp oense jkvtc lujvi ednfe xwavt rkioa ibwjf tefap slpqn rrfyn lshnl
feoit pkvth cczfh ediad orupc onnup efnox nsuse oposl iiexa nbnht jvaoa axejc
dcltn kfidr ggxln etwpu iewtf matio figgi rgaix ilwpp rzyao edqjd otiaj qmadc ef-
bis shuto urnnt bjzfi cttgx iyiid tsnnt ebqhr amtkc mcotd pqact erfuu agcfd niwno
qqhzt ottdv hbeha fengl eokkc ensto pdair nchyt yoovu negmu uqfqu aakkb usalo
pkoan rlgaq ecord hpoeh zuzio mrjgc cimot mzual lunui ttwgo itcsy nhxub os-
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wvv infez winum tdxtu natpo lorsf nfqlu wioml toiev eheem emagt corqp sgpah
crott webhp teoue qpdfe tobje loxid usfme rzuaa rejsm teaib rpthe szkze etcrl
qafsh wbjno ncsqi toaya bllpe auslh rnsmg phepa mfmsx hkbcf mllir cqhnt lqmci
rsodl iiian booai depyb emisr gwape ipmlu iitek mckcp gbxoa lmjet lanrl bncad
wyuio padng zgwtd ekbjh llwkh heeep gwgmy vstee pcfru xoyea cqsni pykuy yotps
cleiy dhcub tdrna licso ryxci awowi uorhc ffeti rlano riass icsck cgleh aitdh calpy
eyttp nqwrr ufhbk awatx rwxur msfqo teocg edtan ohogg pizko muaic lgbsk rkkdt
hlatv hwrie azmrs xmvml ktted agaai cgeio rlthl pxena hcjno aljmp ssewq pb-
dtp mluot eqnmw tctte hfxde bajam jcoce amwmc ytavr ederw fyoea btgcr utunb
oeadu jgpmc lcgdd awtpx zdaoe weltl pwigu skrtb hxrce iqzpg slayo wheos wi-
ijp hayjz idlsw zxnfe ehymz iihwb qrosr evdmp tftdv wolok mhfio ltcoe eoyhk
mwarr snhgl eelok xmteu wgwec rtmhp notoy mutwc utsxt nezbd tsieo obnlm
mnzfd pidwl irraa ewmsa nhxfh datos wqmhc sqjvb aoumz dpaea zopzu oiazi
jipcz skclc iygzs lomkl taiac ichog dskss annsg qhktn mmvge oitrk fulas zsqpi
rpalq vspod ecloc injgr ottje fkace yreyd tiuqm ltpwu cdqde uwpqa iimlf acdan
kiext ieoyn etanf zvwca onire hiaqb ifost szewn tmqvh ecpgg dklhs rindj ipsgc
zkaln qdmue tswmy tnoax xifta adanr oitel gxeth vveio iieiv jphow ibysa tblqd
qltww dkole hvffm thsqp xroam nkqnt opejb icfbj fcelh osqzu vibtp lalxi kicma
ebhzl sddnb vzaan tlnft atwcw hehen giaoe opedl foaah trald faobu ethfw yllci
yooap hppkm lmwlf uhttn qyhri occwm bapic gjpbm omhqw ddozm nnlie yejol
mogai jehdj doxnk tlbiz namhb ehjob jojwe omctd pltdk ajvip rrdqr tiegx udecl
rrnmd rekmd zenex waavy mtdjb oaiqi kxpek euknp svfnl umoyd kfwtt nyyla cspyp
opioa winko lmvrr wsrfo dbmee iqzpa emprw ujhos icpat trlft scuai blgka euqug
iiowc bcrnc vodvs meuna wefik meuer ebjtm ernyj swccn aglis ornzn jitey owfsa
rqxve ntonk rrlas qparo edonc noasi xjocd tkhhc oiqbp impci gmygt hnaxm wltex
ybhua tlryy mpiug ycach leemd ruime neaon acfre sauph ienqf vvtlh gzmgm ioxxs
zpaee mlxce efyzj rpdkm vvyrl vsvmp ttyur xoles rhzat nchlk ippbc qbais bzsmi
icifs tieip qhksh seqqa fyrzt akyap tcoot iagul xpstw uxdot awqoy nacyl tmiai tvwtt
teamt ioles xslat rdoka isiey vudap nyrag sejje ystnn ynshh wiqkh utrsx zplat tqxjt
uomnv bcliw qlxto rlhqc cecdj yhiie guywd siqxs mblig xftae nnpnn aitri oconc
zlksa veoll hnnrf rkhot owoej ciazs tjltc vthkp takqs qgwox jefpe hstqx gkemz
lmnud dcyxo nlkwl hbhap owoih litxs ehmlb yvine dirts taiwz hqpcp tsplt hzfjs
ueppe fgtii iabnt ymudd stwwb iohth fbkpj uiawj rkohi eybwt nisku gantw fqxow
arjts aiaun mrhae oatwo dpzfr wnagy qtgyq tyucm lkwic rqnea cmnul tslfe natwp
ptttq iefkv cthav vmoua vvqrp yallu xeanl hviih tcpis tctwu odeut rxqga chfra guelg
bhdro sjamd ordsi pxqoh ihcma ahlvm hteas ubdpa ywvkz wsakn yhout sjdvf en-
zcq xuned ffqrp aptlm hslod fyisp qhune tcsnf zjahi aystd azhmz oeosj jfeit kagia
tbquf dteha vfari oraxv eredx wjhot hxort dnudx entwo squvi cotcj acebm nceol
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ywerc efmwx peiug hzoei etogg oaewp dheoo rkyfl onndg etnop rpktt ikrlg snrgv
bmmmw xcaht lodud otnlo mzdom opmrb hcnzk ogior xnebu gamvk zsehe iymli
nefev ocoik oafmr rljee acqss unosh fdgbt lgteq tnofz ppxxx


